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INTRODUCTION 
Tourism, what we popularly call the travel Industry, has 
become a comprehensive social science that needs a swrious 
study and attention as it affects millions of human beings 
all over the globe. Its management, development and future 
are vitally important and can be best seen in the perspective 
of the history of trijtvel. 
Travel from the earliest times has held a fascination 
for mankind. The urge to explore new places and seek a chai^ ge 
of environment was not experienced. Rapid Development in the 
means of transport and communication has made travel »n easy 
affair. In India, Tourism has always been recognised as an 
instrument to promote better understanding among people, 
cultures, nations and motivating force to enhance goodwill. 
First effort to promote tourism in India was made in 1945 
when the Government of India set up a Committee under the 
Chairmanship of Sir John Sargent, the then fidvisor to the 
Government. The Committee submitted its report in 1946 and 
suggested that a separate tourist organisation should be set 
up at the centre with regional offices at Bombay, Delhi 
Calcutta and Madras. The Committee also recommended that 
tourist publicity cells^ should be set up abroad. ft small 
traffic tourist branch was, therefore, set up in the Ministry 
of Transport in 1948. First overseas tourist office was 
opened in New York, in 1952 to carry out tourist publicity 
through articles in the? press, television and radio 
programmes and by participating in exhibitions. Later on more 
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tourists offices were opened iri India and abroad. Despite the 
above effort it needed a whole time sepatare organisation 
owing to its growing national importance. 
By 1956, three corporations carne into being namely. 
Hotel Corporation of India Ltd., India Tourism Corporation 
Ltd., India Tourism Transport undertaking Ltd. These three 
corporations were set up on the recornmendt ion of the sargant 
Committee. 
Later on, the Government of India decided to merge these 
corporations in view of the heavy loss incurred by them. To 
avoid these lossess and future risk, these three corporations 
were dissolved and merged into one in 1S66. Thus the Govt. 
set up in October, 19&6 a public sector undertaking namely 
India Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) in Delhi with an 
authorised capital of Rs.5 crores. 
By now tourism phenomenon has attracted almost the 
entire world because it was universally viewed as economic 
advantageous by those who are responsible for managing the 
affairs of nations. 
Tourism is painless procedure for transfer of real 
resources from industrially capital surplus developed 
countries to low income developing countries. It is very 
important source for maximising scare foreign exchange 
Bar-riinqs for not only developing countries of the third world 
but of many developed countries of the world which often 
represents the major part of the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP). 
In India between 198£-193£ tourism ranked as the third 
lariest exche-^ nge earner for the country. According to the 
surveys carried out every five years by Department of Tourism 
(India). The target of foreign eKchange earnings was 
Rs. 11,306 niiUion in 1981-82 which rose to Rs. E9,000 million 
in 1991--92- This was due to the fact that India Government 
paid much attention to improve its lot and more incentives 
and declearing 1991 visit India year. It resulted a huge 
influx of foreign toriest into India, Despite unfavourable 
factors like Kashmir problems and problems of terrorism 
preveiling in the country. Besides, if the Bovernment of 
India, Department of Tourism would give weightage for the 
improvement of infrastructure like accomodation facilities at 
the tourist spots, develop them at par with international 
standard and also ^itraniB make its (ITDC) package more 
competative, the Government of India could add an aditional 
earnings to the tune of Rs. 5, iZi00 crores worth of foreign 
exchange earnings, annually at every five years. 
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY ; 
The main objectives of study are as follows J-
To study the concept and objectives of Tourism 
Organisation : ITDC (India Tourism Development 
Corperat ion). 
To review the development of ITDC during the plan 
periods. 
To evaluate the performance and problems of Tourism 
Drgani sat ion-
To review the growth and development of India Tourism 
Development Corporat ion. 
To examine the role of ITDC in the promotion of 
touri sm. 
To identify the problems and suggest suitable 
measures for the Tourism Development of India. 
WETHODOLOSY : 
The study is based on secondary data along with primary 
data. Primary data is based on "Memorendum of Association" 
arid "Article of Association" besides personal visits in the 
various organisational headquarter and met the various top 
and middle level Govt, Executives. In course of conducting 
interviews I met with the respondents face to face and 
gathered, a reliable and more accurate responses. 
The secondary data were collected from various reports 
and journals and different statistical tables, Annual Report 
and Tourism Policy of th^ Tourism Department, Government of 
India. Statistical Bulletins of tourist inflows of Tourism 
Department. Five years plans and other reports, magzines, 
Yojna, Biradari, Khabar, Discovery India, Tourism planner 
1931--9£', Travel Times, Economic Times, Times of India and 
FiYiancial Express etc. have also been consulted. 
Whatever inforrnation were obtained from the Primary and 
Secondary Data, I tried rny level best to incorporate them 
wherever its nt^ ed was felt. 
Besides, to achieve the above mentioned objectives, 
extensive use of the facilities available in the following 
libraries and various sections of the ITDC have been 
obtai ned. 
1, M.0. Library, filigarh Muslim University, ftligarh 
£. Seminar Library, Department of Commerce, ft.M.U., ftligarh 
3. ITDC Headquarter's Library, Scope Complex Lodhi Road, 
New Delhi. 
4. Gener£*l Education Centre, ftligarh Muslim University, 
01i garh. 
5s-,_ Research Section of ITDC, Janpath Hotel, New Delhi. 
S.' Manpower Consultants, Qutub Hotel, New Delhi. 
7. ftshok Hotel, New Delhi. 
8,- Transport Unit of ITDC, Kanishka Shopping Plaza, New 
Delhi 
9. Secretarial Division, Headquarter ITDC, Scope Complex, 
Lodhi Road, New Delhi. 
10. Secretarial Division,. Department of Tourism, Government 
of India, Hutments Dalhosie Road, New Delhi. 
11. Secretarial Section, Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of 
India, Transport Bhawan, P.S. New Delhi. 
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PLAN OF STUDY; 
This dissertation is a modest effort to explain the ITDC 
as ar. imp)lernent i ng body of India's Tourism phenomenon. It 
explores some important concepts in tourism in General and 
how ITDC plays an important role in the promotion of socio-
economic sicenario of the country in particular. The entire 
study has been divided into five chapters. 
In the firist__„.chapter, it is observed that India's 
Tourism is not of merely an extensive nature but to some 
extent it is an attractive and fascinating due to its 
thousands years old customs and traditional forms. Tracing 
the past history the scholar feels that India with hundreds 
of attractions ranging from the snowclad mountains of the 
North and North East to beautiful sea beaches on its South 
and West Coast, richest ancient cultural heritages depicted 
in the temple of South and the Central parts of the country 
and a number of places and monuments spread in the length and 
breadth of the country has much to offer the foreign 
visitors in its persuit of knowledge and pleasure. 
The second chapter reveals organisational structure of 
ITDC, which is an implementing agency of India's Tourism, 
under the aegis of the Department of Tourism. ITDC is the 
outcome of the amalgamation of earst while three separate 
corporations found under the recommendation of Sargant 
Committee. ft unified corporation emerged in 1966 and came 
into force with effect from March, 20, 1970 a wide range 
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objectives of services essential for promotion of tourism. 
Today, ITDC is India's largest accomodation chain with more 
than A500 Hotel Rooms and a lowest transort fleet of over 
400. Its (ITDC) services include accomodation and 
Restaurants;, Duty Free Shops at International Airports, light 
and sound shows and the production of quality publicity 
material keeping in view to assist the travel industry 
through the coordinated sales promotion of its tourist 
services, the ITDC has established a marketing Division at 
its headquarter in New Delhi with network in 4 metropoliton 
ci t i es. 
The thij^d^ chapter examines the role of ITDC in the 
promotion of tourism. Study reveals that under the present 
circumstances ITDC has to explore that how India's Tourism 
would assist the growing national economy. Critical analysis 
and its contribution has been discused in this chapter. 
In the fourth chapter, entitled "ITDC under planning" 
has been emphasized and stipulates the determination of 
future course of action. In this chapter entire ITDC's 
planning prospects and contribution has been discussed. It 
has been seen that after Independence the Restructuring of 
India Tourism Development-Corporation was done to take up an 
independent planning for its all round growth of tourism in 
India. 
Initially, the authorised capital of ITDC was only 05 
crores but after £7 years of its devoted services it has been 
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enhanced to Rs.75 crores which shows 15 times incease in the 
authorised capital. To ensure financial stability of the 
corporation, it took a number of measures like restructuring 
and strengthening of the divisions, set up of aggressive 
marketing, product improvement and cost control-
Finally, in the fifth chapter findings and suggestions 
have been depicted, which reflects the theme of entire topics 
which have been given in order to taking any rapid action 
towards development of this corporation which surely could be 
proved as a foot front leader in the tourism industry. 
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CHAPTER - I 
GROWTH ftND DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM IN INDIft 
India is a Idnd of contrasts - from tropica to snows. 
It is vast varied and strikingly beautiful. It is the 
second most populous and sixth largest country in the world 
lying entirely in the northern hemisphere. It covers an area 
of 37,87,000 square kms much vaster and far more varying 
land-scape of India, streatching from 8^4, to 37jj6, north 
latitudes and ^Q^J to 97^ ._2£ longitude and spanning 5,(900 
years of history has much to offer to the tourist world. 
Physically., the mainland comprises from well defined 
regions, namely the great mountain zone, the extensive middle 
section of Indo-Gangetic plain together with the Brahmputra 
valley of ftssam, the desert region and Southern Peninsula. 
The Himalayas comprise three most parallel ranges (in-
terspersed) with large plateaus and valleys like the Kashmir 
and Kulu valleys which are very fertile and extensive and 
extremely rich in scenic beauty. Some of highest peaks in 
the world are found in these ranges. The extensive middle 
section of Indo-gagentic plain is about 2,400 kilometers long 
and £40 to 320 ki lorneters-broad and is formed by the basins 
of three great river systems, the indus, the Ganga and the 
Brahmputra. These are one of the most densely populated 
areas on earth. The desert regions can be divided into two 
parts - the "great desert" and the "little desert". The 
'great desert' extends from the edge of the Rann of Hutch to 
lu 
beyond the Luni River northwest. The 'little deset' extends 
from Luni river between Jaisalrner and Jodhpur in Rajasthan 
upto the northern wastes. Between the great and little 
deserts lies a zone of absolutely strile country consisting 
of rocky land cut up by lirne stone ridges. Due to the scanty 
rainfall, this region is almost absolutely sterile. 
The great Peninsular Plateau is marked off from the Indo 
Gangetic plain by a mass of mountain and hill ranges varying 
from 460 to 1, £20 metres in height. Prominent among thern are 
the Rravali, Vindhya, Satpur, and ftjanta. The Peninsula is 
flanked on one side by the Eastern Ohats, where the average 
elevation is about 610 metres and on the other by the Western 
ghats, where elevation is generally from 915 to 1,£20 metres, 
rising in placets to over £,440 metres. Between the Western 
Ghats and the Arabian Sea lies a narrow coastal stripe, while 
between the Eastern Ghats and the Bay of Bengal there is a 
broader coasalr area. The southern tip of plateau is formed 
by the Nilgiri Hills where the Eastern and Western Ghats 
meet. India is know more remarkably for extreme diversity of 
physical features. Its population represents a veriable 
museum of races representing almost all ethnic groups of the 
world with their characteristic features. The discoveries of 
Harappan Cultures in the early part of this century has 
placed India on the map of early culture comparable in many 
of its characteristics to the contemporary civilization of 
Egypt and Sumer, The decline of the civilization and the 
riset of the Aryans may be considered as the turning point of 
the Indian, history. Geographical features and glorious 
history have made India one of the most attractive tourist 
country of the world. It offers every thing in a rich 
variety mountains and hills, valleys, highest peaks, 
seabeaches, land scape, scenic beauty, monuments and 
memorials, traditional art and dances, fair and festivals and 
dozens of other precious things which made the country a 
mosaic of living traditions. Tourism needs variety and India 
with its vast dimensions and diversity offers to every class 
of visitor some thing not found elsewhere-f>"om snake charmer 
to the eternal snow-capped peaks of the Himalayas and system 
of the flok dances to the big game hills. Tourism is travel, 
relaxation, a holiday and a exposure to other cultures. It 
is Bn industry, a source of income, especially of foreign 
exchange and an exercise in national image building. India 
has rich and varied tourist potential. The tendency of 
tourists is to delimit India to a set of monuments or scenic 
marvels. The vast and beautiful country like India, and its 
rich and colourful attractions deserve a substantially 
greater tourist inflow than so called other foreign tourists 
pradise which have almost everything to offer but which 
somehow manage to get more tourists month than India does in 
a year, the present chapter is therefore, devoted to examine 
the growth and development of tourism in India, because of 
its rich cultural traditions, historical background and 
variagated geographical conditions, is one of the major 
tourist attractions in this part of the world. History of 
tourism, its origin, growth and development in India, is 
closely associated with our ancient civilization. 
"Fortunately, India has been the riBrve centre of worlds 
civilization. . India not only became the heartland of 
' RRYflVftRTfi'' and repository of fisian thought but the seat of 
mighty powers like Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. Some of these 
ancient cities had 'land route connecting with West and East 
ftsia- From the mighty Mauryas to the Great Mughals. Empires 
usually grew up in the rich and populous "Middle India 
<Madhyadesha) with Ganga and Yamuna as the corridor and the 
Plateau of Malwa as bastions of resistance against the 
invaders. This civilization has given birth to some of the 
World's most beautiful creations of mankind in the form of 
religious edifies, temples, monuments and architecture. "Art 
and architecture is indeed, the matrix of civilization" . It 
is the only visible material record of man's intellectual 
evolution through the ages which can help the tourist to have 
a look at the country's cultural heritages. Besides, this 
has enriched our culture to the extent of giving it a unique 
tradition of customs, rituals fairs and festivals that 
constitute our majov^ tourism resources. In fact, cultural 
tourism in India began before commercial tourism had its 
birth in European countriBS. 
1. Mukher.jee R.K."0 History of Ancient Civilization", Hind 
Kitab Ltd., Bombay, 195B, p. 13. 
2, Lethley : Architecture, Cited in Brown P. "Indian 
Architectured" Published by D.B. Taraphorevala sons and 
Company, Ltd., Bombay, P.1 (1942) 
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In fact, tourism is growing rapidly throufl^ O-i* the 
world. ].t htas become India's largest foreign exchange 
earning industry. With the progress of science and 
technology, the likes and dislikes of the potential tourists 
have also undergone great change. By £, iZi02i A. D. we expect 50 
lakhs tourists and the earning of foreign exchange is being 
estimated to the tune of Rs,10,000 crores. 
Tourism is highly diverse phenomenon. Starting from 
transport, or movement of Man over land and ocean, it has 
become a gainful economic activity, as tourism brings the 
much needed foreign exchange. It has become an export 
oriented industry for travel. 
Retrospective trend of Tourisua i 
Indian Tourism may be reckoned over 2000 years old, 
though as art industry in the modern sense, it could be 
organised only some sixteen years ago <1956). . This top 
tourism old and new the former takes explains its character 
from the religion whereas the latter is &r> aconomic or socio-
economic activity, born out of leisure civilization and a 
"by-product of interaction of forces technological and 
sociological. . » 
3. Singh, Tejvir, "U.P. Tourism Breaks, New Ground", 
Transport and Tourism Journal. (Vol.6,No.3) Delhi, December, 
1973, p. S3. 
A. Singh, K.,(Minister of Tourism, India),"The illustrated 
weekly of India", Tourism issue, July, 1967,Vol.LXXXVIII £4, 
Eiombay, E iombay, p. &. 
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Though the India's over all backwardness, particularly 
in the secondary and teritory sectors has been a great 
deterent to the promotion of tourism, yet her antiquity, 
historicity, rich heritage of culture and religion, provide a 
sand base for the growth of tourism. These historic trends 
can briefly be studied in four phases of tourism development 
in this country-
i) Development of Tourism in Ancient period. 
.i. i ) Development of Tourism during Medieval Period. 
iii) Development of tourism during British Rule. 
iv) Development in the Post Independence Era. 
Ancient Period ; 
"fincient India, like ancient China was a world in 
itself, a culture and a civilization which gave shape to all 
things. Foreign influence poured in and often influenced 
that culture and were absorbed. Some kind of dream of unity 
has occupied the mind of India since the dawn of 
civilizat ion, "^. 
Beginning from the advent of the Aryans (and even before 
that) to the coming of early, Muslims in India in the century 
this long period of ancient time, full of religious and 
cultural renaissances, witnessed an unprecedented growth of 
religious tourism, particularly Hindu, Budhist and Jain. 
5, P't-Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India, Oxford 
University Press, 19A6, p. 41. 
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The early period marked the emergence of Brahamanical 
Society, resporisible for the institution of pilgrimage 
rituals and Hindu way of life. It was in this period that 
India has become the main destination for pilgrims and 
devotees from all over Plsia. 
The second phase (6th century to 3rd century B.C.) 
marked the revolt against the rigid Brahamanical Society. 
This Intellectural and religious renaissance, however, 
synchronised with the great spiritual ferment in the world 
and culminated in the rist of Krishna Vasudeva cult and 
Jainsim and Budhism in India. Besides the spread of Universal 
India faith in Gandhara, Chinese Turkistan under flshoka, 
Morayan, renaissance of Budhism which gave Indian cultural 
hegemoney over the rest of Asia, pilgrims, scholars and works 
poured into India the home of budhism, flshoka, the 
indefatigable builder of cities, monoli1;hic pillors, 
monasteries and stupas (Tumuli), did every thing to 
accomplish the growth of tourism during this long 
unintev^rupted reign of about thirty five years. Thus, the 
pheonoenon of Buddha is the starting point of Indian 
religious tradition responsible for a dynamic change both in 
religious system and in^the real in art'. Budhism (being) 
essentially a graphic creed, art,^  became its handmaid, so 
that whereever it penetrated it was accomplished by forms and 
6. Younger, p., The Indian Religious Tradition, B. V. Prakashan, 
Varanasi, 1970, P.35. 
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symbols, expressive of its teaching. It gave birth to 
fishokan school of art, which for the first time, found 
eKpressiorr in dressed stone a more lasting material than wood 
of the several remarkable ach ievemerits of this school, 
mentioned must be made of flshokan pillars which hold a high 
place in the works of art. Boldly designed, finely 
proportioned and well balanced conceptions, they admirably 
fulfilled the purpose for which they were intended 
(monumental) shining bright ^s glass. . They dressed up the 
pilgrims way to holy places. 
In the early centuries of the christian era, 
urbanisation, trade and commerce, and the rise of merchants 
and racial admixtur-e began under Indo-Bactriaws and Kushans. 
During this pe?riod plastic creations of 
anthropomorpic.bharacbr were introduced. Infact Gandhara 
Style had its definite stamp on the architecture of the time, 
though later on its was regarded indefensible hyterid'. 
Mahayan System of Buddhism was carried further into the Ganga 
plain where it flowered in the amous monasteries, Unversities 
and sancturies of the Eiudhist Holy land', now in r^ins. 
These historical place evoke curiosity among the tourists to 
visit such places. •» 
7. Brown, P., Indian Architecture (Budhist and Hindu 
Periods), D.B. Taraporvala Sons & Co., Litd., Bombay,1942,p.9 
B, IBID p. 53. 
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MEDIEVQL PERIOD : 
The early Muslims period proved and era of set-back to 
touv-isrn growth in Northern India, but it was, however, 
substantially made up by the later Muslims, chiefly the 
Mughals, 'when Jaunpur became the Shiraz of India, and figra, 
the metropolis of the great Mughals. Mughals indeed, brought 
with them ari aesthetic sensitivity of a remarkable order. 
They were responsible for renaissance in literature, 
painting, architecture and handicrafts. Even Babar in his 
short reign constructed "ornamental gardens, pleasancs, 
mosque and well" . The religious movement of Medieval India 
could be seen at its best in Delhi and figra where Hindu mind 
responded vigorously to the impact of Islamic thought. The 
Tik.j of flgra is the masterpiece of Indo-Islamic architecture 
and it, indeed, formed the veritable culmination of artistic 
synthesis, 
Mughals (Specially flkabar and Shahjahan) were prolific 
builders. They planned splendid edifices and dressed the 
work of their mind and heart in the farment of stone and 
niar-tale, "History has really recorded such as succession of 
sovereigns, representing some fine generations in all, each 
member of which had a keen desire to find expression in one 
or more visual arts '. Figra in the high water mark of Mughal 
3. Brown, P."Indian Architecture" (Islamic Period). D.B. 
Taraporawala Sons & Co.,Ltd., Bombay, 1942, P.95. 
10. Ibid „ P. 36-97 
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self eKpression, which today forms India's major tourist 
dest iriat i ori. 
Later, after decline of Mughal the Nawabas of Oudh, 
maintained the cultural harrnoney of India. While Mughals 
found eKpression in red sand stone and marble, the Nawabs 
excelled in ordinary mortar. These Specimens architecture 
(Imambaras of Lucknow), however, SKeibitquasy-European style 
of 19th century, Infact, this was a period of great 
d iinenE3ic>ns for the development and growth of tourism in the 
country. Centres of monuments and historical importance grew 
up and many other tourist convenienc such as Sara is 
(inns),^S Khankah wells, pleasure gardens and road transport 
flourished, Sher Shah's construction of "Sharak-B-fizam" 
grand trunk high way was a great land work in road-transport. 
This period also witnessed brisk business and trade relations 
with neighbouring countries of Asia and Europe which 
Br!COL[ra\gBd mobility of the people, especially tourist 
traffic. 
TOURISM DURING BRITISH PERIOD 
This was also a period of industrial urbanisation which 
was speeded up by the introduction and expansion of rail 
network. Establishment of cantonments and military bases 
stimulated urban growth, particularly at Delhi, Agra, 
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay. The Period certainly 
11. Carvon-Sarai1 Traveller's inn, were maintained and 
travellers were accommodated and enterlained at state's 
expense, (Latif„,M.Ogra,Centra1 Press Ltd., Calcutta, 1896, 
P. 10£.. 
J3 
revol ut i oni'sed the pre-ex i'st ing, non industrial cities in 
their land use pjatterns, much to the advantage of tourism 
promotion. Ot the time all types of Journals and guides were 
available fov- the help of tourist. Most of the hill stations 
and Sea Resorts were modified for the entertainment of 
tourist. Intertnational tourism of India during British days 
was essentially confined to visitors from the United Kingdom 
1'-' £<nd few from Europeavi countries. 
The Britishi people did not encourage the inflow of 
tourists from AFRO-flBIflN countries. The tourism was 
completely negleted from the the Gulf Countries during 
British regime. It was in the begnning of the ninteenth 
century that tourist industry received considerable 
encouragement in this direction. But in the the meantime 
both world war I & II gave a great set back in the movement 
of people, specially from one country to another regarding 
tourism and holiday making. In this period first step was 
taken in 1945 when the Government of India set up a committee 
under the chairmanship of Sir John Sargent, the then ftdvisor 
to the Gov6?rnment, The committee submitted its report in 
1946 B.r\':i suggested different guide lines for developing 
tourist traffic. l-lc'wever, after independarice Indian 
Government formulated guidlines for the establishment of 
tourist orijani sat ion in the country. 
lei'. ShariTia, Inder, "Rview from the Top", India Hotlier and 
caterer, New Delhi, Vol. XVJ, No. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 121. 
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TOURISM DURIIMG POST INDEPENDENCE ERft 
Oftev- Independance, Indi had fairly large infrastructure 
available for toLirism, There was network of all types of 
hotels, catering to the needs of both foreigners as well as 
Tridiane, There was adequate transport and communication 
system operating in the country. filmost all the major 
tourist centres were a easily accessible by rail or by road, 
55ome even by air. The country's main airports were in a 
position to receive international carriers. However, in the 
absence of a centiral tourist organisation there was no 
coordination between the various services. Tourism in India 
developed properly only after a central travel organisation 
was set up as a result of the recommendation of the Sargent 
Committee. It was only after creation of a separate Tourist 
Traffic Branch in the year 19A9 that whole time attention was 
paid to the development of tourist traffic in India. 
FORMATION OF TOURIST INFORWflTION OFFICE 
The first step towards the development of the tourist 
industry in India initiated in the year 1946 when Sir John 
Sargent, the then Education Pidvisor to he Govt., submitted 
its report in the year 15A6. The main recommendation of the 
Committee was that a separate tourist organisation should be 
set up at the Centre with regional offices in metropolitan 
cities of Bombay, Delhi, Calcutta and Madras. The Committee 
13. Bhatia, O.K. "Tourism Development Principal and 
Practice", Sterling Publ. Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi 1989, P.£90. 
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a 1 £•;•::,' recoiriwerided 5e111 i ng tip of tourist publicity cells in 
Iiiclia Embassi e^ s and Consulates all over the world. Rs a 
fol'i'..w -ip <;vi'i adlioc Tourist Traffic Committee was appointed in 
•dis ye,:iv ISAS. This Committee was entrusted with the Job of 
'•;. ugnest i :'ig ways and means of promoting tourist traffic to 
Iridia. fl small Tourist Traffic Branch was therefore, set up 
in the Ministry of Transport in 1949, with main objective of 
developmE?nt of tourist traffic in India. The subsequent 
years witnessed ari expansion of Tourist Traffic Branch arid 
14 
its activities in various directions. Consequently, the 
Government of India decided after Independance a chain of 
Tourist offices in overseas. With the increase in its 
activities within India and abroad, the Tourist Traffic 
Division expanded considerably and during the year 1955-56, 
the Head quarters establishment was increased from one branch 
to four bi-anches., each having wide ranging duties. The four 
15 
sections lookiny after various subjects were, viz. 
i) Tourist Traffic Section 
ii) Tourist Odministration Section 
iii) Tourist Publicity Section 
iv) Distribution Section 
TcH.irist Traffic Section was to look after a large number 
of travel subjeMzts which included development of both 
tnternal and external tourist traffic, legislative matters, 
1 4 „ E-ihat i a, O.K."Tour i sm Deve 1 opment Pr i nci pies and Pract ice " 
op. ci t, p. 291. 
15. Ib:i.d p. 292, 
2^ 
five vBar plans, tvavel agencies, hotels arid rest houses, 
f ac.i ] i. t at i on. , tourist statistics and monthly reports. It 
also dealt with international conferences on tourism and 
rErFert-nces relating to UN and its agencies, coordination with 
railways, est abl i Ehrnent of tourist bureau in States and 
dE'velopiriient of tourist centres and the training of guides. 
Tourist Hdrni nistrat ion Section was to deal with 
adminiBtration work relating to tourist offices both in India 
and abroad, budget, delegation of financial powers to tourist 
offices, openiny of new Tourist Offices, Tourist Publicity 
Section was to deal with publication of the tourist 
literature such as pamphlets, guide books and posters, issue 
of advertisements and participation in exhibitions and fairs 
Distribution Section was to deal with the distribution of 
tourist publicity literature in India and abroad. 
Within a shoi^ t period of time there was manifold increse 
in the activities of the Tourist Traffic Branch. The four 
Eiranches as they developed during the years 1955-56, 
performed a variety of duties covering almost all the 
important segment of tourism. These branches were 
functioning under one Deputy Secretary and two Under 
Secretary. Rt this stage there was a proposal for the 
creation of Directorate General of Tourism. One reason 
advanced in favour of setting up a Directorate General of 
Tourism was that the policy making and executive functions 
were cc'iribined .i r; the existing staff of the Tourist Division 
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of the Secretavy and that these should be separated. 
However, this proposal did not find favour as it was felt 
that the subject of tourism had no yet developed to an extent 
as would justify an immediate separation of these two 
f Ui'ict i c^ris. 
TOURIST OVERSEAS OFFICES 
With the^  opening of internal tourist offices, the 
Governinerit of Iridia, decided after Independence to open a 
cha:i. i'l of tourist offices in overseas. The first step in this 
direction was taken to establish a tourist office in New York 
in the United States of Hmerica in December,1952. The reason 
for opening this office in the United States of America was 
to acquaint the ftmericans with rich tourist in India. 
Besides, a special staff was also appointed in the offices of 
the commissioner for India in Sri Lanka and Australia for the 
t c:i u r- i s t p r o rn C' t i o vi in these countries. To arouse interest, 
among the European, to visit India, a chain of offices were 
also opened in the continent. The first office in European 
was opei'ied in Lindon in July, 1955. Two offices were opened, 
one in Paris iri Feb. ,1956 and other in Frankfurt in Sept., of 
the same year-. Tn order to promote tourist office was opened 
in Mel borne in Sept., 1956. 01 so in 1956, one office was 
opened in Colombo on the? occasion of £500th anniversary of 
Gautarn Buddha. The office in Colombo was responsible for 
helping and promoting a large Budhist traffic from Sri Lanka. 
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FORMOTION OF THE MINISTRY OF TOURISM 
It vi,A\^ oi'; I::::!.. Maich, 1958 that a sepav^ate Tourism 
C'L-pcM i i.ie.'it W£r3 creatEecl in the Ministry of Transport to deal 
with .tj] riiatt6?rs concierning Tourism. The New Department was 
put; ai-ider the charge C'f the Director General who had under 
him one Deputy Director Genev^axl and four Directors each in 
chav-ge of ndrni ni strat i on, Publicity, Trade relations and 
F'1 acrt'l J. i'lg and Deve 1 optrient. 
By the Presidential order dated 14th march, 1967, the 
Department of Rviation and Tourism under the Ministry of 
Transport and Civil Oviation was formed into a separate 
Ministry designa'c^erf as the Ministry of Tourism and Civil 
r^viation, with two constituent Departments, namely i) 
Depav-tme?nt of Tourism ii) Department of Civil Oviation. The 
Ministry was put urider the charge of full time Minister. It 
was after nearly eeighteen years that the subject of 'Tourism' 
was recorded a separate entity and became independent of 
tr-ansport. With the formation of new Ministry of Tourism and 
Civil Plviation, Tourism got the importance due to it and 
thereby achieved all round expansion in its activities. 
The functions of the Union Ministry of Tourism and civil 
Plviatiori in tei'Ms r, r specific responsibilities are to give 
advice on Civil Rviation and Tourism matters, to coordinate 
r- i v 1 ... h! v 1 a ' : ,L o r~\ arid T o u r i s m Pv^ogrammes, and p o l i c i e s , t o 
ip | ' ' 'y t Bcln ' i ica l i n f o r m a t i o n and t o p ' l i v i d e f i n a n c i a l and 
'•'^'•i' a::.s i s t a n c e . Thus^ i t m a i n l y ^ g u i d e s , a s s i s t s and 
2o 
coord i nates. E(esides, the Ministry formulates the national 
policies of Civil Aviation and Tourism with the assistance of 
expert Committees and the Board. 
DEPORTMENT OF TOURISM 
The Departfiient of Tourism now became an attached non-
participating office of the Ministry of Tourism and Civil 
flviation headed by the Director GJeneral of Tourism. The 
Diyector General of Tourism carried an ex-officio status of 
an Rdditional Secretary to the Government of India. Although 
ari attached, the? department is both a policy-making and ari 
exe.'cutive organisation and corresponds directly with the 
other ministries and departments of the Central Government 
and the State Governments. The Director General is assisted 
Additional Director General, One Joint Directov^ 
The functions of the Department of Tourism are both 
promotional and organisational which are conducted by the 
following seven divisions : 
i) Planning and Programming 
ii) Publicity and conference 
iii) Travel Trade and Hospitality 
iv) Accomodation 
v) Supplementoary Accomodation and Wild Life 
iv) Market Research 
16. E'hatia, A. K, "Tourism Development Principles and 
Practice", ... op. Cit., p. £95. 
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/ i i ) Fldiri i vi i i-A r'-at i o n 
rict :i. V i t ies: of the DepartrriBnt have since increased 
inai'ii fc']. ci arid cover a wide v^ange of subjects. The manifold 
activities fall under the following broad heads : 
i) Goiiipi lat ion of statistics and market research on 
international tourist traffic to India and their 
utilisation for more effective tourist promotion. 
ii) Cooperation with international trend and tourist 
organi Bat ions at governmental and non--governmental 
levels. 
iii) Development of tourist facilities of interest to 
J. rit er nat i c;ina 1 t our i st. 
iv) Publicity at home and abroad with the object of 
creating an overall awareness of the impov^tance of 
touri sm. 
v) Simplification of frontier formalities in respect of 
i nternat ional tourists.-
vi) Regulation of Activities of the various segments of 
the travel ti-^ ade, such £\s hotels, youth hostels,, 
travel agents, wild life, out fitters, guides tourist 
car operators and shop keepers catering to tourists 
rieeds. 
Modern tourism was given a big boost when in 1965 India 
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Tour i srri Deve 1 oprnerit Corporation Ltd., was formed with an 
authorised capital of Rs.50 million which initiated action in 
the field C'f accomodation, transport, entertainment, 
publicity, and other ramification of the industry which have 
rtovi fairly advanced both horizontally and vertically. Today 
it has acquired the states of a leading export industry of 
the country. In view of its growing importance as a 
potential foreign exchange earning industry, its contribution 
increased from Rs„565 million in 1975-76 increased to 
Rs.29,iZt0!Zi million in 1930-91. 
GROWTH OF TOURISM SINCE INDEPENDENCE ; 
International Tourism of India has had a phenomenal 
yrowth since Independence and better than any other industry. 
sirice the main objective of Developing Countries in promotion 
Tourist industry has been the earning of foreign exchange, 
Ge-'nerat ion of employment opportunities for the people of the 
country and maintaining a favourable balance of payment. The 
number of foreign tourists visiting India increased from 
1.S,S£9 in 1951 to 13,29,950 in 1990. It is clear from table 
1.0 that India registered an impressive growth in tourist 
traffic from 33,299 in the year 1955 to A, £3, 161 in 1947. 
From the year 19£5 there has been a constant increase in the 
numbei^ of touv^ists visiting India. Promotion of Tourism 
bt?came a conscious and organised activity in the year- 19£7 
with the setting up of the Ministry of Tourism ar^ d Civil 
Rviation with a cabinet Ministry in charge. The 
uninterrupted growth of tourist e-irrivals since that year, as 
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vroR^ 
1951 
1955 
1 960 
1961 
ig&2 
19G3 
1964 
1965 
19G6 
1967 
1963 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TRBLE l.Pl 
GROW"!"!-! ar INTERNOTIONOL TOURISM IN INDIO 
( 1951-1992) 
"!~n'JRinT PiRPI'v'PlL 
II".' MI;, LIDN 
16, 833 
..J >_., I- J J 
1, 3 9 , S0<^ i-
1,3A,36S 
1, 40, 821 
1,56, 673 
1, 47,900 
1,59, 603 
1,79,565 
1,88, 820 
1,44,724 
2,80,821 
3, 00,995 
3, 42,950 
4,09, 895 
4,33, 161 
4 , 6 V J, c' 7 wj 
5 33 951 
6, 40, 422 
7, 47, 995 
7, 64,781 
8,00, 150 
a, 53, 14S 
8,60,178 
8, 04, 731 
3, 50, 000 
8, 36, 008 
10, 80,050 
11,63,574 
1 ui ^  JA / ^  ^  li c;' 
13,29, 950 
16, 77,5. a 
13,67, 651 
GROWTH ROTE IN 
TOURIST ORRIVOLS 
29 
29, 
:;:70, 
13. 
^ 1 
4. 
11, 
5. 
7, 
12. 
5. 
29. 
14. 
7, 
13. 
19. 
3. 
10, 
14. 
19. 
16. 
C m 
4. 
4. 
0. 
2. 
w!) • 
1. 
29. 
6. 
7, 
0. 
20. 
11. 
.7 
.0 
.57 
, 09 
.08 
, 03 
,06 
,09 
,05 
, 02 
06 
,08 
02 
09 
05 
02 
00 
08 
09 
08 
02 
06 
05 
08 
09 
06 
05 
05 
55 
8 
8 
71 
^ 
15"/-
COMPOUND 
GROWTH 
14. 62 
29, 88 
3.74 
13. 68 
10.63 
11.4! 
.88 
9.73 
SOURCE: M i r , i < 3 t r y o f T o u i - i ' irn. 
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...af; be seer, from the Table is due to the result oriented 
objetrtives which the Government set for itself. On the 
whc.ile, India has beeri achieving a compound growth of 15 per-^  
cent 1976 tc ISSiZi growth rate remained tampered off due to 
its not being uniformed. The Indo-F'akist an War in 1971 
brought the traffic to a standstill. It showed a delcine 
during 1975--7G, the emergency till the flare up in Iran 
followed by international recession which reduced tourism 
growth to meagre 2.2. in 1979. During the eighties the gorwth 
average was three to five per cent (3 to 5%). The fov^eign 
tc'iji isl arivals was placed at one million in 1986, 1.33 
million!: (excluding nationals from Pakistan and Bangladesh) 
:rn 13S9. The number of foreign tourists who visited India 
during 1990 were 1.32 million excluding the nationals of 
PakiEtan and Bangladesh registering a decline of 5 per cent 
over 1939. The tourist arrival including the nationals of 
Pakistan and Bangladesh in 1992 were 1.87 millions showing a 
mai ginal growth of about 11.3 per cent over the previous 
j-ear. Patvistari and Bangladesh figures are always fluctuating 
def.'er.d I ng upon Indian political relations with two countries. 
India received 3 per cent of the world tourist in 1990 and 
i -7 
i-anked IGtI'i in the list with just U. B. $ £3 million , 
according to the World Tourism Organisation (WTO), Madrid, 
1990. It is;;. clear thi^ t Tourism has already become an 
importai'it segment of India's Economy contributing 
17. Source; The Hindustan Times, 39th March, 1993. 
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E-i.ibstant i £i.I ly its foreign exchange earnings Table IB 
reprresKnt'-L- the foreign exchange earnings together with finnual 
[sercentage chariging the last twenty years. 
It is evident from the table that there has been 
unintrrupted growth in the foreign exchange rceipts since 
1370. The foreign exchange earnings from tourism increase 
from 32.5 crores in 137iZi to Rs. 4, i2i00 crores in 1992. So it 
is clear that Tourism is one of the sectors, earning the 
largest foreign echange. Its relation value (i.e. earning 
minus outgo of foreign exchange) is estimated at 92% which 
completely shows that none of the major export commodity can 
match with it. 
It is further declared that Tourism, has today emerged 
1Q 
as the fastest growing industry in the world. In 1990, the 
number of world t iwfivel lers were 429 million who spent over 
IJS$ 2A9 billion. Div-ect employment in the industry was 112 
millioi'u Person and indirect much more. The figure of 
domestic tourist in the country was S2.3 million during 
1990. "• Tourists arrivals in the country during the same 
pe^riod were 1.71 million earning for the country in 1990-91 
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Rs., c-''i4-^i crores as foreign exchange. During 1991-92" foreign 
e>-: ,..?har,^L' earning-. was" Rs. 3, 318 crores. Given these 
d irnensioris of international tourism and potential which exist 
IS. National fiction Plan -Draft, Ministry of Tourism and Civil 
Flviation, Govt, of India,, May, 1991. 
19. Ibid p. 3-^ 1. 
S'0. n n n u a l l l t ^ jo r t , D e p t . o f T o u r i s m Govt , o f I n d i a , 1 9 9 2 - 9 3 
TABLE 1,B 
•OREIGN EXCHANGE EftRNINGB FROM TOURISM 
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YEAR 
1970-71 
1975 7S 
19Bei-Bl 
1981-82 
19a£-83 
1983-84 
1984--S5 
ig85-a& 
198&-S7 
ig87--B8 
1988-89 
1989 90 
109iZi-gi 
1991 -9^ 
199£ -93 
SOURCE : 
(Rs, i r e s ) 
189. 6 
1, 168 . 3 
1 , 0 6 3 . 9 
1, 130 . 6 
1, ££:5.0 
1, 3 0 0 . 0 
1, 189 . 1 
6 
1 
£, 1 0 3 . 0(P3 
2 , 3 8 8 . 0 
2 , 4 4 4 . 0 
3 , 3 1 8 . 0 
4 , 0 0 0 . 0 
1, 6 0 6 . 
1, 8 5 6 . 
PERCENTftGE 
( P r e v i o u s y e a r s ) 
( - ) 
101. 
£ 6 . 
8. 
6 . 
B. 
6 . 
3 5 . 
1 5 . 
1 3 . 
1 1 , 
, 7 
8 
, 8 
3 
vi 
1 
1 
5 
3 
86 
1 7 . 0 5 
TOURIST STfiTIBTICS, 1989 
DEPORTMENT OF TOURISM GOVERNMENT OF INDIfi. 
I rid i a' s Forei gn 
est imated o ri thie basi! 
c o u n t r i e s a s o b t a i n e d f r- o rri 
Exchange Receipts from tourism are 
of per capita average expenditure 
surveys conducted from time to time. 
3^ 
i ri tl-ie c c j u r r t r y , t h e r e i s a t r e m e n d o u s s c o p e f o r art 
a c c e l e r - a t 6?d c , ;o iv th f o r a t o u r i s m i r i d u s t r y i n t h e c o u n t r y . 
T h e s e a b o v e a l l a r i B i n t, t r e n d s c o r i t e r n p l a t e t h a t , i f we 
i m p r o v e o u r i rrfr a s t r uc t u)-e a c c o i n o d a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s a t t h e 
t o u : i. s t sp ' . i t i. rr. 1 ud i ng b e a c h e s a n d d e v e l o p t h e r n a t p a r w i t h 
i r i le . - r ic i l ::>t ai- .dar d arid ir;ake o u r p a c k a g e c o m p e t i t i v e , I n d i a c a n 
Bar-r, a t l e a s t R s . 5 , 0 0 0 c r o r e s w o r t h o f f o r e i g n e x c h a n g e 
a r i r i u a l l y i ri the rie;;<t 5 y e a r s . 
GROWTH OF TOURISM DURING THE PLftN PERIOD 
Plairning is a process which attempt to allocate scarce 
resource betvveer competing uses with a view to maximising out 
put, i ricome and or;;..: 1 oymerit and to ensure the balanced growth 
o f d i. f f t?I••• ervt se<::t u , - s . 
I r; t'-iB f i e l d o f t o u r i s m , t h e n e e d f o r p l a n n e d 
d e v e l opirievvt i - o f p a r a i n o a n t i m p o r t a n c e . Many c o u n t r i e s i n 
t h e wof Id e s p e c i a l l y t h e d e v e l o p i n g c o u n t r i e s h a v e l a t e l y 
: e L j - i ^ ( " d i}e 1 mpi-•;• t a r i c e o f t o u v - i s m a n d t h e b e n e f i t s i t b r i n g s 
T'idi.a a c ' o p t e d a p c < l i c y o f d e v e l o p m e n t t h r o u g h p l a n n i n g 
iri IS'cic.., w h e n t h e f i r s t f i v e ; y e a r p l a n o f t o u r i s m w a s 
f CO : i i u l a t s d . H p : .H-iri ng Commi s s i ori w a s s e t u p t o p r e p a r e t h e 
,..'l,=u'., a l t h o u c , h t .Livoi .s t a c t i v i t y h a d s t a v ^ t e d i n a m o d e s t way 
i )'•; t i i e e a r l _ / f:i. f t e e s , t h e P l a n n i r i Q c o m m i s s i o n d i d n o t t a k e 
n c ' t i c t * o f i t t i A'' ; . e c c n d p l a n , 
•":' 1, '^ariee *• '-',LIr.i,,i- "^oijr i sm T o d a y , Pri I n d i ari p r e s p e c t i v e 
s e , D e l h i , 1 9 9 2 , P „ 5 1 . 
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Tfie ••;.t !• e'.:V3 tvas given for development of basic 
•• ^ J', i-•• . .,L i-Li,-V' :•> : |::(i'(:. i al ly iit important places of tourist 
i nt t-',-e-t.t where t'lerti were; little or no facilities. The plan 
; I'lC. 1 udt/ij •::,c'-it.Mnt,'!::, Jea 1 i r>g with the development of accomodat iovi 
at plact'S of inte-rest to domestic tourists and also schemes 
included projects wl, ich were pv^im airily of local interest. P\ 
large number of tourist bungalows w£?re constructed all over 
the country under the scheme, now named 'Travellers Lodges' 
and managed by India Tourism De^velopment Corporation <ITDC). 
In the third plan the practice was continued with 
advantage resulting in a network of tourist facilites in 
Ar-^A-^ where facilities were negleigible. Since there were no 
'5 Li f f 1 c i e ri t f 1.1 r I d E- f o r- a c o ri t i n u o u s p 1 a ri, t h r e e s e p a r a t e a n n u a 1 
plariE werer prepai tni ai'iJ epxecuted. 
The Fourtfi Plan had a chequered Story. Under the new 
arr angemei-it the Cerrtral Department of Tourism Completely took 
ovC: the plar.'iiny and development of facilities suitable for 
ciri a v'fc^ rteas tear tirt while the State Governments were assisted 
ta develop facilities for domestic tourists. 
The preamble to the Fifth Five year Plan for tourism 
e><plairit?d the role of the Centre and the State Governments. 
The centre would unde'i^take projects which relate to the 
praaiii. d; i or of i rit (arnat iona 1 tourism and the States were 
auviaad tc confirte their projects to serve the needs of 
J^aiiit.'s! 1 c tcai; is!a:: or budget tourist from overseas. The 
abjective laid dow:", f:-jr the Centr-al Development of Tourism 
in 
were thje pi CiVisicoi C'T accoiriodat i on and transport to match the 
ai'it 1 c i pated growti", in nternat ioria 1 tourism to develop new 
re;:jC'i t 1- rij.c' toitr-E to spread the traffic to different regions 
of the country. 
T^ lB Sixth Five Year Plan envisaged very high targets of 
tourists 1.7 Million by 1985 and 3.5 million by 1990 based on 
15"/. annual growth in visitor^s to India. Under this planning 
first time the planning commission recognised the i^ jijsortance 
:rf tourism. Two interesting concepts were introduced in the 
Sixth Plan,, The conc6?pt of t-ravel circuits and tourist 
villages, &1 travel circuits were indentified with 441 
centres to be developed in the current decade. Tourist 
villages have ye'., to be identified and developed. The travel 
circuits approacl-i aimed £\t spreading tourism geographically 
and to enable ever^y State of India offer some thing to the 
V isi tors., 
.During the Seventh Five Year Plan it was received with 
!;:• i g I' I i f i c a ri t n o t i c e, t h e t o u r i s m r e l a t e d a c: t i v i t i e s h a v e b e e ri 
given the States of an industry. Which implies that such 
business activities will in future be entitled to the same 
icentives and coricesssi ons on are applicable to an export 
1 riduf:;t'ry„ Financial allocations for the Department of 
Tourism of the Central Government have been enhanced from 21 
ciore rupees in the Sixth P'lan to Rs. IclO crores in the 
Seventh Plari. 
T\\e ITDC, Iridi..:! Tourisin Developiiient Corporation has been 
3o 
asked to firid for i l; iic 1 f its allocations in the Seventh Plan 
has bee/: jnly (H'giil crores rupees against forty two crore 
rupBGE iri the Sixth Five Year Plane. It has been directed 
not to build cu,y more luxury hotels and to confine its 
act 1V i t ias to buildirig '..••vily three star hotel accomodation.^ 
"NOTIONOL COMMITTEE ON TOURISM" 
"^ 'he Planrijng Commission had set up a National Committee 
on TouriGiii in July, 1986 with Mr. Mohammad Yunus as its 
Chairman, its report entitled "Know India" wa>5 presented in 
1388. The Report observed that the industry is capable of 
eai'ning arvnual foreign exchange to the tune of Rs. 50,000 
million by the? t ur^ n of the current century. The Committee 
felt that it is realistic to aim at ari annual growth rate of 
seven per cent in the international tourist arrivals during 
the Eight and-Ninth Plan period. While othe plan to make 
India 'Visit India 1991' and 'India a land for all seasons' 
e.re laudable it is equally important to create art affordable 
I I'l d i a, t h i s I - e q u i r e s c: o o r d i i-i a t i o n a rn o ri g central and state 
f!oVe rrirner11 a ftd 1 oc a 1 a ut hoT- i t i es " . 
EIGHT FIVE YEAR PLAN ; 
"^hi. Dtvt/ l c piiit'i/t of t o u r i s m h a s i n i t i a t e d f o r m u l a t i n g a 
p e r s p e c t i v e f o r t o i.i i-• i <:; rn f o i-- t h e 91 li F i v e Year P1 a I'l. 
Real i sine, the significance of this ext?rcise, Committees have 
been ;. ..ivist it uted to reach various aspects of the tourism 
22, Mai-ieet Kumar, "Tci.irism Today, On Indian prespective op. 
Cit,. P. 51. 
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process. These include among others accomodation, 
•transport, marketing and human resources development. 
Export committees have been formed which include leaders from 
the industry. ")here are some of the parameters that Ministry 
is looking at from the governments view point. 
In world of increasing prosperity and growth disposable 
income more people have access to pay holidays, and a 
propensity to travel. Tourism is likely to revolutionise 
lives of large segments of population in the years to come 
and threfore, as an activity rightly belongs to the 2lBt 
cent ury. 
In India during the first three years of the 7th Five 
Year Plan the average annual rate of growth over 1984 has 
been 11.7'/C as against the Planning Commission estimates of 
about 7 per cent per annum, and is also appreciably higher 
than the world wide growth rate from 198A to 1986 of 3.3 per 
cent. The foreign exchange earnings from tourism registered 
growth rate of 17 per cent per annum during the period 1984-
85 to 1986-87. The earnings during 1987-88 were Rs.1,890 
crores, making tourism the highest foreign exchange earlier 
£4 in the country. 
ftgainst ari out lay of Rs. 67 crores provided for the 6th 
Five Year Plan, the Planning Commission approved a ooutlay of 
£3. Usha Bala, Tourism in India Eight Five Year Pain Prushi 
Prakashan, N.Delhi 1990, p. 54. 
£4. Ibid p. 55 
3? 
Rs.138.68 crore for the Ministry of Tourism for 7th Five Year 
25 Plan. There was 9 per cent target to achieve th» goal of 
materialisation of tourist product but it has extended to 
assume the minimum growth rate getting over 8th Five Year 
Plan. On this basis, therefore, of 1.5 million tourist 
arrivals in 1990, could be done. So our next target to 
achieve the tourst product for 1990 95 will be S.3 million 
towards. 
Keeping in view these targets for tourist arrivals, and 
the estimated per capita expenditure of foreign tourists 
during 1986-87, the foreign exchange earning projection is 
likely to be Rs. 4iZi00 crores by this year 2,000 at 1986-87 
prices. The estimate for 1990-91 is approximately Rs.2,000 
crores at constant prices and in 1995 would be Rs,3,000 cores 
at 1986-87 prices given the foreign tourist arrivals and 
earnings from foreign exchange, the direct employment from 
tourism at the end of 8th plan perod is expected to be 8.5 
mill ion. "" 
In order to ensure the benefits of tourism, reach all 
parts of the country,it appears desirable to develop at lest 
10 new integrated tourist resorts within a five year's time 
frame and to also construct five to six new conference 
convention centres. Such investment would not only reduce 
the burden on infrastructure in existing popular destinations 
but also help in the development of area which are at 
25. Mrs. Usha Bala, Tourism in India, Op. Cit., p.p.54-55. 
26. Ibid p. p. 55-56. 
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present, considered backward. It is estimated that for 
providing the facilities mentioned above, it would call for 
an additional investment of Rs.£,500 crore for accomodation 
and Rs.1000 crore for other services then making a total of 
Rs,3,500 cores.^ 
The role of the state owned India Tourism Development 
Corporation (ITDC) will need considerably enlarged during the 
plan, ITDC should diversify and undertake other tourist 
activities, particularl consultoancy services, and no confine 
itself to hot-liring and catering. 
On apex national body for all management supervisory and 
skilled level programmes for the hotel and catering industry 
is envisaged and would be responsible for providing a 
professionally trained work force at senior management, 
junior management and entrepunurial, supervisory and skilled 
levels for various categotries of hotels in the approved and 
non-approved sectov^s. Supplementary accomodation such as 
guest houses, camping sites, circuit houses dark bungalows, 
forest and tourist lodges, Yatri niwas, restaurant, and 
catering services on air lines, railways and ships etc. 
CONCLUSION : 
fis per adopting policy of development through planning 
in India since 1952 has been seen quite impressive. In the 
Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90) tourism has received a 
27. Mrs. Usha Bala, Tourism in India Op. Cit., p.57. 
s* 
si gni f icarit notice, TouriBrn related activities have been 
given the status of an industry which implies that such 
business activities and concessions as are applicable to an 
export industry. 
Financial locations for the Development of Tourism of 
the Central Government have been enhanced from £1 crores 
rupees in the sixth plan to 12<d crores in the Seventh Plan. 
Keeping in view the efforts made in developing 
infrastructure and marketing activities overseas, it would be 
safe to assure a minimum growth rate of 3'A over the Eight 
Plan priod. On a basis, thereof (1.71 million Tourist 
arrivals in 1990-91.'" . On estimate has been made that the 
£9 30 
tourist's arrival will increase to £.3 million 1 from 
entire India's share in world Tourism by 1990-95 at the end 
of the ath Five Year Plan. 
The rising trend both in terms of tourist arrivals and 
foreign exchange earnings would help in correcting exchange 
on adverse trade balance regional imbalances and create 
employment opportunities and give Direct Stimulus to the 
Socio Economic Development of Backward areas of the country. 
The scholar has reached the conclusion that if the 
schemes and the programmes as projected under the (plan 
£8. National fiction plan for Tourism, May 1991, Govt. of 
India, Ministry of Tourism, p. 3. 
£9. Ibid p. 5. 
30. Mrs. Usha Bala, Tourism in India, Op. Cit., p.56. 
periods) are earnestly and judiciously executed with 
sincerity and devotion, the tourism promotion is bound to 
accelerate at a higher growth rate and the industry could put 
back on the path of economic recovery and development, and go 
down the poverty ration. 
Further, it is distressing that India has not managed to 
have a greater share of tourist not withstanding the absolute 
increase in traveller's to India over the last few years. By 
and large, it is due to lack of a coherent policy and 
information facilities. The objective of tourist industry 
should be to open the country and to create thereby better 
understanding amongst the people of various countries. Also 
the touristic infrastructure helps in over all development of 
the national economy. It is therefore, recommended that 
increase attention should be paid to enlaKe the base of 
regional tourism. Olso the tourist infrastructure helps in 
o\/er- all development of national economy. A new environment 
with a new infrastructural packages for travel and seeing 
entertainments may be devised. It is essentially felt that 
the tourism industry of India should acquired the status of 
an export oriented industry. In this context effort has been 
made to analyse and examine hurdles that stand in the way of 
growth and promotion of tourism in India. 
The study in fact reveals that for tourism development 
in India, proper planning should be well defined and fully 
integrated, then national programmes of investment in tourism 
^f 
would have? bt?eri increasingly done. This clearly shows that 
thei-e has bee^ n some defeet in the organisational structure in 
the ITDC which constitute the subject matter of the next 
chapter entitled (Organisational pattern of ITDC), 
''*, 
CHAPTER - II 
ORGftNISftTION»L PATTERN OF ITDC 
In the previoLiB chapter I "The Study of Growing arid 
Development of Tourism in India has been dealt with iri detail 
and it was concluded that if the schemes and programmes as 
projected under the plan periods were earnestly and 
judiciously excuted with sincerity and devotion, the tourism 
promotion was bound to accelerate at a higher grouth rate and 
industry could put back on the path of economic recovery and 
development and the poverty ratio could be reduced. This 
shows that some defects are there in the organisational 
pattern of the ITDC, therefore, the present chapter entitled" 
Organisational F'attern of ITDC is devoted to examine the 
organisational structure of ITDC. 
In general organisation means the designing which framed 
in the form of every human association for the attainment of 
common purpose. It is used at least in three different terms 
namely 
(i) The act of designing the administrative structure 
<ii) Both designing and building and structure, i.e. 
planning and scheme of the appointing suitable 
personnel to it and 
(lii) The resulting administrative structure itself. 
Some thinkers want to confine the use of the term 
organisation to the first of these meanings only in the 
4S 
interest of claf~ity and def ini triesB. 
Accord ing to Pf if ner arid Sherwood 
1, "Organi sat iori consi<3t in relationship of individual to 
individual and of group to group which are related so as 
to bring about an orderly division of labour. 
Organisation is structuring of individuals and functions 
into productive relationship. Organisation attempt to 
achieve a pattern of position and ensure safety of purpose 
through supervision. . 
"Organisation structure is a pattern of inter related 
posts connected by line of delegated authority" -Milward, fln 
approach to Management P. 30."^ In India, the importance of 
tourism had been recognised even before the second world war. 
The intervention of war, however, put a stop to the tourist 
promotion activities of the Government. The conscious and 
organised effort to promote tourism in India was made in the 
year 1945, when a committee was set up by the Government of 
India under the Chairmanship of Sir John Sargent, the then 
Eductional Odvisor to the Government of India. The main 
thrust of the Committee was to survey the potentialities of 
developing tourist traffic in the country. 
The Sargent Committee which submitted its interim report 
1. Pfiffner, Public fidministration. Administrative 
Organisation, Prentice Hall, New Delhi, 1964, P.76. 
£. Shav^ma, M. 0. , Organi sat ion and its Problem Public 
Administration in theory and Pract., Kitab Mahal, N.Delhi. 
P. 79 
4 ^ 
in October, 194& were urianirnouBl y of the opinion that it 
would be in the interest of India to encourage and develop 
tourist traffic both internally andexternally. One of the 
major recornrnendat i oriB of the committee related to the setting 
up of a separate represent i ble organisation of serni 
Official."^ The Committee recommended that the question of 
promoting and developing tourist traffic was a matter of 
great national importance and therefore, it deserves the whol 
time attention of a separate organisation. On adhoc traffic 
committee was appointed in 1948. On its recommendation, a 
tourist branch was set up in 1949, with two regional offices 
opened in Calcutta and Madras. 
In 1956, the three corporation, were set up with the 
recommendation of committee. These three corporations we?re 
named below : 
1. Hotel Corporation of India Ltd. 
£. India Tourism Corporation Ltd. 
3. India Tourism Transport Undertaking Ltd. 
These corporations were set up under the provision of 
companies Act, 195D, The main objective for the 
establishment of thesi* corporations was to construct and 
manage the hotels in the public sector, produce material for 
tourist publicity and to provide transport facilities to the 
tourist. , 
3. Dept.of Tourism,Annual Report,Opri1,1,1965,March,1966,p.£0 
4. Bhatia, O.K."Tourism Development Principles and 
Practices", Sterling Publishers. Pvt, Ltd. p. 503 
4 ^ 
These corporations were incorporated in different dates, 
Hotel Corporation of India Ltd, was incorporated on E'lst 
January, 1965, with authorised capital of Rs-4®0 lakhs, 
Indian Tourism Corporation Ltd, was estblished on March,, 
1,964, with authorised capital of Rs. 50 lakhs, and India 
Tourism Transport Undertaking Ltd. was established in 
December 1st 1964, with authorised capital of Rs. 19 lakhs. 
Later on the? Government of India decided to merge these 
undertakings. This decision was taken by the government, 
after seeing the negative progress of these undertakings. 
The Hotel Corporation of India Ltd,, India Tourism 
Corporation and India Tourism Transport Undertaking suffered 
losses of to the tune of Rs. 1,48,614.96, Rs. 55, 769. 52 and 
Rs. 1, 33,, 7£:6, £5 respectively. These losses were due to lack 
of coordination, un-economic working and mismanagement. To 
avoid these losses and future risk the Government of India 
issued "India Tourism Corporation Amalgamation order in 1966, 
ar\d these three corporations were dissolved and merged into 
one in 1966. This act of amalgamation was done at proper 
time to catch the pace of lowest requirements. To evaluate 
the standard of tourist services to a level acceptable to 
foreign tourists, who are accustomed to considerable higher 
standard of service than those existing in the country. 
according the Government set up in October, 1965 a public 
sector undertaking namely the India Tourism Development 
Corporation Ltd,, ITDC in Delhi under the aegis of the 
Department Tourism by amalgamating the earstwhile three 
separate corporations. The unified corporation stated 
functioning with efect from Oct.l, 1966.'"•' In order to assess 
the potentialities of the Corporation an ovei—view of the 
variables such as capital, profitability, turnover, liquidity 
and solvency etc. is essential. The following section, 
therefore be designed on these parameters. If we analyse the 
financial position of the corporation for the last 5 years, 
we observe that in the beginning the authorised capital of 
the corporation was Rs. 5.00 crores, and the corporation 
^Approved to fully owned by the Government of India. Funds 
were provided by the Government in the shape of equity and 
loans capital. In the first decade of its inception <19&6-
67) the aggregate net profit of the Corporation was Rs.£34 
lakhs. In the beginning of the year 1956-67 appears, in the 
retrospect as the year of organisational charges and 
adjustment devoted to smooth and proper functioning of the 
. . 6 
organ 1 sat ion. 
The authorised capital was fully subscribed in 1986-87 
7 
which stood at Rs. 60.00 crores and remained unchanged till 
a 
1988-83. • It was only in 1986-87 that capital was increased 
from 5.00 crores to Rs, 60,000 crores out of which Rs. 52.£7 
5. Bhatia, O.K., "T.-iurism Development Principles and 
Practice, Op. Cit. , p. 303. 
6. P\ririual Report, 1971-7S, Ministry of Tourism and Civil 
fiviat ion-New Delhi p. £6. 
7. Annual Report, 1987-88, India Tourism Development Corp. 
New Delh i , p. 9. 
fl, finnual Report, 1988-89, India Tourism Development Corp. 
New Delhi, p. 7. 
4' 
crores were paid Lip ;n 1986-87." and RB. 5i2. 27 crores in 
.1.98S--89. The turnover of the corporation also increased 
substantially from RB. 83.21 crores in 1986-87 to Rs. 94.33 
crores in 1987-38 which further rose to Rs. 106. 17 in 1988-
89, Rs.1119.98 in 1989-90 and Rs. 121.93 in 1990-91 
respect ively. 
Further to make it more successful and result orientcsd 
corporation The Government of India accepted the 
recommendation of Administrative Reform Commission (ARC) and 
as such the contv^ol of fishoka Hotel Ltd. and Janpath Hotels 
Ltd. were transformed from the then Ministry of Works Housing 
and Supply to Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation from 
July 2,1964. These two hotels and also Lodhi and Ranjit 
Hotels we;?v"e amalgamated with India Tourism Development 
Corporation from March, 1970. The amalgamated company known 
as India Tourism Development Corporation came into being with 
effect from March, £8, 1970. 
OBJECTIVE DF INDIAN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT CDRPORQTION UTDC) 
The Company is established for the purpose of developing 
tourism in the country with the following main objects :-
1) Take over and manage existing hotels and sell, 
contruct, purchase, acquire, lease, take on lease, 
tun and maintain hotels, motels, restaurants, 
g„ Annual Report 1987-88 Op. Cit., p.9. 
10. Annual Report 1988-89, India,Tourism Development Corp. 
Op. Ci t. , p. 6. 
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canteeriB, cafeterias, travellers lodges, pensions, 
guest houses, and other places for the purpose of 
boarding, lodging and stay of tourists. 
2) Establish and manage transport units, travel and 
transport counters, import, purchases, lease, sell 
and run or otherwise operate cars, cabs buses, 
coaches, trucks, launches rope ways, aircrafts, 
helicopters and modes of transport. 
3) Produce, distribute and sell tourist publicity 
material, edit, design, print, publish, sell or 
otherwise deal with books, magazines, periodicals, 
foldes, inserts, guide maps, pamphlets, bills 
posters, picture post-cards, diaries, calenders, 
slides, cinematograph films and other material for 
the purpose of giving publicity to and developing 
tour i sm, 
A) Provide entert<ainment by way of cultural shows, 
dances, music concerts, cabarats, ballets, film 
shows, sports and games, sonet-1umiere spectacles and 
others. 
5) Provide shopping facilities to tourists, establish 
and manage; shops, including duty-free shops, bazars, 
ernporia and other places for selling travel 
requisities and other articles of tourist interest. 
For the attainment of the main objectives set out above, 
4J 
the company shall have the following incidental and ancillary 
objects s -
i) To cat-^ry on the business of hotel, -restaurant, cafe, 
tarvern, motel, refreshment room and boarding and 
lodging, house keepers, licenced victuallers, wine, 
beer and spirit merchants, brewere, maltsters, 
distillers, importers and manufacturers of aerated, 
mineral and artificial waters and other drinksi, 
purveyors, caterers for public amusements generally, 
dealers in textile goods, perfumery, silken and 
woolen garments, dealers in novelty and other goods, 
and as general merchants, garage properletors, livery 
stable keepev^s, job-masters, farmers, dairymen, Ice 
merchants, importers and brokers of food, live and 
dead stock and foreign produce of all descriptions, 
hair dressers, perfumers, chemists, proprietors oif 
clubs, baths, dressing-rooms, laundries, reading, 
writing and newspaper rooms, libraries, grounds, and 
places of amusement, recreation, sport, entertainment 
and instruction of all kinds, tobacco and cigar 
ine-rchant?;,., travel agents for railway, shipping and 
airways and road ""transport corporations, companies or 
bodies and cariers, theatrical and opera box office 
proprietors, ent erpreneuv-s and general agents and as 
proprietors:. bonducting safe deposit vaults, and to 
car-Y-y on business of running night clubs, swimming 
pools, bakery and confectionery and any other 
50 
tausiri£?s£, which can be c o n v e n i e r i t l y c a r r i e d on in 
L:onriBC t i C'rI t hGV-eW i t h . 
ii) To provide lodging and boarding and other facilities 
to the public including tourists, visitors and other 
delegates corning to India from foreign countries and 
to members of delegations and missions from foreign 
countries. 
iii) To develop and turn to account any land required by 
the company of in which it is interested and in 
particular by laying out and preparing the same for 
building purposes, constructing, altering, pulling 
down, decorating, maintaining fitting up, and 
impv-oving buildings and conveniences, and by paving, 
draining, farming, cultivating, letting and building 
le?ase or building agreement, and by advancing money 
to and entering into contracts and arrangements of 
all kinds with building tenants and others. 
iv) To appropriate in part of parts of the property of 
the? company for the purpose of and to build and let 
shVipB, offices and other places of business. 
I 
v) To organise all inclusive tours by road, rail, sea, 
air or otherwise and to enter into all agreements 
connected with the organisation of such tours. 
vi) To construct, purchase, lease, own establish, run, 
alter and manage printing presses, litho presses, art 
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studios, photo studios, workshops, foundries arid 
factories for the purpose' of ma intainirig, repairing, 
altering, servicing all sorts of machinery whatsoever 
run by power, electricity, steam, oil, gas vapour, 
mechanical power or atomic energy and other component 
parts and all apparatus, accessories, fittings, 
machinery or things necessary or convenient far 
carrying on any of the above specified businesses or 
usually dealt with by persons engaged in like trad«?s 
or business. 
vii) To import, manufacture, repair ply and hire buses, 
motor trucks, motor trucks, motor cars, taxi-cars 
station wagons, launches and othr kinds of vehicles. 
viii) To purchase, ake on hire of otherwise acquire halls, 
theatres, concert halls or other buildings of a like 
chav^acter and renting rights in the same and to seli, 
give on hiire or otherwise dispose of the rights E>O 
acquired, 
in) T O enter into agv^eements with companies, 
associations, societies, organisations or persons, 
foreign of Inclia'h, for securing any of the objects of 
the company or for any purpose conductive to any 
objects. 
>•;) To import, purchase, sell and barter all goods and 
iiiE'i chand i se and open, run or manage shops. 
5Z 
xi) To enter into any partnerBhip, arrangement for 
sharing profits, union of interests, cooperation, 
Joint ventm-es, receiprocal concessions or otherwise, 
with any person or company carrying on or engaged in, 
or about to carry on or engages in any business or 
t ra nsact i on, wh i ch this company is a ut hor i sed t o 
carry on or engage in, or any business or transaction 
capable of being conducted so as directly or 
indirectly to benefit this company. F\rid to take r 
otherwise acquire? shares and securities of any such 
company, and to sell hold, re-issue, with or without 
guarantee, c.r otherwise deal with the same. 
•K i i ) To acquire and undertake the whole or any part of the 
business properly and liitbilities of any person or 
persons of company, carrying on any business which 
the company is authorised to carry on. 
xiii) To act as agents and/or to enter into agreements with 
any Govev^riment, S6>mi-Government, Quasi-Government or 
Public Undertaking or Government-owned company or any 
authority, municipal or local,, or any manufacturer, 
merchant and others that may seem beneficial to the 
c o in IJ a n y' s o b j e c t s a ri d t o o t j t a i n f r o m such govern m e ri t, 
authority or merchant rights, privileges and 
conceBsions; which the company may think d e s i r a b l e and 
carry out, exercise? and comply with any such 
arrangements, rights, privileges and c o n c e s s i o n s and 
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to trai iBac.i; avid carry out exercise and comply with 
af,y sucli arrangernent s, rights, privileges and 
cone ess ioriB and to transact and carry out, exercise 
and comply with any such arrangements, rights, 
privileges and concessions and to trafisact an carry 
on agency business of every type of any description. 
xiv) To establish agencies in India and elsewhere and to 
regulate their working and discontinuance thereof. 
Kv) To undertake the management of any company or 
companies having objects altogether or in part 
similar to those of the company. 
xvi) To invesit and dt?al with the moneys of the company by 
purchasiing shares of any other company carying on any 
business which this company is authorised to carry on 
or in such other manner as may from time, to time be 
deterrriine?d by the company and to distribute any of 
the property of the company specie among the members 
as may be permissible in law. 
xvii) To promote ar\y company or companies for the purpose 
of acquiring all or any of the peroperty rights and 
liabilities of^the company or for any other purpose 
which may seem directly or indirectly calculated to 
beriefit thu- cC'inpany. 
viii) To amalgamate with any of the companies having 
objects al toLjethe?r or in part similr to those of the 
5^ 
cc'i iYipany, 
>'•-''••'•) "^ o acquire; and hold shares in any other company 
i.cAviraj objects wholly or partly similar to those of 
the compaf.y, or carr-yir:g on, any business capable of 
b e i r I g c ondu c e d s o as directly or indirectly t o 
benef i t t h i ;;:• cc^ inpafiy. 
HH) To borrow, 5e?cure or raise the payment of money in 
such a Kianner as the company shall deem fit by issue 
of dejbentures or otherwise charged with all or any of 
the assets or proerty of the company, or that the 
company may acquire and to redeem, purchase, tender 
or pay off any such securities and in particular to 
issue debentures or debenture stock as the price of 
any assets taken over by the authority from the Union 
or State Government, local authority or otherwise. 
>;><i) To guarantee the payment of money unsecured or 
secured by or payable under or in respect of 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, debenture 
stocks, contracts, mortayes, charges, obligations, 
insrumento and securities of any company or 
authority, municipal, local or otherwise or of any 
p e r s o )'•( w h o i ci s o e v e r, whether- i ri c o r p o r a t e d o r not and 
geneally to guarantee or become sureties for the 
prforrnarice of any contracts or obligations. 
ii) Tc: lend money to such persons or companies and on 
5uch terms as uiay seem expedient and in particular to 
(•••-ist orner E ai id o t h . e r s haviriQ d e a l i r i g s w i t h t h e c o m p a n y 
.:u id t o guar-K-jt B(-- t h e pti 'vf o r^mance o f c o n t r a c t s by and 
';ii-u:::h pi/-1 ;,>•.''-•• !.•!• cMiri ipari ies. 
5S 
;^  1 .;-i. ) """'•• sell, i iviprove, manaye, develop, exchange, lease, 
,hOr t jage ..^;- c> t iierwi se deal with all on any part of 
Ltie properties and rights of the company. 
< K :i V) To sell the- unde.rrt aking of the company or any part 
thereof for s.i.ich considev^at ion the company rnay think 
fit and in particular for shares, debentures, 
debenture stocks, policies, or securities of ariy other 
company having objects altogether or in part similar 
to those of this company and to pv^omote any company 
cir companies for the purpose of acquirinci the 
undertaking of this comp£-\ny or any part thereof or 
all C'r any of the property, rights and liabilities of 
this cc^ fvipany. 
>-;;<v) To establish and support or aid in the est bl ishrnent 
and support of associations, institutions, trusts, 
funds, and conveniences calculated to benefit 
employees or ew-employees of the company or the 
dependents or cir>i-rnect ions of such persons, to grant 
them pensions and/or ofchev- allowances to make 
p r o V i d e n t '^  u v i d;;;: c o r11 r i b u t i o n s f C' r t h e i r b e n e f i t, s a n d 
'vo liiake paynents towards insurance on their lives, 
and to subscrib or guarantee money for charitable or 
' ^ enc-vi"j 1 oi'i r,.,j ( s or for arry exhibition, or for any 
5^ 
public, ye-rie; al or- useful object. 
i<:H-/i) Gener-al to purchaBe, on lease or in exchange, hire or 
otherwise acquire any movable and immovable property, 
and any r ights or privileges, which the company may 
think riecessary or convenient for the purposes of its 
business, and in particular any land, building, 
casement, machinery, plant and stock in trade. 
KKvii) To draw, make, accept, endorse, discount, execute and 
issue promisBory notes, bills of exchange, bills of 
lading, warrants, debentures and other negotiable or 
transferable instruments. 
(.KKviii) To undertake and execute arty trusts, the undertaking 
whereof may seem desirable, either gratuitously or 
ot hei~-wi se, 
(KZ-SIK) T O procur-e the i.::ompaY-iy to be registered or recognised 
in ar\y foreiyn country or place. 
>-[><H) To do and carry out all or any of the above objects 
or thing?:- in any part of the world and as principals 
agents, cor.tractors, trustees or otherwise and by or 
through trustees, agents or otherwise, and eigher 
a 1 ci r I e o r i n c o n rj e c t i o ci with others. 
y.Hxi) To pay ,:.i 1 I the preliminary expenses of any kind and 
incidental to the formation and incorporation of the 
company out of the funds of the company. 
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HKHxi) To carry or, other business which under e-xisting 
circumst ai-ices may seem capable of being conveniently 
or advantageously carried ori in connection with the 
business :<f the company or calculated directly or 
indirectly to enhance the value of or render 
profitable any proprties or rights of the company. 
xKxiii) To do all or any of the above things as are 
incidental or conducive to the attainment ofany or 
all of the objects mentioned above in any part of 
India or in any prt of the world either as 
principals, agents, trustees, contractors or 
otherwise and by or through or in conjunction with 
trustees, agents, sub-contractors or otherwise. 
(XXXIV) The liability of the members is limited. 
With these objectives, ITDC has provided a wide range 
promotion of tourism working in close cooperation with the 
Dtfpa.tmerit of T<;iurism in the Central Ministry and civil 
Oviation, It is primarily concerned with the establishment 
of a infra-structure for the tourist industry and the 
provision of comtnercial service essential for the growth of 
•I •« 
t our i st t ra Ffic.'^' « 
fiftcr mal'.iri[i a brief survey of the objectives it will be 
desirable now to discuss the organisational structure of 
ITDC. 
11. BhatLa, O.K., Tourism Development Principles and Practice 
Dp. Cit. , p. 304 
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Oprganisat ional Structur'e of ITDC : 
The coopri'iisat ional set up at the corporate level 
comprises a nuinber of Directors of the Corporation. The 
number of Directors should not be less than two arid more than 
' 15. 
The Chairman is appointed by the President who works in 
an honourary capacity and no remuneration paid to hirn. The 
powers are delegated to Chairrnan-cum-Managing Director who 
delegates power to other officers. The term of the Board is 
five years whicfi is authorised to determine the number of 
12 
Directors of the Corporation by the President of India. 
Pi clear vie^ v of the organisation structure of the Board 
of Directors is given in Table No. £' (i). The business of the 
company within the definition of section 617 of the companies 
Oct 1S&5, is mai-iaged by board of Directors. The Directors 
are appointed by the President of India. Under Article of th 
nssociation of the? India Tourism Development Corporation 
(ITDC) provides that the President of India shall, from the 
1 :i.me to time, dertermine the number of Directors of the 
C c. n 1 p d!' I y. T 'n e- a b c v e A r^  1; i c 1 e also stipulates that the n urn b e r 
of Di/ector- i.;hi;ill vvt be less than two and more thari 
fifteeri. "^he Beard of Directors of ITDC has been changing 
Pi-oin t line t C' t i i/ie , 
12. Jagmohan Negi - Tourism and Travel, Gitanjali Publishing 
House, Mew Delhi p.491, 
13. Shariiia K. f'« ., Tourism in India, Classic Publishing House, 
Op, Cit„ , p„ 142 
B0 
B o a r d of D i r e c t c r s •• 
The ITDC pre&e^ ritly consists of three Directors, 
ificluding t he Chai.nnar; S M a n a g i n g D i r e c t o r , D i r e c t o r G e n e r a l 
Toi.risr;! and D i r e c t o r F i n a n c e , -flll p o w e r s are v e s t e d w i t h 
Dif-ctorhi. It is the Supt-eme Body. 
Powers of Board of Directors ; 
The business o"^  the company shall be rnanged by the Board 
of Directc,:v>s whc r;iay pay all expenses of getting the company 
.-eijistered Bnd may exercise all such powers and do all a such 
acts and things as the company is by its Memorandum of 
Pssociation or other-wise authorised to exercise and do and 
are not hereby or by statute directed or required to be 
exercised or done by the company in General Meeting, but 
subject nevertheless to provisions of the Oct and of the 
Memorandum of Association and these Articles and to any 
regulations not being in consistent with the Memorandum of 
FisBociation and thse Articles from time to time made by the 
company in General Meeting provide that no such regulation 
shall .invalidate ai'id prior act of the Directors which would 
ri a v e b e e r; v a 1 i d o f s ii c ^  i r e g u 1 a t i o ri h a d . )'i o t been m a d e . 
Wi. U'rv'uf pi-ej ud :i. i :e to Lhe general power-s c o n f e r r e d by 
iiese Ort:;.cles suLJect to the pi-ov'isions of s e c t i o n s £91 to 
:::3^i and 2 3 7 of the Hcrt, the Board of D i r e c t o r s shall h a v e t h e 
fc: 1 1.':.:a'; 1 ng pC'Wers ;: •  
T3„ Memcr-crndri,: r.f HE-or i at i on - -ent, ITDC, 1993, p. £iZi. 
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1) '"r-cjCI t :i iiii t :• l :i me m a k e vary arid r e p e a l by laws for-
t h e re>m.i I at i oi'i of tfie b u s i n e s s o f t h e c o m p a n y its 
ijfficBr-s arid servarrbs. 
£) To pay and charge to the capital account of the 
coiTipariy any iriterest lawfully payable threat under 
t h e p I - o V ,!. 5 i o ri s of t h e 0 c t s ; 
3) To pay all expenses in getting up and in registration 
of the company including all expenses incidental to 
and conneciuent i al to such r'egistrat ion. 
A-) To purchase or otherwise acquire for the company any 
property rights or privileges which the company is 
authorised to acquire at such price and generally on 
such terms and coriditions as they think fit, 
j') To authorise the undertaking of work of a capital 
nature subject to the co'ndition that all cases 
involvinij a capital expenditure beyond the ceiling of 
Rs. ;."' crores (Rupees two crores) fixed by the Central 
Government shall be referredto the Central Governrn£?nt 
for approval befor^e authorisation, but in cases wh6?re 
detailed projects have been prepared with estimates 
of the different component parts of the projects and 
duly approved by the Ce>ntral Government, the Bo£ird 
shall be fully competent to authorise the undertaking 
of all Aoris covered under the approve estimates 
including /ar i at ior, not exceeding 10% of any 
p ,;:\ r • t i c I.,! 1 a i • coiu p o r'l e n t w i. t 'n o '.\ t f u r-1 f i e r- r e f e r e ri c e e t c . 
I'l. r^eoorandum of Association, ITDC. , Dp. Cit., p. £0. 
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Chairman-cum-Mariaqinq Director : 
nr-^icle r,l'b> '." the FlGscc i a t i on of ITDC stipulates that 
the Chairinai'i is;, ai-pointed by the P'resident of India on such 
teriii'-. a/id conij i t i, ijr.t avid on such remuneration as rnay deem 
for. The Piornini st rat i ve? Reforms Commission has recommended 
that foi Public Sector Corporations, there should be a full 
time Chairman CLU/J -Director and as in the normal practice the 
Covernrnent has accepted the recommendation. Ot present all 
the functions of the CY)airwari are being performed by the 
Chairman-cum-Managing Director, _e. g. he presides o\'er the 
meetingE of the Board of Directors in which all policy 
decisions are taker; and whose authority is absolute and final 
... ,15 
m this regard. 
Despite thiese the organiat ional set up at the corporate 
level comprise various business groups headed by Br. Vice 
r-r-esiderrts and Vice Presidents. There are four Regional 
Dfficej^ which comprises through various Area Vice Presidentx 
who ar-e responsible to look after day to days proceedings. 
The Four regional offices are located at New Delhi, Bombay, 
Calcutta a n d Mad ra s„ 
D i V i s i ons .-
^CT' smooth arc' efficient working the administration of 
liar boeri divided into following divisions I C l_'...I i ,.ji... ' r •crl I. 
r, a r n e l y 
1 rr r~.' _ 
.:. u. c:.' I ; i-s i in a , 
•i<3i;i i n I r i d i a , O p . C i t . , p . 1 4 3 . 
m 
T ,~, , Lir>i:;>t S e r v i c e D i v i s i o n - c o m p r i s e s , a c c o m o d a t i o n , 
. .a t & r i r; L,, t;" .:•, 'i '3 p c> Y-t, c a f B fc a r i a, b a r s e t c , 
;"•' r"'er so rial 9ec' e t ar i at and General Administration 
D ;i. V i s i c.ii'.. 
3. '^'larl-et • r Lj avid Sales Division. 
''i.. F', oduct i :: ••,, Planrdng and Publicity Division. 
5. Finance' and Account5 Division 
B,. Material Management Division 
7 Project and Consultancy Division. 
1. Tourist Service Division : 
ITDC's Tourist Division comprise accomodation, catering, 
tr-ansport, bars and cafeteria is a complete package of 
tourism service, under the accomodation chain fishoka Group is 
the largest in the country. It offers accomodation ranging 
from luxury suites to modestly furnished rooms from beach 
resorts to moderately priced fov^est lodge. Over A500 rooms 
a\re scattered throughout India. Strategically located eithr 
in large cities which av'B major air and rail termini or in 
remote areas of special tourist interest. 
ITDC runt r'-est aurant service for Eastern Continental and 
Mughlai Cuisine tieside§ numerous regional delicacies of 
India. Its cate; ing service have earned plaudits during 
national a,'.d 1 nt erc/,;.d; i o;-;a 1 events. 
The transport network of ITDC has 11 units with a fleet 
.:..f coacfie;^ t; ...ur i':: I can;;, and air conditioned limousines which 
fi4 
can be hired fcii" i I'ic! i vi cii.i^il s or- grc^jp sight seeing. ft number 
of guiuc;;^ ] toui 'J. :;: f :£:.p£?cial and general intev^est are conducted 
by flshc'k Travel;:;, arid Tcurs - the in house travel agency. 
£- Personnal Secretariat and General ftdministration 
Division i 
•'"he F'er so nrie I Secretariat and General fidrninistrat ion are 
headed by thvee tyjjtv;:; c.f management viz top level management 
ruiddle le/el and lower level management who are responsible 
to policy formulation and programme implementation and watch 
ovsr each and evBry company'B concerning matters. 
Undt?r the- hirarchial process the General Odministrat ion 
Division, comprise;:;. Board of Directors, Chairman-cum-Managing 
Director, Senior Vice Presidents, Vice President, Area Vice 
Presidents, etc. 
3. Marketing and Sales Division : 
The Marketing Divii;;>ion promotes markets the services of 
TTDC's busine£;;i gvo-ips such as hotels, duty free shops, 
transport, consult aricy projects, conference and conventions, 
training eel, sound and light shows cultural events, 
festival;;, and package;;;* floated by the in hosue travel 
agency, Rsho'< tra\'C-ls arid tours^ The division also handles 
pu b 1 1 c r•• e 1 at i C'ri;;;, For I hB orgari :i, sat i or'!. The advert i s i rig 
Gervice;.. Ce l l p l a .';. d e s i g n s and p roduces p u b l i c i t y mater ia l 
b.vth for ITDC and e x t e r n a l c l i e n t s . The conference and 
con/errfc ir.i'ic v^.l/.y i •„ erp.tipped w i t h c ompv-ehensi ve c o n v e n t i o n 
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facilities etc. 
4, Product ion Planning arid Publicity Division ; 
'jy'id'::;:- thi<.: D i v i i i c-r: ITDC has done poineev^ing work in the 
'"ii.v-ld :.,.f toar iv-ri; ent crt a i nrnent by planning production and 
p i..t ta 1 ;i. C i !- y • 
I T D C :., p r • o d 1 .> c t rn i x c o n s i s t s o f : -
:, ) Owri U/'fi t '•;; ;, 
£6 hotels, 7 i-E'staurants, 11, transport travel units, 
1 service -..tat iori, 11 duty tax free shops and 1 sound 
and light show. 
ii) Joint ventures : 
6 hotels and 1 overseas restaurants 
iii^ Managed Units : 
2 hotels, 1 forest lodge, 1 restaurant catering 
services at from Delhi based Government 
establishments and 2 sound and light shows. 
There are the activities towards production. In 
addition, there are theatre evenings, dance recitals and 
music performances, both Westev^n and Indian at its hotels. 
Towards, publicity ITDCs"Marketing Division plays a gigantic 
role in stiape of advertising services cell plans, design and 
prc>duce£ publicity :naterial for itself and others tourism 
organicat ion:.; woi'< ••r- demand like a^a brochure^ parnphi^lates, 
and jorrnaJ'-. ptc, Tfiis Division also handles public relation 
'^•'-"' >-•'" c^ Vya I ::.,::it : on., It keepc;;. the maciia trade and its 
itpdated or\ tlie J i vei se activities of the corporation. 
5. Finarige and Accounts Division : 
Tht- ITDC & Fii'.arice arid Plccounts const ituted by Senior 
Presiderrl (Firiancc;? and Recounts) with his two assistant 
countET part Vice President (Recounts) and Vice President 
(Finance*) reespect ively. Each Vice-President is the head of 
its own areaB and work as a monitor on entire organisational 
i.t i''i i t s . , 
B. Material Management Division ; 
Material Mai'iagement Division popularly known as MME & D 
is . un under the head of the Vice President (MME & D) (Deputy 
General Manager (MM 8- D) who is Incharge of corporation's day 
to days purchasiny of cjoods-
Its hirarchiy classified through (BM) General Manager, 
(MM&D3, (D.G„M.) Deputy General Manager (MM&D) and 
Assistant Manager- (MM&D). 
'7' Project and Consultancy Division : 
The Project and Consultoancy Division of ITDC offers 
assistance from research and feasibility studies to the 
execut ico-i of entire iiotel and resort projects to areas of 
hctel iiianagement, facility planning, aodministrat ion and 
manpower development. Not only within India but also abroad. 
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Financial Analysis , 
n-; it 15 ;.iatter- of f^ ict, no any institute in either 
coricev"i'ied can boost unless and unt i 11 the finance will be 
provided. It '.;=•& like blood in vein oil in wheel etc. so far 
as ITDC is concerrted, it has al^o chalked their future course 
of action according to provision of finance. 
Mow we will analyse its each resourse that now it 
taryetted and what the result is occurred and what its impact 
done towards the promotion of tourism. 
At thiG time of establishment the corporations authorised 
capital i-vaij Ra. 5 crores. But after 26 years of service it 
has t rciiiervdousl;^  increased to Rs, 75 crore which shows 15 
timcE increase i r. the authorised capital, to counter and 
Ci'iSLire financial viability to the corporation and to deal 
with a niimber of measures like restructuring and 
strengthening of the divisional set up, aggressive rnarketirig, 
product improvement and cost control. These steps will 
certainly enable tfie ITDC not only to absorb the losses but 
also make profits on its over all operations. To high light 
better contribution for the development of tourist industry 
the table No. i/3- summarises the financial position of the 
ccir porat i ori,, 
The table No. J.-3_ shows ten years financial statistics of 
I"^ DC :3S1 SI. It is apparent from this table that working 
caprtsl arc ;. ^:; p :r',. a I ruiployed has been constantly, increasing 
lakhs and Rs. 3, 4G7. 58 lakhs to Rs. llZi, 241. 79 R;.. I, S43. 45 
m 
and R'... 11,3B7.3Z lakht .t9ai-a£ to 1989-90 respectively. In 
t&ru.'. of pBrt;trr,!-. ayes the:? increase, of working capital was 
F^ i. 3i?B. 73 per cert whereas it was 302.53 per cent in respect 
of ci^ pit<al employed, li^ '.ewise there was a gradual increase in 
the turnover as A;ell from Rs. 3,687.77 lakhs in 1381-82 to 
Rs„ 12, 19c. 58 iY' 1990-91 thereby showing ari increased 
turnover of 330,C2 per cent. The ten' year turnover showed a 
gci•::• d f i raric i a 1 VMOrk i ng C' f the corporat ion. 
T,he position of profit after tax was not very sound. It 
was subject tc- sharp fluctuations. It was Rs. 997.69 lakhs 
<750.03"/.) during 1989-90 which was declared to Rs. 238.65 
lakh- (23. 92-/.; during 1990-91, The position during 1985-86 
to 1989-90 shows to some extent better than its earlier 
Rs. 125.44, RB.49. 98 Rs. 201.56 and Rs. 133.02 in 1984-85, 
19S3 34, 1982-83 and 1981-82 respectively. This steep fall 
in the profits may be attributed to political hpheavals and 
instability of the Government. The peace and tranquility as 
well the law and order position was deteriorating during anti 
Maridal CcmiTiission Stir, the Gulf crises; the issuance of 
adverseries on travel to India by major tourist generating 
countries like, USP.^  Berrnany, Fravnce, Japari etc. and also the 
developments in the US6R had adverse impact on inflow of 
toisrist to Indici,, But, however, the ITDC maintained its 
positic:n a;:; disclosed by its estimated foreign exchange 
earni :-:L,.; and d i v i deridsi paid. The estimated foreign exchange 
ha^ i bee,-, ohowing a ,-i!:iing trend from 1961-82 to 1990-91. It 
"•'do Ro. 1,611?. ?iiZi cod Rs,, 1,700,00 lakhs in 1931-82 and 1932-
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83 which .-or_-e to R-:,.. 5, A'?®. Cii3 and Rs. 5, 53i?., iZi0 lakhs in 1989--
91? ,Ar':! i 99!? 91 r er,p:?ct i ve 1 y. This sharp rise was 3A9. £5 per 
c&i' !: a. ccii par £••..;; t •: "the earning during 1981-82. 
II i^ a^s this .-eg.^lar rise in the foreign exchange 
t:?arnir,y£ r i rjh.i from 1981-82 to 1989-90; which enable the 
corpo '^-.t i^ '. tc' declare regular dividend. There was aliso 
ririnL, !:i"er;d maintained in payment of its share holders. It 
waH.> RB„ 45,. Cl'S and Rs. 57.24 lakhs in 1981--82 and 1982-83 
which rose to Rs. £6.22 and Rs. 104,66 lakhs in 19BA-85 and 
1985' 8G respcict i vely. But the dividend, however, showed a 
declining tre?nd as RB„ 114.59, Rs„ 123.24 and Rs. 128.87 
lakhfii in r907-38, 1908 89 and 1989-90 respectively. However,, 
th.;' overall firiancial position is quite satisfactory. But in 
view of it-.r> heavy investments the return on investment is not 
up tc' t!ie mark. 
Th i B ma> be duc t o the 1 acki ng in improvement in the 
quality of services, rendered to the tourists and money spent 
ii'i the developiriei':t of tourist infrastructure for the 
ameni t i e;:,, czind c..jmf or't i;, of the tourists,. 
(19a&-1991-199g) 
Uriitwise Financial Result During 19SS to 1991-gg : 
•^he Unil wii-.e '"in^incial position of ITDC as shown in the 
z < 
' -^ibli. - ''• ";h;-:c''' i,-.. s l i g h t l y b e t t e r i i-i cornpavn s o n t o t h e 
' ^' "d-}'rA: \ :.:• of Jt^lBr CNjuyvt r i es., I t i s a p p a r e n t from 
a!:;;!: t!-/,:;t t h e ;;ia/-;agement h a s t a k e n t i m e l y d e c i s i o n i n 
7i 
keeping the financial results at par. It is in thia context 
that the division-wise/unit-wise financial results of ITDC 
are given in table No. 4-. A 
' • 'i 
ftccording to tble Jtm'i unit-wise financial result* of each 
unit has been tabulated for five years from 1986-87 to 1990-
31 in order to make a detailed assessment of the financial 
soundness of the corporation. For instance, the total 
turnover of all the six units shows a market, increase in the 
sale from Rs. 8,477.83 lakhs in 1986-87 to Rs. 12,280.6£ 
lakhs in 1990-91. Likewise the total foreign exchange earned 
by these units collectively was Rs. 1,892.22 lakhs in 1986-87 
and the same was increased to Rs. 3,353.24 lakhs in 1990-91. 
In 1989-90 the total foreign exchange earnings was Rs. 
888,6 lakhs, which shows a marginal declined due to the 
national and international events of the tourism scenario of 
India. It was undoubtedly a unique joint financial 
contribution of these units which gave financial strength and 
stability for the corporation. Similarly the total operating 
profit and loss of the units showed a steep rise from Rs. 
1,951.14 in 1986-87 to Rs. 1903.8 lakhs in 1990-91. The 
total capital employed by these units showed an increasing 
trend from Rs. 8, 04E. 79 in 1989-90 and Rs.10,488.92 lakhs in 
1990-91. When we make a comparative analysis we find that 
the total of capital employed by these units that of the 
total of profits earned are not properly responding. 
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To see these rniraclously features we can »ay "Indeed the 
ITDC has done what many national tourism development 
corporations cannot dream of doing conceptual iaing e»nd 
marketing a glorious and ancient civilisation into 
magnificient coritBrnporary experience. It has virtually 
created an India which the International traveller care 
15 relate to understand and enjoy. 
In an industry known for its specialised services the 
ITDC offers a package of tourist services which include not 
only accomodation but catering transport in house travel 
agency, entertainment, shopping duty free shops food 
festivals, sound and light shows, publicity, communication 
1 f\ 
and consultancy. 
The ITDC then offers a complete Indian experience 
network. So it can be concluded say that ITDC is functioning 
for the tourist facilities according to desire of foreign 
tourist and every place. Since its inception it has been 
seen that the corporation has been making profits 
continuously on all its operations excepting the transport 
unit where there are losses. To avoid the losses of 
transport unit some measure should be taken to improve the 
profitbi1ity. These i»clude with better supervision and 
mangement, planned programme of preventive maintenance 
15. ITDC's Buppliment, India's Host to the world, The flshok 
Group, 1998. p, 1. 
16. ITDC's Supliment, India's Host to the world, The ftshok 
Group, p. 2. 
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repair, training of technical staff etc. 
In its endeavour to keep abreat of world standards in 
the hospitablity industry, the ITDC has adopted numerous 
measures versatile and growth oriented. The next chapter 
entitled "Working of ITDC in the Promotion of tourism" can be 
studied on macro level. 
CHftPTER - III 
THE WORKING OF ITDC IN THE PRQWITION OF TOURISM 
In the previous chapter 'The conceptual frame work viz, 
organisational structure, management and functionaries are 
being discussed. Th study reveals its entire infrastructure 
in the respect of tourism profn4>tion, being it an implementing 
wing of tourism. Its frame work is a testimony of our 
enlarged national economy because these all f unct ionaric'S 
when came into being in full dimentions, affects all tourist 
industry on the path of prosperity and profitability. 
In the cont'xt of the above findings. The present 
chapter entitled "The Working of ITDC in the Promotion of 
Tourism" is devoted to examine the working and network of the 
ITDC. 
In fact ITDC since its inception in 1966 has been 
playing a key role in the development and expansion of 
India's tourism infrastructure in accordance with the 
government policies. Functioning as a commercial arm of the 
Ministry of Tourism, ITDC has been acting as a catylist in 
the promotion of tourism by opening up new destinations and 
creating tourist infrastructure in the remote regions where 
the private sector has been shy of investing. 
ITDC has played a poineering and catalystic role in the 
1. Annual Review of ITDC, 199£~93, P.£. 
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growth of tourism in India. Unique in its concept it has 
more than met the demands of a catalyst iri tourism 
development while achieving and maintaining profitability. 
The corporation's major contributions have been in the field 
of infrastructure and promotion. Broadly we can say that 
ITDC can take the credit for conceptualising the Indian 
Tourism Product, as it stands today and for relentlessly 
breaking new ground. It endeavour to open exotic new 
destinations which is hitherto unknown on the international 
travel circuit and to charter unknown avenues of tourism 
activity like adventure tourism before introducing them in ari 
2 
acceptable from both to the country and to the world. 
Working of ITDC : 
ITDC has set trend in hotel architecture, interior 
decor, cusine, in providing the visitor a truly Indian 
experience, helping in the process of the revival of Indian 
arts and crafts and reviving faith in things India. 
As it is clear that ITDC could rightly claim credit for 
opening several new destinations in the country, or in 
closing gaps in many travel circuits. Such as Khajuraho, 
Jammu, Mysore, Hassan, 4Jdaipur, Varanasi, Patna, Bodhgaya, 
Sanchi Guwahit and Shi 1 long tell only part of the story. The 
first bech resort was developd by ITDC in Kovalam near 
Trivandrum. So were Wildlife Sanctuaries like Sasariar Gir in 
2. ITDC's Supliment, India's Host to the world, 199£, Op. 
C i t. , p. 1. 
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Gujarat and Kaziranga in Rs&arn. Lalita Mahal Palace and 
LuKrni Vilas Palace added to the Lure of Palace Hotel. 
ITDC IS the only chain in India which offers range of 
accomodation facilities from five star delux to budget 
hotliers, Th flshokci Group of Hotels patronised by it, played 
a gracious, almost regal host to Indiajs leading 
international and national events. The role of Ashoka Broup 
in pioneerint] tourism development on a grant and unmatched 
scale 15 very much that of a visionary, whose far ^ .^ dHg+ttisd^  
ideals have struck root and developed into a polij^ flte'd product 
If 
one India is a proud of. I F) C 9 7 
It IB a matter of fact that ITDC was entrustecl'^ t»S»i-t^ h the 
task of helping develop infastructure and promote India as a 
tourist destination. With having numerous objectives, ITDC 
provides a wide range of services which is essential for 
promotion of tuuris-m. Working m close cooperation with the 
Depai-'tment of Tourism in the Central Ministry of Tourism and 
Civil Rviation. It is primarily concerned with the 
establishment of a solid infrastructure for the tourist 
traffic. Customer services such as accomodation, restaurant 
and catering, trave aget-icy, marketing division, consultancy 
services, enter b a mment shopping and duty free shop/tax freS 
shop etc. Through we can examine its role m the touri&rn 
develupment of India. 
3. Mrs. Usha, Bala, Toui-usm India, Policy and Perspectives 
ftrushi Prakashan, N.Delhi, 1991, p.133. 
4. Bhatia P>. K. , T. .ur i sm Dev. , Ster 1 i ng Pub. N, Delhi, 1989, p. 30£ 
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The Plshoka Group (ITDC s Largest Occomodation Chain) 
ITDC accoriirnodat 3. ori Chain - Oshoka Group - is the largest 
i. n the countv-y. It is closely identified with the 
development of India's tourism, promoting travel to India, 
building up touristic infastructure, setting high standard. 
The Pishoka Gv^oup is known for its unique rnix of Indian 
ambience and hospitablity with facilities that are of 
international standard. The hotel chain has 37 hotels in 
major tourist destinations with many more coming up in the 
near future. The range varies from 5 star delux to first 
class to budget, depending on tourist needs Ashoka, Sarnrat, 
Qutab, Kanishka, Janpath, Lodhi, Ranjit and Ashok Yatri Niv-jas 
the very names reflect what Delhi has always been a stage 
for history. Today it is a meeting point for the people and 
cultures of the world. That is called the convention capital 
of the Plshoka Group, which offers over 4500 rooms, 
restaurants and bars, a large fleet of luxury coaches and air 
conditioned limousines, and the best of shopping and 
ent ert a i nrnent, 
fishok convention Hall at Ashoka, backed by full battery 
of conference facilities,^ has a seating capacity of 2500 and 
is fully equipped to host cocktails receptions and buffets. 
Oil the basic amenities that make a conference successful 
exist at the flshok. "^. 
5. India's Host to the world - 0 Suppliment of ITDC, New 
Delhi, 139rJ, p. 6. 
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Table No. 3.1 
Plshok Group of Hotels Materialisation. 
No. Perticulars 1987BQ 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 
Room Bed F^ oorn Bed Room Bed Room Bed 
1 Five Star 1449 £702 1757 33£1 iei£ 3431 1477 £772 
£ F-our Star 76B 1466 449 e7£ 414 76£ 732 1318 
3 Three Star 460 615 458 615 458 615 458 614 
4 Two Star 64 128 64 128 64 128 64 128 
5 One Star 46 32 46 92 46 92 46 324 
6 ( F't oniot 1 ona 1 ) 
Three Star 142 284 162 324 162 324 162 324 
7 Two Star 66 132 66 132 66 132 66 132 
a Economic 547 1238 548 1238 548 1238 547 1236 
CI asB 
Total 3504 6657 3570 6722 3570 6722 3551 6694 
Source : Annual Reports, P'ublished by India Tourism 
Development Corporation, 1987-88 to 1990-91. 
flshoka Business Centre further facilities the conference 
arrangements. From hotel Varanasi flshok, tourist can explore 
Varansai, the holy city of the Hindus. Located atop sharnla 
Hills in Bhopal is Hotel Lake View flshok. Hotel Khajuraho 
Oshok Nestles in the shadows of the famous, thousands year -
old Khajuraho tempjles. Hotel Jamrnu ftshok is a convenient 
base for excursions to the beautiful vally of Kashmir. Manali 
in Himachal Hill has Manali flshok. Baharatpur Forest Lodge 
is strategiclly position in the heaven of indigenous and 
migratory birds. Ogra, the city of Taj Mahal, has Hotel figra 
ftshok.^. 
For fishok Group Hotels are situated in West India, 
Jaipur, Udaipur, Purangabad and Pune. The Pink City has 
Hotel Jaipur Pshok Udaipur studded with palaces, lakes and 
temples, has Laxmi Vilas Palace Hotel. fturangabad situated 
in the heart of Maharashtra is the base of visiting Ajanta 
and Ellora. Executive Oshok Pune completes the ftshok Group 
in the West. The Pshoka Group is continuously spreading its 
wings in South India with Bangalore, Mysore, Hassan, Madurai, 
Kovalam, Marnal lapuram and Pondicherry figuring on its map.. 
Kovalam beach Resort is one of the finest in the world, 
offering water sports, ^ centre for Yoga, Transcen Dental 
Meditation and Rejuvenating Oil Massage. 
The centrally located Madurai Ashok is equipped with 
modern amenities and makes a convenient take off point for 
6, India's Host to the world - Op, Cit., p. 7. 
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trips to RamBsawarani, Trichirapal 1 i and Thanjavor in 
Pondicherry with its equable climate offers an ideal beach 
holiday. The splendid garden city of Bangalore has the 
finest Fuxery hotel in south India - Hotel flshok. It is 
equipped both for conncections and pleasure sprees, since it 
provided delux suites, varied cusines, a convention Hall. 
The Lalita Mahal Palace is a Regal fishok Group Hotel. The 
pt-ide of South India's temple art and architecture are 
Helebid, Belur and Sara Vana be lagola etc. The Pshok Group 
of hotels at Ranchi, Calcutta, Puri, Bhubaneshwar, Patna and 
Bodhgaya are suitable portals to discovery of the East. 
Patna is a land of antiquity and the base for a pilgrim tour 
covering Buddhist shrines and Bodhgaya. Where the Lord 
attained 'Enlightenment' Ranchi is popular verdent hillocks, 
glades, lakes and water falls. 
The sound proof Airport ftshok at Durn Durn ftirport in 
Calcutta is ideal for transit passengers. From Kaziranga 
Brahamputra Ashok at Guwahiti, one can explore the above of 
the horned Rhinocers. Opart from these flshoka Group is 
represented by Pinewood Ashok, Pune, Japfu flshok named after 
7 
one of the peaks of Nagaland positioned at Kohima. 
Thf^ e above, Ashok Group works is almost synonyms with 
the growth of Indias Tourism. It has kept pace with the 
increase of travel and tourism in the country. fit the same 
time, it has given the industry a tremendious boost by 
7, Biradari, A House Journal of ITDC, Volume 4, Nuber. i May, 
1989, p. 7 
H% 
openirig up unexplored tourist areas and creating facilities 
in v-^ emote tourist regions. It is the only organisation which 
provides a complete network of accomodation with perfect take 
off point at every location to key tourist areas all over 
India. We can examine the total number of rooms and beds 
through the materialisation during 1987-88 to 1990-91. 
The above table No.34 indicates that India Tourism 
Development Corporation flshok Group has healthy increase in 
room and bed capacity. Total room provided in 1987-88 was 
350A to 3570 in 1989-90. The number of bed was 6657 in 
1987-88 which rose to 6722 in 1989-90. Room capacity found 
3551 and hed 6S94 in 1990-91 due to the political instability 
and communal disturbances in all over the country. 
The Gulf war, disturbed conditions within the country 
and issuance of travel advisories by some countries made 
adverse effect on the performance of accomodtion and ctering 
units whose turn over declined from 81.29 crores incurred a 
loss of Rs.3.70 crores as against a profit of Rs. 5.18 crores 
in 1989-90.^ " % 
fln ethnic Restaurant Chuapal was commissioned in Ashok 
Hotel, New Delhi on 25tTi January, 1991. In the series of 
statewise festivals proposed at Chaupal, U.P. Utsav was 
organised from 16~31st March, 1991 in collaboration with 
the State Government of Uttar Pradesh. 
9. 26th Annual Report of ITDC.,1990-91, p.9. 
10. Ibid p- 10. 
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To encourage rural people to visit ITDC Hotels, a she?rne 
was introduced with effect from 25th January, 1991 offering 
50-/. discount on Thali Meals. -^^ 
In nutsheel we cari say that flshok Group is known on 
India's fastest growing hotel chain. New hotels and resorts 
in the pipeline include destinations like Gulrnarg (100 Rooms 
hotel) P'ahalgain (5iZi cottage resort hotel) and Chandigarh <300 
rooms hotel) are in its future chain. 
Traveller Lodges : 
In 1969, India Tourism Development Corporation took over 
the management of the travellor lodges in remote distination 
all over the country. These travellers lodge provide neat, 
clean and simple accomodation at reasonable rates. The room 
have attached bath with hot and cold water running. There 
are other facilities and postal services, Room services and 
at some places bar and car rentals. The detailed account 
these travellers lodges is summarised. 
Restaurant and Catering Services : 
The Indian Tourism Development Corporation provides 
restaurants and catering facilities to the foreign and 
domestic tourists at different important tourists places. 
The services provided in Restaurant is continental and 
Mughlai Cousine and occasionally regional delicacies of 
India. Its catering services have earned plaudits during 
11. 26th Annual Report of ITDC, Dp. Cit., p.10. 
8^ 
i. No 
8 
Name of Urnt 
Kush in agar" 
Tricharapal1i 
Thanjavav-
Koriai'k 
Kancheapurarn 
Kulu 
Kosi 
BI j a f) II r 
Total 
Table No. 3. £ 
Details of Traveller Lodges 
Star Ranking Room 
1 8 
4 
4 
3 
6 
4 
4 
37 
Beds 
££ 
10 
8 
14 
7 
2E; 
lei 
10 
103 
Source : Civil and Tourism ftdmini strat ion in India, Edited by Rarn 
and flcharya, National Publishing House, N. Delhi, 1990. 
Publication BMS Highway (Jaipur) India, 1991 p.£5. 
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several riational and internat ional events. 
The following details services provided by reBtaurant 
1 ? 
arid catering units. 
Dutab, New Delhi 
Mamal 1 atpin^ arn 
Taj Ogra, ftirport Restaurant, Ogra 
Hanpi 
- Bangalore? 
fi i r p o r t, Vara n a s i 
Calcutta 
Catering Facilities : 
Vigyan Bhawan 
Western Court 
Asian Games Village 
State Gust House and Hospitality Centre at 
Hyderabad House. 
Western Court Catering Service, New Delhi 
flshok Mayor Restaurant, Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi 
Media Press Centre, Shahstri Bhawan, New Delhi 
flSHOK TRQVEL QND TOURS (fRONSPORT UNIT) : 
Oshok Travel and Tours (PTT) is a House Travel Agency 
which came into being in 1383. F'resent ly these are 11 units 
of Asfiok Travel and Tours which spread all over the country. 
I'd. Information Collected on personal investigation at ITDC 
Hedquarters. 
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Table No. 3. 3 
Fleet Strenyth of ITDl 
S. No. Name of Unit Luxury flrnbassador Video Mini Total 
Car Car Coaches Coaches 
1 
£ 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
11 
D e l h i 
J a i p u r 
F'atna 
Madras 
Bang l o r e 
V a r a ri a s i 
C a l c u t t a 
Bombay 
* K o u a l arn 
K-flgra 
fturangabad 
T o t a l 
30 35 10 - 65 
£ 8 1 11 
£ 11 - 13 
10 12 10 3£ 
1£ 5 7 £4 
5 8 £ 15 
5 8 3 16 
£5 10 5 40 
3 5 £ , 10 
94 10£ 39 226 
Source : Annual Report of ITDC 1990-91, New Delhi p. 18. 
* The transport facilities to guesti.. at Kovalam Ashok Beach 
resiort and ftgra on provided by hiring vehicles from other agenciesi. 
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RTT packages travel from airline arid railway tickets to 
booking of hotel rooms. There is an Pishok packages for each-
Bti.identB, honeymoon, commercial travellers, convent ion goes. 
F'ackages are also tailor- made to suit a guests requirements 
with attenticrn to each detail whether travelling on a shoe-
string budget or in luxery like a Maharaja. 
Its transport wing with a fleet of coahces, tourist cars 
and air-conditioned limousines which cari be hired for 
individual or group sightseeing. 0 number of guided tours of 
soecial and general interest are conducted by fishok Travels 
and Tours in the house travel agency. The flTT has a great 
network which is spread in all major tourist sports. 
Despite adverse environment which affected travel 
industry, especially in bound trowel, RTT managed to meet the 
targets by concentrating ori inbound travel, better 
utilisation of mainpower and transport fleet, development of 
domestic package tours and handling of major international 
conferences. During the year it earned net profit of RB. 
60.83 lakhs as against of Rs. 52.77 lakhs in 1989-90.^'^ 
OTT plans to further develop new circuits for package 
tours to cater to domestic tourist special LTC packages and 
;i.ribound tourism f'rom 5ele?cted countries-
Conference and Convention Uinq : 
The confer-ence-; and convention wing of the division has 
13. Annual Report of !TDC, 1990-31, p.11, 
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pc'i i'ieE?r(-3d tC'UriBin in India and offers the most compreherisi ve 
facilities that match the finest in the world. This wing is 
equipped to handle any thing from a small symposium of 
Beminar to a large congress with thousands of delegates. 
The ftshok Convent ion Hall : 
The Ahok Hotel, New Delhi has one of the largesit 
convention Hall in Psia. The first international conferertce 
ever to be held iri India was that of UNESCO in 1956, for 
which this Ashok Hotel was built. The famous convention 
hall, however, came into being in 1968. 
This chandelired hall with its grand dimention of 52 by 
3£ meters and a safety seating arrangement for prestigious 
1 4 
convent i on Ha 11. 
The Oshok convention Hall is used by national and 
international organisationso where historical events are 
discussed and debated upon. To mention a few our fisia 
Assembly, IBM, Sixth World Earthquake Engineering Conference, 
ESEflP, PATfi, INTERMOTIONfiL TEXTILE CORPORATION, INTERNftTIONflL 
FILM FESTIVAL, CONVENTION ON NUCLEAR MEDICINE, UNIDO, UNIP, 
INTERNATIONAL DIARY CONGRESS NAM (Non Aligned Movement 
Conference, ICFTU IOC and IPC (Interparliamentry Union 
Confeerence the latest which was being held in the month of 
^ay, 199;=:. 
14„ India, E-frochure Published by ITDC, N.Delhi, 1990, p. 12. 
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F'lanke'd by ccrdmittee roomE cocktail lounges, banquest 
h a 11 arid d i E> p 1 a y .:> r e? a s, the 0 s 11 o k c o ri v e ri t i o n s Hall is well 
geared to take care of ground inaugration which remain 
attached moderate?ly on the rninds of all present. The Hall is 
well set and equipped with a full battery of modern 
facilities like Audio,Visual equipment, special lighting 
effect, multiple screen projection adjustable stage, 
Biniult aneous translation in several languages and booth for 
media cciveratje at hand are all the support systems like the 
bank, talex,telegraph and long distance communication. 
Besides the venue of other service ITDC offers a package 
deal of conference secretarial which assume complete 
responsibility for reception, photo starting, xeroxing, 
typing various United Nation Languages and a multitude of 
services provided to releive the convenor of all the detail. 
Special services like medical attention, security 
arrangement, laison with Government Departments, if necessary 
are also provided by ITDC on request. ITDC has added an 
eight city to the Delhi for halls for the intellectual 
advent ure-
Vigyan Bhawan is yet another popular meeting place. The 
e].'-->gent complex built in New Delhi exclusively for conference 
and convention, stands unattended by hotel. From endless 
corridors these stand the pi annery hall that seat over, 1, (?iiZiei 
deligates the public gallery over looking this hall has over 
i^i?iZi seats and dias can seat 40 degnitories. 
9Q 
In addition, there are two commission room in the Vigyan 
Bhawan that oari accomodate meeting of AiZiiZi. For smaller 
gathering of 80,150, there are few committee rooms. Facility 
is also provided both in piannery hall and other select areas 
for simultaneous translation of six to eight languages. 
'Today, through ari active conference and convention 
division of ITDC has succeeded in capturing many of India's 
leading international conferences. 
This division is considered one? of India's leading 
bidders for such conferences. There is a proposal by the 
Ministry to set up conference city in Delhi. This ambitions 
project will accomodate about 10,000 people and will have all 
required ancillary services likeo Hallji and Committee Rooms, 
a communications network with the latest equipment, 
addomocation duty free shops, even a mini golf courose, an 
amphitheature and shopping facilities. The conference city 
will be located near the international airport and will be 
biggest venue of its kind iri Osia. "^  
CONSULTANCY SERVICES : 
The corporation has started a consultoancy services wing 
to share with state governments and others works for 
improvement of the tourism environment. This services 
envisages total consultancy, beginning from research to 
15. India's Host to the world, broch(?re by ITDC, Op.Cit., 
p. 6. 
u 
feasibility studies, to executicin c^f enter project, for 
bM i 1 d i ri2 hotels, hotel rne^nagement, tv-ansport works, 
oerit ert ai riiTi6?rit 5 arid publicity, including advertising design 
and print jobs as v^ ell as end is visual and aids like 
displays, slide presentations and films, etc. facility 
plani'iing, administration and manpower development not only 
I nd j. a Y'l r at her- £shroad a 1 so. 
nmorig its achievements, are a number of joint ventures 
hotel arid rnanaged properties both iri public and private 
s B c; t o r s I i'l d i a a n d a b r o s\ d. 
F i •• C' ill t h e • c- o ri c e p t c> f c o m rn i s s i o r\ i ri g c o n s i.i 11 a ri c y s e r v i c e s , 
pi-ovides a c o m p l e t e range of ser v i c e s in following areas :-• 
- e p o v t s . 
T e c h ri o e c: c > r i o in :i. c f e a s i b i 1 i t y -s t t.i d i e E- , arid p r o j e c t 
S e c i j r 1 ri[j I cjan!:;; f r o m f i n a n c i a 1 i n s t i t u t i on 
fld V i s c i r y :.;. erv i ceE, Ori cc iv icep t a n d d e s i gn 
Pi r c h i t e c 11.1 r- a 1 a ri d e n g i r i e e r i ri g s e rw i c e , 
T e c hi ri i c a 1 c o i-i 's i.,t 11 a ri c y 
P e r s o •/'•; r I e l S e v v i c e s 
Operat ioi'.a 1 al and management expertise 
Ma)-U.et i rig ';;;ervicf?s, inc 1 u(ding t rainirig arid in depth 
l-'.riowledge? of the^  market. 
Despite these above services, there as some scope and 
11?r m s f i:J r con •:, u 11 aricy w^ ^ i ch h a s beeri f r amed by the ITDC i vi 
1&. ITD' :  hi a v • t e r (.:;, c o p e a ri d t e i ^  m s f C' r c >:' ri s u 11 a n c y ) 
92. 
p a r t i a l fii 1 1 f .1 ] rne, it. f o r r e q u i r e m e n t o f ariy such t y p e o f 
e s t a b l J Bhrnent, wh ich might be h e l p f u l i n c o n s t i t u t i n g any 
I'lew 1 y a s s i grirnerit '•lii. 
Such ideas adopted by the TTDC to save their expertise 
with state govrnriiE-"it s and other working towards the 
improvement for tourism environment, is considered highly 
courageous. 
ITDC is now addressing itself to the need of smaller 
hotels .i.n both the private and public sectors in the nature 
of consultancy or joint ventures. 
On the home from ITDC's consultancy services have been 
utilised by the Btate govemmBntB and private entrepreneurs 
some- of the hotels under operational arid technical 
consultancy management of ITDC in collaboration with private 
, 17 
e vi t r t: p r e 'n e u r"- e s a r e?. 
Hotel Executive Rshok Pune Promotions: Pride Hotels Pvt. 
Ltd. , Bombay. f) three star 75 room hotel commissioned ivi 
nugust, 1387. 
Hotel Shaline Palace Kolhapur (Promotions Indage Pvt. 
Ltd., Bombay) . fl threa star 4£' room hotel commissioned in 
Pipril, 138E, 
Hotel Shaline Palace Oshok Kolahpur (Promotions Indage 
Pvt. Ltd., Bombay). f) three star 42 room hotel commissioned 
17,. Mrs,, Usha Bala, Tourism in India, Orushi Prakashan, New 
Delhi, 1990-31, p. 139 
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iri flpr-i 1, 19SP. 
CariEf Cona Family Beach Resort, Goa (Promoters, Sirna 
Hotels S Resort, E-fombay). R five star fifty double room and 
as villas hotel <Ist Phase). 
Hotel Bhaskar Palace, Plshok Hyderabad (Promoters, 
Venkatararrian Hotels Ltd., Hyderbad). fl five star two hundred 
and twenty four room hotel. Anticipated date of completion 
in 1988. 
Operational management of ITDC joint ventures projects 
with state Governments av^ e. 
Hotel Brahamputra flshok, Guwahati, R joint venture 
between ITDC and the Government of Assam. A three star, 
fifty two bedded room hotel commissioned June,12, 1987. 
Hotel Japfu Ashok a three star hotel in Kohima, Nagaland 
has come under the marketing consultancy service of the 
18 
management services of ITDC join-t venture projects under 
implementation by ITDC are Hotel at Ranchi : joint venture 
between ITDC and BSTDC Ranchi Ashok Hotel Corporation, Patna. 
A three star thirty i-^ oom hotel. Stated operating since May, 
1 1 1, 1988. ^ -' 
Hotel at Bhopal : Joint venture between ITDC and MPSTDC, 
Madhya F'radesh Ashok Hotel Corporation, Bhopal thirty eight 
IS. Mrs. Usha Bala, Op. Cit., p. 137 
19. Ibid - p. 136-138 
9^ 
rocim in the three star category opened end of 198S. 
Hotel Nilanchal Pshok at Puri, Joint Venture between 
DSTDC and ITDC, fl three star hotel consist of forty four 
rooms a rnu 11 i pur pose hall and a r^estaurant hotel pondicherry 
Joint veriture between ITDC and Pondichery Industrial 
Pi^ ornot ior: Dh'/elopinent and Inve?5trnent Corporation Ltd., 
Pondichery Plshok Hotel Corporation Pondichery. A 20 room 
hotel in the one^  to two star category opened by end of 
Hotel Donyo Polo Ashok at Itanagar Joint Venture between 
ITDC and flrunachal Pradesh De:?veloprnent and Financial 
Corpot-at ion Prunachal Pradesh. 
Oshok Hotel Corporation, Itanagar. R twenty room one 
E-1 ar I -Iot e ],, operied by enc:.-l of 1988. 
Giilistan tourist complex, at Fatehpur Sikr, a technical 
and iiianagernent services to UPSTDC has offered by ITDC to 
established it in 1988.''••^  
Etesides it ITDC s collaboration work with Garhwal Maridal 
Vikas Nigani for a fast food restaurant at the Mall, Mussorie, 
under- the name Oshok Terrace also being established in June, 
1988, fls part its policy to facilitate tourism to pilgrimage 
ceritres in India, ITDC has st up a fast food restrurant at 
E'G. India's Host to the World - Pi Supliment, ITDC, p. 3. 
21. Ibid p. 4. 
9f 
the Mata Vaishno Devi Shririe in Jarnmu R- Kashmir. Initially, 
ITDC expect'^ s to catr?;- to around 3, i?0iZi pilgrims svery day.'"'" 
MARKETING DIVISION : 
The Market ir.g I) i v i;::, iiC'^'i promotes and markets the services 
of ITDC s buBinBE-5 group such as hotels; duty free shops, 
transport, consultancy projects conference and conventions 
traininLj cell sound and light o shows, cultural events and 
festivals and packages floated by the house travel agency 
Asl'"iok Tr-aveIs £irid Tours. 
ADVERTISING SERVICES : 
The market Di-ziEiion's advertising services cell plans, 
designs a/d produces publicity material for ITDC and for its 
external clients,, '^ he division also handles public relations 
For the or g an i si.t i on. It keeps the media, trade and its 
clK-v'nts updated on the? diverse activities of the corporation 
as well as of other touv^ism organisation. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND CDRPORflTE CDMMUNICATION : 
ITDC towards public relations is recognised as a major 
publicity consultant bc^ th by the central and state Govt. of 
tourism and in other trade. This division offers a wide 
i-ange of tourist aids pv-ess conferences seminars, 
h. • '• \~\ i !:::•: fc i. >:: i-i <::,, p u I:J 1 ', r i. t y 1 i t e r a t u r e a ri v e r t i s i ri g c o m p a i g n f i 1 s 
cind a^ .r::!;;o v'isua'! f f:'-;::;t iv'al a n d ci.sltt..ira 1 p r c ^ g r a m m e s a s w e l l a s 
complete publicity plans and their- execution. It provides 
!!ost to the world, ITDC, Dp.Cit.p.6. 
S6 
consul t ancy servicBs to Goverrinierit tourism department and 
othev agericies in the? following spheres :-
Planning and execution of publicity plans. 
Designing and production of literature 
Media advertising both domestic and intemat ional 
Sales promotions including festivals and 
exhibit ions 
Audio visuals arid fils 
Graphics 
Public relation and media publicity. 
THE flSHOK NETWORK : 
P centralised reservation services of accomodation 
provision is existed in four major metropolitan cities 
covev^ing regional offices, north south east and west India, 
ec-nsures instant accomodation and transport confirmations of 
individual and groups country wide. In addition to instant 
bookings conf ii-mat ions is Oshok Internet Hotel reservation 
system which regulates through the flshok Group of Hotels. 
ITDC s MULTIFOCED 0CTIVITIE5— 
ITDC also undertakes the responsibility of performing 
multifaced activities in addition to its normal work. 
Pleasure attraction Regal setting. The Oshok cook pools^ 
Duty free shop sound and light show, p^utalicity, entertainment 
SS. Data gathered by personnel visit in ITDC s Headquarterx 
New Delhi 
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ar id yciui ,h. e K p) o s u.-'" e ': c !-;er i t aige a r e thu? m a i r i a c t i v i t i e s . 
ThE?&B ^.ve r-easoi",E; !•• b e _ ' l i B v e t h a t t h e s e j n i u l t i f a ' ^ed a c t i v i t i e s 
o f ITDC * i a v e carried .r;u 11 :i.rni ]. 1 i o n v u p e e s a^^ f o r e i g r i e x c h a n g e . 
n f t E' v a t i , • i i' I g cJ a y i ri c •::! vi f e v- e ri c e c o n v e n t i o ri 
p a r t i c i p a t i r i g i n g a m e , a t o u r i s t n e e d s a c h a n g e . He g o e s f o r 
s h o p p i n g e n j o y s e n t e r t a i n i n g s h o w s i n t h e h o t e l s ar\d t i m e 
s h o w s i n t h e c i t y k e e p i n g i n v i e w t h e s t e r l i n g r n u l t i f a c d 
s e r V i c: e s r e n d e r e d t) y I n ci i a T o i i r i s IYI D e v e? 1 o p rn e n t C o r p o r a t i o n , 
t h e G o v e r n m e n t i s t a k i n g w i d e s t e p t o p r ^ o v i d e t o u r s f o r e v e r y 
mu11 i f a c e d a c t i v i t i e s . 
Pit t h e t i m e w h e n A s i a d 8 2 a n d N o n - f t l i g n e d C o n f e r e n c e 
w e r e h e l d , I n d i a " ^ o u r i s m D e v e l o p m e n t C o r ^ p o r a t i o n i n i t i a t e d 
v a r i o u s r n u l t i f a c e d a c t i v i t i e s s u c h a s D u t y F r e e S h o p i n 
I r i d i i ' a G a rid h i I n t e r r i a t i o r i a l Pi i r p o r t a n d o r g a n i s e d d a i l y e x t v ^ a 
s o u n d a n d l i g h t shov j s i n t h e m e m o r y o f P t . J a w a h a r L a i , 
N e h i L ; i n T e e n Muv' t i E-ihawan New D e l h i , L i g h t s h o w s w e r e a l s o 
a r r • a ri g e d f o r t h e B n i, e r t a i ri m e ri t o f t o u r i s t . 
DUTY FREE RND TAX FREE SHOPS : 
I T D C i s a c t i v e l y i n v o l v e d w i t h d u t y f r e e s h o p p i n g i n 
IVId i a . W i t h t hie E u r o p e a i ' l c o u r i t r i e?s com i r ig t o g e t h e r uridev^ t h e 
EEC (E 1.1 T •  o p e a r I E c o n o m i c C o rn m u ri i t >') u rn b v ^ e l l a i n 1 9 9 3 , t h e 
t j n t i r c c c i n t e n e n t w i l l be c o n s i d e r e d a s o n d e p a r t u r e o r 
a r r - i v,i.i] i j c r L n t s , r<:ir t h i o s e t r a v e l l e r f o r whom t h e l a s t 
a r r i v a l o f d e p a r t L i i c p o i n t i s o u t s i d e E u r - o p e i n t h e A s i a n 
f -e ( j b : , r i . I t i • •; t h e ofily c h a n c e t o t a k e a c i v a n t a g e o f d u t y f-ree 
shoppincj. PiBia hopes to get a 30 per cent increase industry 
free shopping. Duty free shops, these expect to net an even 
li^ ryei .afiii.,'Lii'rL'. c:>f '^•.^reiqr exchange of the country. 
In these shops various types of hand made domestic 
products namely, Indian ! land looms, ,•'land i craft s Antiques of 
guav-anteed quality to the f orei gn .t 'L'.r ist at the reasonable 
price, At present there are ten duty free shops functioning 
at various international Oirports and Oshok Hotel New Delhi. 
It located mostly in the arrival and departure lounges of the 
f o 1 1 o w i ri g a i r f3or t s. '•""' 
D e l h i -- Indira Gandhi International Airport 
Tel. 3293935 
E(ombay -- Sahar International Airport, T P I . 6320360 
Calcutta - Dum Dum International Rirport, Tel. 
569611 
Madras -- Minambakkam International Airport, Tel. 
432339 
Thr i v£\nt hapuranv- Thr i vanthapuram International Airport 
Tel. 7421A 
Pre-ordering service and the advance booking scheme have 
been introduced to facilitate duty free shopping. 
Range of products available to the duty free buyer :-
E^everagesm watch^es and locks 
Fragrances and cosmetics 
2A. Data gathered by personal visit of ITDCs Headquarters, 
New Delhi 
25. Brochure India's '-(ost to the world published by ITDC, 
1992, N.Delhi, p. 97. 
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Morrie a p p l .i wc e s , c i g r a t t e-:: t c b a c c o i t e m s 
riBot •-'?•' . il-eni'r. l u g g a g e s I ' i a r e / y i f l 
Canier a arid P i 1 s 
I n d i a i": p r- o d i..; c t '•£• and j e w e l l e r y . 
E ' e s i d e s tfie'^ie, ITDC a l s c ' s t a r t e d a t a x f r e e s h o p at 
AGhoM., whe^re famous b r a n d s of p e r f u m e s , c o s r n a t i c s c i g r a t t e s , 
l i q u o r e l e c t r o n i c g o o d s e t c , ar-e a v a i l a b l e on at c o r n p e t a t i v e 
p r i CCS. 
SOUND fiND LIGHT SHOW^ '^ ' 
ITDC "-I a s c!cr:e ,.JO i TIeer i vig wc> r i^ by p l an r i i rig and p r o d u c i n g 
w o r l d f amous s o n - e t - 1 u m i e r e s p e c t a c l e s which b e i n g a l i v e 
I n d i a ' s h i s t o r y and c u l t u r a l h e r i t a g e , e v e r y e v e n i r i g . I t i s 
s t a t e d t h a t l ,30.iZi00 p e o p l e e-vBry y e a r u s e d t o s e e sound and 
l i g f . t :,how a t Red F o r t . ITDC s o n e t 1 urniere b u i l t image o f 
i n t e^ri':at i 0!'-,al :::;.t ai'id(.ird . 
The sound and l i g h t show a t S a b a r m a t i Oshrarn, Ohmadebad, 
a'Cid o h a l i r n a r G a r d e n s , B r i n a g a r c o n t i n u e s t o be p o p u l a r w i t h 
t l i e t o u r i s t s . Bc'th t h e shows a r e beirig run by t h e 
c o r p o r a t i o n on b e h a l f of thie D e p a r t m e n t o f Tour i sm. 
"^ fiG D e p a r t inervt o-^  Toj.!rism c o m m i s s i o n e d t h e s e r v i c e s o f 
ITDC 11., ri.ci.jrit a •;;:.o'j.rid and l igh i t '-ihow ot'i Ramayari a t E'uxar i ri 
Bihar , . The /jork on t h e p r o j e c t i s a l m o s t c o m p l e t e . 
•ii~ TTDC s S u p p l ir,K-nt, 1992 , New D e l h i , Dp. C i t . , p 9 0 . 
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ENTE RTftINMENT^^ 
India Tourism Development Corporation had done 
remarkable job in the field of tourism intertainment. The 
corporation contiained it» endeavor to provide glimpse of 
Indi>?.n Ciltural and heritage by organising special programme 
for distinguished all WIPS. Several cultural shows flok 
dances, Indian music and Coivention usually held to won the 
praises of the dignitaries. 
In Collaboration with hotel, the Department of Tourism 
and flir India, the ITDC organised Indian Food-cum-Cultural 
Festival occassionally. 
The festival and cultural presentation made on the 
occassion of featureny 'Brides of India' and Dances of India 
were received in high esteem. The festival received 
extensive press publicity and T.V. coverages. 
Besides it other state level cultural festival is also 
organised time to time which reflects their state bounded 
cultures to others. 
PLEftSURE flTTRflCTION : 
The capital city Delhi stands on the route of most 
international airlines, as a result of which meetings and 
conferences are frequently held here. The time of the 
delegates is well spent as the capital offers many 
£7. ITDC s Supplement, Op.cit., p. 101. 
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attractions like sight seeing, garment fare, bargain shopping 
art galleries and cultural programmes. The dalegatas turned 
tourist can cod^rt on traditional hospitality every where. 
When they are busy, have not duly moment for their 
sponsor, ITDC skillfully keeps them engaged by programming 
fashion show, exhibition of handicraft, of weaving and 
ceramic centre for which chefeur driven are available. 
REBQL SETTING : 
When we talk about the convention and conference we jus»t 
turned towards the faciltiss of palace, which offered by 
ITDC. 
The LuKmi Vilas Palace Hotel at Udaipur is perched ss 
top of a hill over looking Fateh Sagar Lake. The inside of 
this old palace is all mirror, mosaic and marble. The city 
of Udaipur is famous for its mountain, lakes side beauty and 
stories of blood spilling Rajput Chivalary. On other ancient 
palace is the Latita Mahal Palace Hotel of Mysore an opulent 
relic of Dravidian history. Mysore is a city of Parks and 
Garden and exhilarating simple of quiet beauty of South 
India. Here delegates cari live up in royal style. 
PRODUCTION AND PUBLICITY : 
ITDC set up a production and publicity wing in 1966 to 
recognising the early need of tourism publicity materials for 
publicizing in India and abroad, this wing has made earnest 
effots to raise the quality of publicity material about India 
lOZ 
to international standards of excellence, reputed designers 
writer, film makers and other specialists have been 
eniisted. 
The range of material now includes brochures posters, 
films photographic presentations and other sales aids 
simultaneously tourists products are also being developed by 
the ITDC for market sale in the country. 
These include pictures, post cards maps and guide books 
in international formats. 
ft sizeable amount of publicity material including 
broachures, folders, posters and directories was produced on 
behalf of the Department of Tourism, Government of India and 
State Government of Jammu & Kashmir, Bihar, Orissa and Uttara 
Pradesh. To promote internal as well as external 
communications, the ITDC's monthly news letter "Khabar* was 
introduced. It communicates with the Travel Trade and 
Tourism Organisation in India and abroad. 
ftSHOK CLUB : 
The ftshok Clubs, a new exiting offer which has been made 
by ftshok Group India's largest hotel chain with superb 
leisure facilities. This club is an added in the wing of 
Oshok Group such type of corporate club is being implemented 
£8. P.N. Seth - Successful Tourism Planning and Management, 
Cross Publication N. Delhi, 1388, p.199. 
23. Tourism - ft Progress Report, ITDC, p.16. 
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at first time in India. Under this any associate person who 
got the membership <.. f tK)is d u g is entitled to availa 
discount of £5"/^  on room tariff and 10"X on food and beverages, 
besides it ITDC also runs beauty parlours transport services 
and cultural and entertainment programmes. The card holders, 
can use the available sports facilities in the Oshok Group of 
hotels, plan a special bonus. Any organisation taking ten 
memberships gets one free. Its membership is open to 
embaraies, business houses and companies. Both individual 
and family membev^ship are available. 
YOUTH EXPOSURE TO HERITftBES : 
Youth at-^e being offered an attractive package tours by 
the public sectors hotel corporation, ITDC with the twin 
objectives of encouraging tourism among young people and to 
promote national integration. ITDC has now started scheme 
for specially youth tourism. Under this scheme youth are 
given special concession on subsidised rate a day just a 
fraction of normal cost of youth will be available to stay in 
any of managed ITDC hotels in the country or in specially 
with youth hostels breakfast, lunch and dinner. P)s far as 
sight-seeing is concerned, he will be able to make use of the 
ITDC tour facilities in each city at cost prices. 
CREDIT FOCILITY ; 
The ITDC5 credit card facility is treated as exchange, 
which provide the tourist who can avail othe facility without 
any problem. The credit card holders are entitled to sign 
1 n^ 
for amy type of facilities such as accomodation foodirig, 
entertainment, trunck call health club and sight seeing etc. 
It saves the tourist from the trouble of carrying cash or 
cheques and fear of losing. The card membeship is free and 
is given to individual sponsored by their companies. 
FLIGHT KITCHEN : 
ft new dimension of ITDC services to the flight kitchen 
at the Airport Hotel, Calcutta. 
GREftT INDIAN ROVERS : 
The Great Indian Rovers a joint project of ITDC and 
Ministry of Railways was introduced in 1983-B4 on the Budhist 
circuits. The itinerary of the special trainings covers 
Gaya, Rajgir, Nalanda, Varanasi, Nalanda, Lumbini and 
Kushinagar. Plans were also drawn up for extending this 
concept of luxery Holiday travel circuit between Delhi, Pgra 
Khajuraho, Varanasi, for which consultation were held with 
the travel trade in India and abroad based on the 
enthusiastic response, the great Indian Rovers was launched 
from Opril 1985 onwards. 
IMPLICftTION ; 
The story of ITDC does not end here rather it will 
continue as long as Indian tradition of hospitabi1ity does 
not achieve his aim. So it has been acknowledged that its 
structural activities continues to fulfill its goals. 
]05 
In implicBt iori point of view it does well versed 
pv^ogramrnes towar-ds promotion of tourism throughout thf? 
country to improving the remote and declined places of 
tourist interest. It has also a few years ago entered into 
joint ventures with State Government for the development of 
hotels and tourist destinations such as Brahmaputra, flshok 
Guwahati Ranchi Oshok Bihar, Nilanchal flshok, Puri Pondichery 
Plshok Pondichery, Donyo Polo Rshok Itanagar, ftrunachal 
Pradesh, Ratanda ftshok Jodhpur, Pine wood Rshok Shi 1 long, 
Executive Oshok Puri and Bhaskar Palace Pshok Hyderabad 
. 30 
etc. 
INTERNflTIONftL FRONTIERS ; 
ITDC's has concluded a memorandum of understanding with 
CUBft and RADDISSON chain with USa. 
ITDC is also likely to invest Rs. £ crore in top notch 
beach resort. Now neat^ing completion at ' VAREDERU CUBAI'. 
Its second International Restaurant in Moscow in Russia is 
working with full thrist. 
ITDC currently has 40 consultancy contracts on hand. In 
some of these corporation will only provide marketing back up 
and in a few it will manage the properties. Twenty five of 
these contracts srs for accomodation units, six crore joint 
venture which has already been comf)leted with different state 
Governments and eleven B.re Youth Hostels and Tourist 
"31?, Magazin, - ITDC, 0 newsletter Vol. V, 18 Dec. 1989, p. 5. 
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CornpleKes, for the Department of Tourism. Some have already 
completed i.e. Fatehpur S.ikiri namely Gulistan Tourist 
cornpleK unider- the management of ITDC with the collaboration 
of UPSTDC now which is fully under controll of up tourism. 
Despite these some assignments are also being taken to 
complete it in fov^eign countries at MOSUL and DOKON in Iraq. 
Another contract for the deisgn construction and management 
of a 206 rooms 5 star hotel is LIMMftSSOL, Cyprus. 
CONCLUSION : 
In this chapter the ITDC's conceptual framework in its 
working irrespective has been discussed which expresses its 
role and contribution in the growth of tourism in India. 
No doubt we can say that ITDC has played a major role to 
be a front leader in the country's tourism industry. Pis it 
is an implementing body of the Dept. of Tourism its funds are 
provided by the Government in the shape of equity and loans 
capit al. 
In the various segments of tourism industries it has 
played a gigantic role in the field of infrastructure and 
promotion. When we see the new destination and strengthening 
and existing one?s ITDC rtever^ looked to profits but to the 
Bocio-economic need of development. Despite these 
development and role the corporation has been making profits 
V" 1 ght B from its i ncept i on. 
The ITDC had launi^hed a region wise compaign for the 
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renovatiori and modern i sat i on of thf existing hotels and 
opening of new ones where is necessary. ITDC made various 
additions in differerit rcegions for convinierice of the tourist 
e.g. Trvellers lodges, new restaurant and catering services, 
which added new hotels in various luxurious rooms swirnrning 
pools etc- in order to giving facilities for tourist 
enjoyment. Similarly conference and convention halls were 
also came into being to conduct meetings or orgariising any 
party etc. In that converned first Interriat ional Conference 
held Pishoka Hotel in 1356. During flsiad 1982 and NAM <Non 
Aligned Movement) Conferences were held in Delhi. Despite 
these services ITDC also launched some other costurner 
services net works such as Duty Free Shops in different major 
International fiirport and light and sound over the Red Fort 
in sweet memory of Mughal Day periods. Newly commissioned at 
Trimurti House in the memory of Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru and at 
Sabarmati Plhram in Gujarat for the memory of the Mahatrna 
Gandhi on the also the most imprtant installation of light 
and sound. The ITDC has now exended its services in various 
other new dimensions viz. consultancy services, joint venture 
services either withing country or abroad, or with the state 
Government. Credit facilities, flight kitchen multimeals at 
mini prices train indian great rovers, fishok Club etc. The 
ITDC's is actively involved with adventure and campng 
activities, that is very newly trend has been introduced 
fii'st time in India under the dire^ction of then Minister for 
Tourism and Civil Oviation Mr. Madhav Rao Sindhiya which is 
I 0 £ 
being cornrrii ssioned keep i rig in view to identify the 
destination which IE still unknown in the country for 
tourisriK In that concerned' ITDC has identified five; 
different areas. For heritage, thre is Jaisalrner, for beach 
fun, it is Mamal 1 aperarn, for wild life sanctuary, kanha 
National P^ 'ark for- adventure 5iports like hang gliding Billing 
has been selebed in Himachal Pradesh, and for a remote virgin 
Island experience the green Is^land of Lakshwadeep. 
The newly trends in camping and adventure tourism fi^t 
time installed at ' NORWPlR' as tented tourism. NORWRR itself 
is the ideal gateway for a quite, sceniC sojourn with nature.. 
The Narwar fort in the heartlands of Madhya Pradesh is teeped 
in history and surrounded by magnificent natural beauty. 
Besides explot-^ing the legendry fort the visitor can indulge 
in Kaya king, conocing and paragliding. Another •'^ery 
attractive? advent ur^ e look is the Jaisalrner Desert Camp which 
provides Guests with a genuine desert fantasy woven around 
st?nd dures and castles camel sides and traditional folk 
dances exploring old buildings and narrow willages alleys. 
The package involves comfortable transportation, accomodation 
quality cursive with variety. Such tented accomodation which 
organised by the ITDC is come under the newly implementng 
scheme namely "Tourism Task Force" which mainly aims to 
identifying the destination in the country which is hitherto 
declined and uriknown. 
TTDC is setting up adventure holiday packages on a 
regular basis and is inviting the private? sector companies 
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engage^d :i n the biirii ness to set Lip camps too, BO th=»t it is an 
origoing affair. 
To accumulate these all Begments in different stages we 
can define this procesB as tourisrn hia\rarchy which plays a 
si gni f iciint role m the promotion and development of tourism. 
In BE^cond, term we can say it is the ITDC which is nothing 
el&e rather a bunch of tourism classified p)rocess which gets 
in touch with simultaneous tourism activities and played a 
major poineering and catalysitic role in the growth and 
development of tourism in India. 
It is working on three pronged business stratgies:- to 
achieve market leadership in each market location and 
Hiegment, accelerate the tempo of its activities and rnaxirnise 
foreign exchange earnings towards these broad aims, ITDC has 
undertaken a comprehensive plan of product renovation, staff 
training arid agressive marketing, if the government gives its 
special icentives and care, then no doubt it would be given 
its positive approach in order to achieving its revolutionery 
target. As earlist it has been envisaged as the target of 
£'.5 million tourist arrivals by the year 1990 which was 
projected in Seventh Five Year Plan. 
AX 
In the next chapter its strategies would be highlighted 
w h i f: h r e v e a 1 B t h e i m p) a c t ci f t o u r- i s t i ri d u s t r y o ri ri a t i o r i a 1 
ecciricirnv. 
CHAPTER - IV 
ITDC UNDER PLANNING : 
In the previouE cSiapter the scholar has examined the 
role, functions and network of ITDC and found that ITDC has 
been playing a poineering and catylistic role in the growth 
of tourism in India. Since its inception, unique in its 
concept, it has more than rnet the dernands of catalyst in 
tourism development while achieving and maintaining 
profitability. The corporation's major contributions have 
been found in the field of infrastructure and promt ion, such 
as Accomodation, Restaurants and Catering, Travel figency, 
Marketing Division, Consultancy Services, Entertainment, 
Shopping and Duty Free Shop TaM Free Shop etc. In the 
present chapter entitled "ITDC under planning" the Scholar 
has tried to articulate the role of the ITDC to under 
planning . 
Planning involves the determination of future course of 
action. It bridges the gap from where we want to go. It is 
closely associated with the goals of organisation. Os such 
in the planning process, organisational goals play an 
important part. Those goals might be implicit or explicit 
howeveir , will define gc^als lead to efficiency in planning. 
So favr as India Tourism Development corporation is 
concerned, it is an organisation which came into being with 
f 11 g ^1 t a I • • g e t; s a c: hi i e / i r; g g C' a 1 s in the r e spec t o f T o i-^  u i s m 
Devel opmBnt o f^  TncJia. Birice its inception in 1966 it has 
beei'i pi ay irig ft. si grii fi carrt role in the promotion of tourism 
:i. rifrast ruct i-ir'e in acccyrdance with tYte Government efficient 
pl£\nriirig arici policies. When ITDC came into existence that 
time India's Fottrth Five Year Plan was under function. So it 
has also been targette^d m order to motivating tourism market 
with the help of authorising some amount under planning 
process. For this reas>ori, for the first time, in the Fourth 
Plan. The governrne-?nt of India approved and outlay of Rs. 
1E:.E'G cv-ores in the budget for its development and expansion 
of India's tourism infrastructure. The amount allocated was 
Fully utilised for the purpose- Moreover, in subsequent 
plans of plans of ITDC i.e. second (1979-80), third (1980-85) 
and fourth (1985--90) against orginally approved plan outlay 
of Rs. 19.07 crores Rs. 55.05 crorews and Rs. 39.90 crores 
respectively, the actual plan expenditure was Rs. 11.57 
crores Rs. A0.63 crores and Rs. 48.87 crores respectively. 
This sorrow state of affairs was because of the seven set 
back in the country mainly due to disturbed conditions and 
communal tension in the coming disturbances in Middle East 
and USSR, outbreak of Gulf War in January 91, travel 
advisories issued by the tourist generating countries Ike, 
USfi, UK, France and Japan etc. on visit to India. These 
Factors have resulted in significant fall in foreign tourist 
arrivals. During 1990, the foreign tourists arrivals 
registered a ri6?gative growth of 0.5%. During 1991, the 
pes L t :i. crri remained worst arid there was fall cjf about !£'/<• upto 
u^ 
September 1 9 9 1 . Jv :v rder tc^ combat w i t h t h e s e p r o b l e m s . 
T h i s ii ' i t ,rr !'; has a c l / e v B e l y a f f e c t e d t h e p e r f o r m a n c e o f ITDC. 
Tht?' e i^ -jac a f a l l of' i 1 •/. o v e r a l l occupa i ' i cy i r i ITDC h o t e l s 
d;ii i r ;g 199iZi-31 as cernapred t o 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 . S i rn i 1 a r l y , ne t p r o f i t 
triftfcM t a ^ drC'ppE'd tc i Rs. £ . 3 9 c r o r e s d u r i n g 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 as 
a g a i n s t p r o f i t o f Rs. 9 . 9 8 c r o r e s d u r i n g 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 . The 
poE>it io i - i dui-:i.nij 199 r -9£ ' i s a l s o newly a l a r m i n g . The 
c o r p o r a t i o n u p t o Pagus t 1 9 9 1 , i s h a v i n g a l o s s o f Rs. 4 , 7iZi 
c i c ir fs: as a g a i n s t o f n o m i n a l l o s s o f Rs. 0 . 7 7 c r o r e s d u r i n g 
1991?. The c o r p o r a t i o n i s , t h e r e f o r e , f a c i n g r e s o u r c e c r u n c h . 
Pis a m a t t e r >:<f f a c t , the-- C o r p o r a t i o n p r e s e n t l y needs a 
c o n t j / n g e n c y p l a n t o r e c o v e r f vom t h e c r i s i s s i t u a t i o n . I n 
c i rdev tc ' combat w i t I"! t t i e s e p r o b l e m s . 
Future Prospects : 
In view of adverse tourism scene^rio bleak business 
prospects, v^ e sources crurich and limited scope of other 
financing resources, the corporation will have to heavily 
depend upon budget a v-y support to finance its 8th Five Year 
P"' 1 an sc:hieines. The corpora't iCJn would rieed budgetary support 
grant of about Rs,, 35 crores for- 8th plan schemes. The 
balance institutional borrowing RE;. 27 crores and internal 
r'~eE;>CJur'c:'es of Rs. 7 i::rov-e«;. 
Ttie scope of borrowing mar(<et bor-rowings is limited 
ecor;omica 1 1V viable projects, for new major reservation 
works, the b^'rrowi rig-, are limited to the e>;terit of G7'A of the 
;•,:,:.:. I"'t'::: a(.,i..|i.i i: ed arte' the balance is to be met either from the 
• III 
b u d Q e t a r y B._ip,J •..r• t o- ^rom i n t e r n a l r-esour-ces. S i n c e 
:^K-'~ ^ i c -.:.:• r J >',to • r;, •' e s o u r c e s s h a l l not be a v a i l a b l e d u e to, 
..::'•• ,j:. :..^ ' :.•'.-• 1 •'•: j^::: e^-a; i •:• :?.rid a f f e c t e d b u s i n e s E p r o s p e c t s , t h e 
•^!i'i,:ci-,d.;r'cc? ::,n t h s budi^etary s u p p o r t will be h e a r y t o f i n a n c e 
pi a '. •:iche'v:e'^ ;. 
Prospects Under- Eight Five Year Plan (1992-97) : 
K.BE^ pini, in view tht; overall tourism scenario, current 
per fo; [iiance financial posit iofi of tfie corporation, government 
po 1 \ c y ain d in a r U.e t e v i v i r onrrien t, the f o 11 ciw i ri g b>•"oad objectives 
are stipulated for the Sth Five Year Plan :-
P 
fi„ Business Objectives— : 
1. To ir\C:rZdcx<s>G the Pish ok Group a accomodation by 
add i t i C'ri o f A 00 r ooms t hr-ough se11 i ng up riew 
; . ) r - c j e c t s , e . ' < p a n s i o n o f e x i s t i n g h o t e l s a n d 
u i"id e 1' t a U i r-, g J o i n t v e iot i.i )•"e s;;-
2. Tci expand by opening Indian cuisine, restaurants in 
:, :• e 1 c; c t e d ;> / c r s e a s h i g h p o t e n t i si 1 m a r k e t s 1 i k. e U 5 P 
West European countrieE, Middle East and specific 
•• e ij 1 C' r, s „ 
3. T ; c o n s o l i d a t e and r e f u r b i s h a l l h o t e l s a n d 
r e s t a u r a n t s i n t h e Plshok G r o u p t o make t h e m 
c o rn p e t i t i v e a ri d c o r'l t e rn p o v^  a r y . . 
•). T o a s s o c i a t e withj> t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l o c h a i n s o f r e p u t e 
f o r u p r i r a d i r i c j and r e s t r - u c t u r i n g some o f e x i s t i n g 
! i o t e ] p r o p e r ! : l e s . 
Z. To re f'urbi s!-, all existing duty free shops open newj 
1. India "^ ourisiv; Development Corp., Eight Five Year Plan 
, ....'. „... , •. r 1. 1, - -.1,.., .,. . , . , , , , . ../ ,j i_.. .... , .. ,j j_i „ I. , 
f „ I ':J 1 rj -) „ 2 _ 
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Bhcips and offer customer's services and pv^oducts 
(::• Ci i-, B i. 51 B VI i w i 11' i c:; o rn p e t i t i v e s t a n d a r d s . 
£. TC' (;:• •;• rnpi.i t e;' i ..:>t• a 11 f^ e 1 e v a n t a s p e c t s of c o r p o r a t i ori' s 
b u s 1 ri e s s. 
7. T o undevrtake pi crriot i oriEil a c t i v i t i e s s c h e m e s rnainly in 
h i l l y r e g i o n s t r i b a l b a c k w a r d av-eas p i l g r i m c e n t r e s 
in aES',.:'Ci at i on with the Central Department of 
Tour i Bill. 
T;. To cc'i'isolidate t^ ie existing transport fleet and to 
develop Pish ok Trvels and Tour is as a competitive 
age ri c y. 
9. To provide through training and review systems, a 
star.dard of service in the Pshok Group of Hotels, 
i.e. comparable to the best in the industry 
10. Tc:' )•)rovidc:• boi..(r i sm c:orisu 11 ancy services in India and 
abroad and establish ITEC as the leader in tourism 
t:C'I'lsu 11. ai'lcy serv i c:es. 
Social Objectives ;: 
1. Tij generate emplc^ymerit opportunities mc\inly for 
weakt-v- sections of the society during construction 
[jeriod as well as C'peration of the projects. 
E',. To disperse socio-economic benefits of tourism by 
?;; e 1 1 :i. r'l g u p p r o.j e c t s i ri ri e w a r- e a s i n c 1 u ding t f" i b a 1 
i.),.ickwar d are-ixs. 
3. To prcivide opportunities to young boys and girls for 
by offering apparenticeship 
J15" 
d i .1; ;;:-E::i i .'lat e ITDC ex pert i se by render i ng 
Business Strategy for Sth Five Year Plan (199g-97)— 
Daii'ing i;i-i P •.,•  secM-, ci rcuinst ancess I TDC shall adopt the? 
following bu:; i necs 'strategy over the Eight Five Year Plan. 
1 9 9 £ 9 7 t c> w ai r c:l B a c hi .i. e v :i vi g t h e s e t o b.j e c t i v e s. 
1.. '" • place corporate planning in front seat for the 
,.)Mi j.;<2,e of defining annual, E-hort term and long term 
goal, the;-!.? after to develop objectives and action 
p I ans f o; - e a^  c h b u s i n e s s g r o u p through the 
p.^ u-t ic :i pa t icrn and comrnitnient of manahgernent at all 
leovels. Subsequently, to decentralise operations 
'w-.der ar: umbrella of centralised system and review 
rnechani sms., P\riy finally to assess individual 
perfcyrinanet- :..-ri tl'ie basis of results achieved against 
an agreed set of cib.ject i ves. 
To deve 1 op ai-i or gan i sat i oI'la 1 culture that encou>-^ages 
caridciur team work accountability, intellectual 
.11'lt egr i ty avid exce 1 le?nce, to recognise meritocracy as 
a key factor in care^er progression to develop the 
h ^^ia;•, ;•£{-';;., i A i-re •. through conl i nuo!.,!:;.. updating of skills 
a/-d k;'iciw 1 edge. 
3. "^c, conEJol :i date the existing pvoperties by renovating 
i rnprov ii'ig rn;jderri i sing us.i.ng contemporary technology 
DC' - Annual Plan, in3£-9:^, Op. C:. i . , p. „ i^-. 
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and facilities so as to make their contemporary and 
compet i t ive. 
A. To expand the fishok Group of Hotels through a mix of 
star and a budget hotels of its own, managemeYit of 
properties in which ITDC shall have no financial 
stake? and the addition of v-oom s and facilities to 
existing owned hotels in keeping with market, needs. 
5. To expand to selected overseas high potential market 
mainly through setting up Indian cuisine restauroants 
by making limited equyity investment where necessary 
supported by management. 
6. To undertake promotional activities mainly in hilly, 
regions, trigal areas, pilgrim centres with the 
financial osupport from the central Department of 
Tourism. Such developmental and non-commercial 
projects would be taken up with the funds for these 
schemes to be provided by the government as grant and 
will be operated by ITDC on cost basis. 
7. To associate with an international chain of repute in 
the globad marketing of the flshok Group. 
Q, To provide for the duty free shopping requirements of 
the customers at International Airports in India at 
com^jetitive rates and so also the food and beverage 
r6?qui rement s through restaurants. 
9. To consolidate the transport fleet soon to bring down 
1 17 
the fleet strength to 50 only to meet the essential 
!-^ equi rernent IS. This would be supp lernent ed as and when 
the need arises by hiring vehicles from private 
operators. flTT (Pshok Trvels and Tourist) will be 
developed as a competitive travel agency specialised 
in promotion of domestic tourism inbound travellers 
from selected overseas markets. 
10. To impart on the job training to the employees so as 
to achieve and maintain competitive standard of 
hotelieri ng. 
11. To expand and refine consultancy services to be at 
par with the best in the field of tourism. 
ITDC NET WORK : 
ITDC is the single largest tourism organisat iori in the 
country offering a wide network of tourist services consists 
of the followins : 
a) OWNED PROPERTIES : 
Hotels - £5, Travellers Restauv^ants 1 Airport Restaurant 
•- 6, Transport Units - 11, Tourist Services Station - 1 Duty 
Free Shops - 11 Sound and Light Show - 1. 
b) JOINT VENTURE PROPERTIES ; 
Hotel - 6, Restaurant Overseas - 1. 
C) MQNflGED PROPERTIES i 
Hotel E 5,, Forest Lodge 1, Bound Light Shows - 2, 
I I B 
state Guest House and Hospitality Centre at Hyderabad House, 
New Delhi 1, Travellers Rf3st auv^ant - 2, Catering 
Est a b 1 i sh rne^ nt s - 4. 
Financial Structure : 
The authorised capital of the corporation is Rs.75 
crores. The paid up equity capitals on 31.3.1991 including 
Bhatre application money is of the order of Rs. 58. 72 crores. 
The financial struct uv^ e of the corporation for last three 
years is as indicated below :-
Table 4. |.' shows the three years financial structure of 
the company under the 19S8-89. The paid up share capital of 
the company increased from 25.27 crores at the begining of 
the year o'' Rs. 56. 02 cv^ores including share capital money of 
Rs. 1.25 crores. 
Similarly on the other hand when the authorised share 
capital of company increased from Rs. &0 crores to Rs. 75. 
The Government subscription of Rs. 2.50 crores towards equity 
capital, share worth Rs. 2.50 crores have been allotted 
during the year 1989-90 including share worth Rs. 1.25 crores 
alloted against share application money of the previous ysar. 
So that the paid up share capital of the company has 
consequently increased from Rs. 56.02 crores to Rs. 58.52 
crore'y.. Urider the 1990-91 the amounted Rs. 58.72 (including 
share application money of Rs. 19,50 lakh ) have been 
alloted,, 
m 
T a b l e No. 4 . 1 
F i n a n c i a l S t r u c t u r ^ e <Rs. i n C r o r e s ) 
S.No . PflRTlCULflR 
YEOR 
1 9 8 8 - 8 9 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 
i E q u i t y C a p i t a l 5 6 - 0 2 5 8 . 5£ 5 8 , 7£ 
d R e s e r v e and S u r p l u s £ 7 . 2 3 3 6 . 1 2 3 8 . 5 1 
3 Net w o r t h 6 2 . £6 9 1 . 4 6 9 4 . 2 1 
4 Loan C a p i t a l 19. 4i2i £ 1 . 3 9 £ 2 . 9 5 
5 G r o s s Edock 1 0 4 . 3 3 1 1 2 , 2 5 1 1 8 . 8 3 
6 Net Edock 6 0 . 5 4 5 4 . 3£ 6 6 . 6 9 
7 C a p i t a l E-rnployed 3 1 , 5 0 1 0 2 . 4 2 1 0 4 . 8 9 
8 I n t e r e s t D i v i s i o n 7 . 8 6 5 . 9 6 4 . 4 6 
9 Debt E q u i t y R a t i o 0 . 3 5 : 1 0 . 3 7 : 1 0 . 3 9 : 1 
S o u r c e : Annua l R e p o r t 1 9 8 8 - 8 9 , 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 , 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 ITDC. 
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Finaricial Results 
Os earlier hiave d i ticuBBed abcut the tourism sc-enario in 
the country which has got sever'e set back mainly due to the 
nat I orial as well as i rit prrjat i oria 1 adverse conditions. This 
has adversally affected the over all performance of ITDC as 
well. There has been 11"/. drop in over all occupancy of ITDC 
hotel's dLiring igSiZi 31 as compared to 19B9~90 this in tourism 
has resulted in decline in profit (after tax) from Rs. 9.9S 
crore during 1989-91? to Rs. £.39 cores during 1990-91, 
Activity wise perfor^me^nce data has been shown in earlier 
table No.H.3 during 19a& to 1990-91 in marginal output. 
The higtilight of corporate profitability during last 
three years can be^  seen as under tabulated below : 
FlB per Table A. ^ regarding financial results of three 
consecutive years i.e. 1988-89, 1989-90 .and 1990-91 
respectively exposed continuous growing in turnover, 
operating profit arid net profit. Iri 1988-89 sales turnover 
exceeded the Rs. liZiO cr-ore mark of the firt time, which is ari 
reflecting increase- of Rs. 12.6"/ over previous year profit 
before tax (Rs.SGA.A lakhs) and after tax (Rs. 594.6 lakhs) 
ar>d 1.8"/- respectively. CTperating profit has advanced from 
Rs. 1&7.1 lakh m 1987-88 to Rs. 17S„& lakhs in 1988-89 
representing an increase of Z.J'A. 
In ISSS-'SiZi the company received much record performance 
reflecting a si g m f i carit improvemevit in vav-ious areas. The 
12 
T a b l e No. A. £ 
F x n a i - i c i a l R e s c i l t s 
fu P'art i cLi l a r ' s 
TurriCivei-
Operating Profit 
I n t e r- e s t o n t e v^  rn I c a n a 
Depreci at i on 
Profit be?fere ta>< 
F'v'ovision for tax 
Profit after tax 
Ii'ive^ stmerit al lowance 
resume written back 
1 retained profit 
Total disposal profit 
"/" Return on Equity 
capital 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
U 
Before Tax 
- After Tax 
"/- Retutn on Capital 
employed 
- B e f o r e Tax 
- A f t e r Tax 
1 3 8 8 - 8 9 
1121616. 69 
1 7 6 6 . £ 7 
3 0 0 . £ 3 
4 9 8 . 11 
987. 83 
3 6 3 . 0 6 
6 0 4 . 7 7 
0.49 
£05.£6 
(Rs. in Lakh) 
Year 
1989-90 1390-91 
17. £8 
10,79 
11987.95 
£003.64 
3£4.77 
539.14 
11 39. 73 
14£.04 
997.69 
0.06 
997.75 
19.47 
17.05 
1£19£. 58 
1252.49 
445. 55 
568.24 
£33. 70 
0.05 
238. 65 
25. IS 
£63. 83 
4. 06 
4.06 
10. 58 
6. 61 
11. 13 
9. 74 
2. 28 
2.28 
Source : ITDC s Annual Plan 1989-90 and 1990-91. 
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turn over' has touc!.£-d R-.i. 11,987.95 lakhs which is 12. 92>C 
upori the la'^i yt^-af per Fco f.iance. The profit before tax is RB. 
114.1 lakhs a;., aga:iriE:.t Rs., 99,775 lakhs in 1988-89 the profit 
after tax h..;: advaiiced " ^oin Rs. 605.26 lakh to Rs. 998. £ lakh 
repi-(psent i I'ig a growth vf 65'/ over the previous yee^r 1988-89. 
Tv..tal foreiyr, e«cl!ang£v ernirigs direct arid indirect have 
or OB SIS d mark for the first time. 
Sir^rilarly undev 199i? 91 tourism industry particularly 
the hotel indusitry suffered a set back due to disturbed 
conditions in some parts of the country and the region as 
well. The Gulf crises, the issuance of adverse advisories on 
travel to India by major tourist generating countries like 
IJSPl, Germany, France, Japan etc., and also the development in 
the USSR iiad adverse impact on inflow of tourists to India. 
Despite..' these difficult conditions, the year 19921-91 
continued to strive hard to keep up its performance and did 
achie\'c- marginal mprovement in the turnover in 1990-91. 
Hc::wever the net prof.i. I declined from Rs. 997.69 lakh in 1989-
91? to Rs, £38.65 lal<h in 1990-91 largely due to lower 
occupances and inci-ease in operational costs. 
PLRN PROPOSALS ; 
!<ecpii'!g iri view the pr-eserit scenario business objectives 
and stratejjV, the plari proposals have been drawn up for the 
plai'i period env ,i. say :i. :'ig ari outlay of Rs,. £9 croroes. Scheme 
wise details of proposed schemes and ^jutlays ar-e given as 
.„>iide; : 
0 SPILLOVER SCHE^IES : 
Fc'Lii :jy, gc'irig sc l";eii!e& have sp: 
plar.. Thf t.ital >-£;•(:, u i-.-ernent of 'fundE during 8th Plan ig3£:-97 
'-'•:.•: c :.-Mi:'' et i ,_. the:::.!? j^: ojects is estimated at Rs. 100 lakh, 
F.:, u^i'-u,;s: Plar. 1 99F 9 3 ar, outlay of Rs. 85, lakhs is 
j> :ipo£Bd Bv ief p a r t i c u l a r s of these s c h e m e s are given as 
.Mi'-jer 
NEW SCHEMES : 
/ ' Conveyit ional Centre of Kovalarn ". 
T!; 1:;., .1:;.. a r, o n •- g',:' :i r i g ;: c hi e m e s e s t i m a ted to cost R s. 153 
lakhs. Rs,. 19 lakhs ha/e been incurred up to 31.3.1991 Rs. 80 
lacs av-;::' ev;pc-ctd to be s,,,ent during 1991-9£ of the balance 
aniourit of Rs. 54 lakjv.:; an outlay of Rs. 50 lakhs is proposed 
for 199c'-93. 
i 1) Hotel Project at Gwal ior/Lakshdweep/flhmedabad/KariPur : 
ITDC h a s tjot a plot :>f land measuring about 2.5 area at 
Gwali.ir. T h e plot which is located just 500 y e a r s away from 
the Railway St at i c^ n is ideally suitable^ for a budget hotel. 
Tt i :-. Ihere-^ore, pv^oposed J:o construct a 75 room hotel 
C'j-:-iZ ...•-}'i 1 i^ of 25 rooms of Yatri M i w a s type a c c o m o d a t i o n and 
5!? r r<r.:^v,:_ of 23 sta- accomodation. The project is estimated 
to c...^..t Rs„ 31? l,::ikhs. 
Ir .::c^:;•,E thtj- pi exposal for hotel at G wall or is not 
Ui. 
T a b l e Mo. 4 . 3 
F ' lan P ' r oposa l (Rs. i n Lakh) 
£3. No. Scheme S t h P l a n Annual P l a n 
1 9 9 £ - g 7 1 9 9 2 - 9 3 
fl. SPILLOVER SCHEMES 
1 H o t a l a t Gu l rnarg £ 5 . 0 0 
£ Expn. of Travellers Lodge at 
Manali Re-sort A0. 00 40.00 
3 Eixpn. of Kovalarn flshok Beach 36.00 36.00 
4 Expn. of Hotel at Jaipur 9.00 9.00 110.00 85.00 
NEW SCHEMES 
ITDC SCHEMES 
Conveniion Centre at Kovalarn*- 50.00 50.00 
Budget Hotel at Gwalior/Lakshdeep/ 
flhmedabad/Kanpur 300.00 100.00 
Hotel at Tirupati 300.00 50.00 
Other schemes including one major 
quality hotel at Madras/Bombay 1000.00 — 
JOINT VENTURE SCHEMES 
Domest i c 
Forei gn 
EXPANSION SCHEMES 
900. 00 £00. 00 
Temples Bay Mahakalli Puram 150.00 — 
Total E £700.00 400.00 
C RENOVPTION/IMPROVEMENT IN EXISTING 
HOTELS/UNITS & SEL.SHOW 3000.00 600.00 
D PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES**- £50.00 50.00 
ftSHOK TRAVEL & TOURS 400,00 150.00 
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inater i al i soe^d, sirnilar proposal for hotel at other centre 
like' Lakshdweep, Ph ma da bad or Kanpur would be considered. 
ill) Hotel at Tirupati 
Pi ,-ite i, r. t!ie •/1 c :i n i t y of Trupati Temple which belongs 
to •^ hi i-Limal 1 a Tirupati Devasthanarn Trust has been selected 
for settirig up a hotel. The terms and conditions for 
allotment of the site on lease basis have been broadly 
agreed, and formal agreement is likely to be signed shortly. 
It IS proposed to construct a 75 room Budget Hotel consisting 
of a block of Pishok Yatri Miwas type accomodation (£5 rooms) 
and another block of 2 3 star standard 950 rooms) at ari 
e s t i I ri a t e d c o s t o f R s. 300 lakhs. 
i V) Other Schemes - One Major Hotel at Madras/Bombpav : 
For filling up the missing link of an ITDC hotel at 
Madr-as and Bombay. It has been endeavour of the corporation 
to look fo: a hotel project at these centres. Keeping the 
efforts c..:.ntinued to achieve this goal, B,r\ outlay of Rs. 1000 
lacs is proposed in the 8th plan. 
Joint Venture Schemes ; 
P,: outlay of Rs. 9 0 0 * lakhs is basically proposed for 
setir.y .\p j(jj.rit vi-'r;!;: urc-, Iridiavi cui:::.ine resfit auroant s abroad 
rnainly in [J3P\ West European countries and pacific region by 
coi'it ]• i but inr rni ni rrr.iifi i-e:'q u i red ecp-iity i i'l ttie fo^u^ of goods and 
services. These pr.uJLi'cts are considered to be money spinning 
project:;:, -^'.jr which ITDC is Ir.oking for'' any trying their best 
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MISC. SCHEMES 
HouBU'ig L o a n liZi(Zi.lZi0 25.00 
Manpowe?!^  Development &• Training 50.00 10.00 
Duty Free Shops 100.00 50.00 
Computers 100.00 10.00 
Arbitrat ion 50.00 5.00 
Land for Plan ScherneE 35.00 15.00 
Dtht?r-:> 5.00 15.00 
Total 'F ' 440.00 115.00 
Grand Total (ft to F) 6900.00 1400.00 
* Equity support agreed to by Government. 
*••*• Cirant in Aid is proposed. 
Source : ITDC's Eight Five Years Plans Appendix-I 1992-97, p. 23. 
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T a b l e No. 4 . 4 
Sp i. 1 i o v e i Schem 
Naiiifcr 
(Rs. in Lakh) 
No. of EEtimated ftctual Antici- Outlay required 
Rooms Cost Expdt. pated expdt. during 
upto 1991-92 Sth plan Annual 
31. 3. 91 plan 
1992-37 1992-93 
Hotel at 
Gulniar g 
l_xpf.. of HTL 
at Manali 
31 
21 
£74,iZiiZi 1 9 9 . 8 9 
1 4 a . izici 5 8 . 7 7 50 .00 
2 5 . 00 
4 0 . 00 4 0 . 00 
t. X p n. o f r. ci V a i a m 
Pish ok Beach 
R'esor t 7£ 
><.pr). o f H o t e l 
309.1210 1 2 6 . 3 8 1 5 0 , 0 0 3 6 . 0 0 3 6 . 0 0 
J i a i p u r ftshok 36 1 4 3 - 0 0 9 3 . 7 1 4 0 . 0 0 9 . 0 0 9 . 0 0 
1 1 0 . 0 0 8 5 . 0 0 
Execution is held up due to disturbed conditions. 
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t o i^et ty-iBtiiu PIS j je ; f . r r o j e c t p r o f i l e w o r k e d out f o r 100 c o v e r 
Indi.<^i'i r e E L ; ' ' t . Hb oa.j a t an e s t i m a t e d c o B t o f R B . 100 l a k h s , 
T TDC wC' 1.11 d be i;'i v';•.••• • ;:• t i riy RB- 4 9 1 a k h i s . T h i s a»',nua 1 a v e r a g e 
irtcoiiie l i ke?Ly t CJ be g e n e r a t e d f o r ITDC by t h e r e s t a u r a n t 
^^::,i-:d be a b o - t R;;;.. HQ) l a k h i , ( s u b j e c t t o l o c a l t a x a t i o n ) which 
work'.; o u t t o approv;,. lQ}\d% o f t h e e q u i t y i n v e s t m e n t o f ITDC. 
oohie dorne- . t i c j o i n t v e n t u r e schemes on t h e p a t t e r n o f 
e ; ; . , £ t i r i g j o i n t v i j n t L i r e h o t e l s may a l s o ' be c o n s i d e r e d p r o v i d e d 
t h f schenie i s f o u n d c o m m e r c i a l l y v i a b l e and f i n a n c i a l l y 
a t t r a c t i v e . 
E x p a n s i o n Scheme - Ternple Bay Mahabal ipurarn : 
ITDC i s pre- - ; .ent ly h a v i n g a Beach Resor t a t Temple Bay 
Mal'iataal i piurniii p.r 'Ov' iding accornodat i ori cif 2S. rooms o f 3 star 
c a t e g o r y . Due t o i t s u n - e c o n o m i c s i z e , t h e p r o j e c t 1% 
i n c u r r i n g c o n t i riLic.us l o s s e s . I n o r d e r t o improve t h e 
v i a b i l i t y o f tb t r p r o j e c t i t p r p o s e d t o e x p e n d t h e u n i t by 
a d c k i t i o n o f 22 r r o m s co t t aag£?s a t an e s t i m a t e d c o s t o f Rs. 
If^!? I .:.k'-i':;.. Tf iei-e i s enough a d d i t i o n a l l a n d a v a i l a b l e t o 
u n c ! e v t a k e t h e ex pa neon p r o j e c t . 
C RENOVATION/IMPROVEMENT TO EXISTING HOTELS ; 
With the spate of charges taken place in the economic 
rf tbe :;•:'entry concessions extended to tourism t.-; , . ,:[ I 1 
! • i^LCiiiCi ,t u f new I n d u s t r i a l P o l i c y and f i a c a l , nC :„is!; t'j :^^,:';onr. 
r i s m i n f i - a s t r u c t u r e i n t h e 
^ i ' l C C :v!'i the -^ast track. The elasticity of 
den iand b e i n g s: 1 ::: ,\i ,£•, • t h e co i i ipe t i t i crn i s b e c o m i n g s t i f f e r a n d 
tf"i:.r jji '.jdv.c.l ':.u\:.> id •J..:.iid ovi i t s n i e r ^ i t s fo i" s u v ' v i v a l . K e e p i n g 
i ri v i e w thfc pro\:ei'i'. i ourisn] B c e r i a i ^ i c a n o u t l a y o f R s . 3 0 
c'v-oi-e;i i i:> p r o p o s e d i ri t h e 8 t h P l a n t o m a k e t h e e x i s t i n g 
i::)i"':.',:er t . e t c : .nt eii:i::M_'i"a) y a n d c o m p e t i t :i v e . 
D. flSHOK TRAVELS AND TOURS ; 
Ir 'Mcler- t':::' ac^iieve operational efficiency and increased 
pr c.-^  ; t abi ! i t y It is proposed to consolidate the transport 
riet?t. So that the total fleet stv^ength comes down from 
present 7S to 50 only to meet the essential reuirment. The 
recp-iirenierits of the market howevejr, will be met by hiring 
V t.-.'icl &.• B f r orn private operators. It is> therefore, pv^oposed to 
alloc\:vte an outlay of Rs, A0iZi lakhs for replacement of the 
minimum requirement of Transport Fleet during the 8th Plan 
[Je 1-' i od g i ven ori ahe:ad. , 
REPLACEMENT AND INVESTMENT SCHEDULE OF QSHOK TRAVEL AND TDUR5 
DURING EIGHT PLAN PERIOD 1995-97 
1991 g£-12 Mon- DC flmbassador Cars of 1986 model to be phaseJ 
out. 
23 Mercedes Benz Cars to be phased out. 
G Non-flC Coaches of 193A model. 
199::: 93 19 nmbassador Cars to be phased out of 1990 
model. 
1 9 9 4 - 9 5 13 " i r - C o n d i t i o n e d C o a c h e s t o be s o l d a f t e r 
r e - t a i n ing a l l flC U n i t s . 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
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'Z. PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES : 
The Depart r,ierr\: of Tourism Government of India has 
srit r Liit ed ITDC t!ie- ass.: gmnent of formulating fiction Plan 
Reports for £i ri..,nibt.?r of circuits destinations identified for 
tO'..>i iB.Ti de . el oprnerit i nf raxt r uct ure?. Through these projects 
5-re proposed to be financed by the Department of Tourism, 
xriitiu' GxpL';,;.e:;: ::•:•> pre-commi ssi oni ng of the projects, 
puLlcity and saltis promotion, site establishment etc. would 
be required to be met by ITDC. On outlay of Rs. £50 lakhs 
is, therefov^e, proposed in 9th Plan on this account. Brief 
particulars cif sonif? cicuits destinations identified for 
.development by the department of Tourism ar-B as under :-
1. Gwalior, Shivpuri, Orchha, Khajuraho 
£. Garhwal, Himalayas, Rishikesh, Narendra Nagar, 
L.! 11 a r- k a\ s h i , G a n g C' t r i , 
3. Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Hamkor, Bikaner 
'},. Mandu, Maheshwar, Orkav^eshwar i, Ujjain 
5. Lakshdweep 
6. nndaman 
7. G o l a n d Nalahi ( M a n a l i ) 
r^  ''•^ absef-:'-.• !"i:,.hing in C a u v e r y B a s i n 
r. MISC SHEMES 
Hri o u t l a y o f Rs. 440 l a k f i s i s p r o p o s e d f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g 
I 31. 
1, Housiriq Loan ;; 
To et'isi.u'-e h e a l t h y w-r!--:. i n y u ,ervic : ;e z:or,t] i ^-. inns a n d 
l o y a l i t y a p r o v i s i o n o f R s . 1 i?C^  l a k h s ha t . bee) ' , m a t ' t i:-: t h e 
9 t h P l a n f o r p r c ' V i c l i n g s o f t loani:> to i t s ernpl oyef2?.s t o w r d s 
c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e i r h o u s e s . 
£. Manpower Development s 
Hotel industry is rapidly clianging and it is essential 
for the personnel to keep tliernsel ves abreast wityh the 
contemporary technological change; and skill development. 
Besides, success of e^ny hotel is longly dependent or, the 
quality of services it provides to i t .s guests. In turn this 
has direct beav-ing on thes quality of its '•:'.."nai' rt^ '.-ources. In 
order to achieve excellence in .j.ervices for sustained, 
customer satisfaction it is i.)v-opo',.f:'''' t-' T^V-.'P v-egular 
specialised individual training c^-,'^  the psrsonnel of ITDC 
including training abroad. Tor tiris and a!'so tc strengthen 
the training cell of ITDC, a prov,Lsi.on of Rs. 50 ]ak!-is> is 
proposed in the 8th Plan, 
3. Duty Free Shops (DFS); 
The Duty Free Shops have proved to be one of the major 
rvenue and profit earning bus.iriess of the corporation. 
Keeping in view the opportunity available -^;ir this mav-ket and 
to exploit the same to its fullest exte/t a pv„'Vis:ion of Rs. 
laiZi lakhs has been made for development of .•xistivig Duty Free 
Shops <;Krid set up some ;':ew shops at the new 
13Z 
CETil: res;:./:i. rit ev -na t i';:>i..<l r^  I m p o r t s . 
4. Computers for Hotels and Headquarters : 
In urdei- to u.ch i eve o v e r all e f f i c i e n c y and ef f e c t 
i-(.:.o/,o;,iy '.)'. oepi ,,': i'jn, is pro p o s e d to install c o m p u t e r s in 
.ici.jo v,r i t :;•. trrid .it 'i r-i-Vvd C| na rt er. fin out l a y of Rs. ICJ® lakhs is 
pv':.,:;'.j:;;ed .-.o-i t h i s acc',-:i-ii'it ivi the 8th Plan. 
'"'" Land for Plan Pro-jects : 
Pin -Lit lay of Rs. 35 lakhs is proposed for acquiring 
additional land For expansion of existing united or new sites 
for riew project's or for outstanding payment for the sites 
already acquired. For a site acquitted at Chandigarh an 
amoiint of Rs. 3. E.'3 lakhs is paiyable every year as lease 
money. 
The requiremerrt of plan funds for miscel leneous schemes 
i £: i r I CJ i c a t e d b e 1 o w 
FINflNCIftL PATTERN : 
INTERNAL RESOURCES : 
Dui-incj the Seventh Plan period (1985-90) when conditions 
were corid-,c inet c tourism in the country, ITDC generated 
intei-rial resources of Rs. 172 crores to finance its plan 
scheivie^ i^ ai; aLiain:-:.t the approved irrternal v^esources of Rs. 12i 
cr^ -'-es. Mow, whsr, the tourism industry is passing through 
di'^ Fi. cull ,,;hai>e f-.M' tUe i^ eas-oris wtjll known to all, ITDC being 
, .j.ibi:.. ..-.^ ctor hdc !• o cuffer the most. fis mentioned earlier 
M5 
Tc-Able N o . 4 . 5 
L a I'l d f o )•-• F' 1 a r i F' v ci. i e c t s 
J.. No . F'cirt i c u 1 a r ; 
( R B . i n L a k h s ) 
hlouBirfg L o a n 
Manpower- D e v e l o p m e n t a n d T r a i r i i r i g 
D u t y Frees Shi o p s 
C o r n p u t e n f o r U n i t s H e a d q u < a r t e r s 
ftrbitr£-*t i o n 
L a n d f o r P l a \ n t 
C) t h e i- Schemes 
Total 
ath Plan 
1992-97 
1 0 0 , iZiiZi 
5 0 . IZ10 
1IZI0. IZI0 
1 0 0 . 0 0 
5 0 . 0 0 
3 5 . 0 0 
5 . 0 0 
4 4 5 . 0 0 
Annual Plan 
1992-93 
25.00 
10. 00 
50. 00 
10.00 
5.00 
115.00 
Source : Annual F'lan ~ iy9£--93 Op. Cit. p. £3. 
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ITDC prcfitG dropped from Rs. 10 crores in 1989-90 to Rs. 2-4 
crc/Bi: c'ui iriy 1390 9!.. The situation is still worst during 
'\3i: 32 as pr._..fit- .,p t;o Oct. 1991 ar,:.^ logging behind by Rs. 
5. A c r'o 1 .;? L;. as c:o;npai-d to correspond ii-ig period of last year. 
''eepiriij if. vie^t the present tourism scenario in the 
country, the co: povation would not be in a p)Osition to 
generate desired leve.i of internal resource to finance the 
plan s«'Chcv;mes. The proposed inteairnal resource of Rs. 7 
crores during the 8th Plan period are also optimistic and 
subject to the assumption that conditions in the country 
would irnprove in near future to become conducive for the 
t our i Bill i r'idust v-y.. 
Grant in Aid ; 
In the present situation when the corporation is fcing 
<• (;;F..O!.;rce C'unch and firancicil crises, it would not be in itsi 
bv!-„.iness interest undc-?rtake promotional schemes even with 
budgetry support which requires repayment of loan and 
ii-icrease its equity base. Furother, these promotional 
oschemes are evcisaged to provide. Basic infrastructure for 
promotior. of tourism in the remote hilly and backward areas. 
For such schemes, which are absolutely of promotional nature 
havir,y I'lO scope of economic viability, it is proposed a grant 
o" "•';.. "',,00 croi es ..lay be provided. 
Equity Support ; 
Ei.uity support c-^ Is-. 50 lat'hs is proposed only for the 
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o f c o f i v e r i l i on c e n t r e a t Kova la rn f o r which t h e 
gC'V t-.-r-riir/t:;i";t ':.a::. .;?, I • •ead j ' a g r ' e e d t o p r - o v i d e . 
Institutional Borrowinos ; 
'^y.e- i ri :-t i t .it 1 : oal borrowings are available normally for 
c, eat ion of assetz the scope of such borrowings is lirnitd to 
v'iablt;, new projectE^ and major renovation schemes to be 
undertaken and that too to rnaxiriiurn extent of &7'A of the 
project cost. Balance 33"/ cost of such project is to be met 
cLit of equity or internal resource. Based on the eligibility 
of proposied 8th Plan scheme, corporation can go for 
i I'ist it ut ional bcrrcwings not more than Rs. 27 crores. 
ficcordingly an amount of Rs. £7 crores is proposed to be 
take-:, froivi in£:>t i t ut i ons for financing the 'plan schemes. 
Budgetary Support ;• 
Taking support into account, the other sources of 
financing the plan oschemes present financial condition of 
the corporation, it is proposed that the budgetory support of 
Is. 3c crores may be provided to finance the 8th Plan schemes 
oF the TTDC whicli is absolutely necessary to bail out the 
c; o r p C' rat i Ci r 1 f r c^  ro f i n a ri c; i a 1 c r i s e s . 
PHYSICAL TRRGETS : 
Based on propCised plan schemes about 400 hotel rooms are 
e..;pectGd to be added during the 3tti plan period (1992-97) in 
the operational chain of Oshok Group of Hotels under the 
F'hysical Tav-get' 
S. iMo. Cai tegory 
Spillc'ver'" schemes 
New schemes 
Expansiori schemes 
Jcant venture schemes 
Total 
3€ 
T a b l e No. 4 . 6 
ath Plan 
1992-97 
7£ 
£50 
£8 
50 
Annual Plan 
199£:-93 
7£ 
-
... 
-
4 0 0 7£ 
S o u r c e : I T D C ' s A n n u a l P l a n Op. C i t . p. 3 0 . 
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T a b l e ^...§.. 
Ernp1oymcnt Genera t 1 on ^ 
r iequ iE-A ie d a t a 11, t h e pre i - i c r i bed forr i ie i t about employment 
y e n e r a t i o i ' i / 1 i ke- ly t o be g e n e r a t d d u r i n g E i g h t P l a n i s g i v e n 
unde r T c b l e A. "J 
De'sp i t E- the' difFerent amount a> 11 o cation in a separate 
fr orfi plar, f,:ise data hcin:. also been tabulatedf keeping in view 
to booBtiny up the e'-, 'oyrnent opportunities- The data shows 
above t^ le table A."^ "" 
INTERNAL RESOURCES ; 
For the SeventFi Five Year Plan 1985~90 the Government 
c^ijproved plan outlay of R B . 39,90 crores with budgetary 
support of Ra. c::9. 90 crores and the balance of Rs. IP crores 
to bv; met out of internal resources- For better performance 
arid profitability achieved by the resources towards financing 
plan schemes, Duririg 1990-91 also the corportion contributed 
or sum of Rs. '''.li crores from internal resources for 
f i i"ia nc i rig p 1 a n schemeB. 
Tourism industry having got a severe set back for 
.i.nte, r;al as well eKternal resourse; well known to all the 
pt f ;^' mar/c.^  and r i . i,;;ir,c i ny poiii |-i on of ITDC has suffered a 
lot,. In View C'f adve:se tourism scenario and black business 
p; L,;::.pect s i ri near' ''uture it is estimated that the corporation 
wouliJ be a-,!-/ I ,,j cc r.lr i but e Rs. 7 crores only towards 
.138 
" a b l e N>; 
Ernployenient G e n e r a t ion 
P l a n F 'ev iod 
Seventh P'lan 
(1985-90) 
Regular Employrnent Estimated 
(No- of Years 
person years) 
6&C 
unernp 1 oyrnent i n 
p e r s o n s days i n 
t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n 
phase 
3520424 
P n n u a l P'latn 
( 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 ) 
4 0 66B046 
Eigh i t F''lan T a r g e t s 
(19g£--97) 
a7£ 4 8 7 5 0 0 0 
flrmual P l a r i flnticipath 
( 1 9 9 1 - g £ ) 
114 735000 
Annual Plan Tar-gets 
(1992-93) 
2 1 6 3 3 7 5 0 0 
S o u r c e : E ighr t F i v e Yea r P l a n , 1 9 9 2 - 9 7 ; flnnexure-IV P, 19. 
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f i i-.a;".cir,g t^ ie? p l ^ .n .^i.J-ieiiies, br.i_?f p a r t i c u l a r s o f e s t i m a t e d 
i ^ . t e r n a l !&i_.ourL ei:- ci v>.i i ] a b l e f o r Sth p l a n under T a b l e A. 1 1 . 
r ; e q u i i „ i t e d a t a i n t h e p r e s c r i b e d for-niat about e s t i m a t e d 
i n t e r r ia l r e E o u r c B S and e x t r a b u d g e t a r y r e s o u r c e s i j g i v e n i n 
d e t a i l s a rrrie n i j r e •• I . 
Conclusion : 
R;:> a comrrifrrcial organisation in the public sector India 
Toui•• i c.in Deve 1 oprne,-11 Corpov>at ior'l tias to play a critical dual 
..jlf? in Bn'-uririy pr c.per dispersal of socio-economic benefits 
o f t o 1 .i 1 - J. s w. a r I d i iv; p 1 e rn e ri t i n y c o m rnercial character while 
computing with the private sector on the other. So long ITDC 
has bet-n successf .,1 1> playing this role. The country is 
pre:.:ient 1 y facing foreign exchange crunch and needs to boost 
foreign exchange earnings. ITDC is one of the rate 
organisations, earning more than 25% of its turnover in 
f C' r e i g n e >< c: h a ri g e . 
Due to adverse tourism scenario, ITDC is presently 
fDassing, through in a vsry crucial stage and needs government 
Guppor-t to overcoine this situation. The corporation has 
formulated its Bth Plan programmes based on essential minimum 
required investment to complete on going schemes, renovate 
t'-.r- e.H i st ,i :ig projcc.'. :: and undertake remurierat i ve new projects 
s:, uis tu improve thi' profitability and technical position of 
"eep : (• L, i . vit-tv the above consideration, the planning 
HO 
i':-oii'im :'..v- . •:' r ;^  r a q '..' ••;• . ^.'c 
E,g .:• o, e - . •:.-f t h e ",• , ' , . ,a 
•f i r iaric; i r ,C| p a t "t er"-r, : 
':-..• a p p r o v e t h e p r o p o s e d o u t l a y o f R s . 
1 P l a n ( 1 9 9 2 - 9 3 1 ? v>j i th t h e f o l l o w i n g 
?4l 
T a b l e No, 4 . 8 
I n t e i - n a l R e s o u r c e s <Rs. i n C r o r e s ) 
P a r t i c u l a r s B t h P l a n ftnnual P l a n 
( 1 9 9 2 - 3 3 ) ( 1 9 9 £ - 9 3 ) 
ft Internal Resources 
Retained surplus 14.87 0.84 
Depreciation 3£.50 6.10 
Total (ft) 47.37 6.94 
B Utilisation of Resources 
Loan Repayment 30.47 4.94 
Incr-ease in working capital 7.35 1.00 
Non-Plari Schemes 2.55 0.50 
Total (B) 40.37 6.34 
Net Internal resources available 
for Plan schemes (P-B) 07.00 06.50 
Source : ITDC, Eight five year plan deaft (1992-94)-
] 4 R -
T a b l e r>.io. H. 3 
M i £ c e 1 i i:;MieouB 
£). Uc, F'ar t ; i c u l a 
B u d g B t a T- y S i.t p p c r t 
GV-ai-it "• i rV SIIppcir• t 
E q u i t y Sl ip p o r t 
I n t e r - ri a 1 F^  e s ci u r- c: e s 
J: n £ 1 1 1 Li 11 ci ]'i £s 1 E< ci r r C' w i n g s 
T o t a l 
Onnexure-l 
(Rs. xn Crov-es) 
- ' 
ath P: 
( i g3£-
3 £ . iZiiZi 
£ .50 
0. 50 
y.iziizi 
£ 7 . iZi0 
£9 ,00 
" — ' 
1 an 
- 3 7 ) 
>-_- _ 
finnual Plan 
(1392-93) 
6 .50 
0 .50 
0. 50 
0 . 5 0 
6 .00 
14 .00 
Source : Eight Five; Year Plan Op. Cit P. £9. 
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CHAPTER - V 
SUWMftRY OF FINDINGS QND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the preceeding discussions, it is evident that the 
the tourism has emerged as the fastest growing industry in 
the world. Better and faster means of cornrnunicat ion* have 
resulted in a massive movement of people throughout the world 
drawing them closer through experiencing and appreciating one 
another's culture and life style. To give an iadea of the 
dimensions of the world travel, in 1990, the number of world 
travellers was 4£9 million who spent over US * 249 billion. 
Direct employment in the industry was 112 million persons and 
indirect much more. The figure of domestic tourists in the 
country was 62.3 million during 1990. Tourist arrivals in 
the country during the same period were 1.71 million, earning 
for the country Rs. 2440 crores in foreign exchange. During 
1992-93 (up to December, 1992), there has been an impressive 
increase in the foreign tourist in all months of 1992 over 
the year 1991 (except in the month of December) as the total 
number of foreign tourists increased to 18.67 million. The 
reason for the decline in the tourist arrival in India during 
the month of December, 1992 was 6.3^. This was due to the? 
internal disturbances in Oyodhya and other parts of the 
country. 
During 1991-92 foreign exchange earnings were Rs. 3300 
crores. The tourism traffic industry in India generated 
direct employment of 5,5 million persons in 1989-90 and 
1^^ 
another 8 million who were employed indirectly. Given these 
dimensions of international tourism and the potential which 
exists in the country, there is tremendous scope for 
accelerated growth of tourism in the country. The prestn 
study, therefore, undertakes the task of exploring the role 
of ITDC in the context of the potentialities of tourist 
arrivals in India with a view to highlight its development. 
No doubt the task has been completed yet certain concluding 
remarks regarding the main observation aire essential to lend 
compactness and provide support to the findings. 
The parameters of tourism ar-e wide and far reaching. 
From a small beginning of individuals travelling alone in 
search of adventure, knowledge, trade and pilgrimage the mass 
movement of people today all over the world has given rise to 
a highly sophisticated, multi-discipiinary industry tourism 
to develop and promote tourist activities, to serve the 
tourist facilities so as to ensure visitors satisfaction and 
thus generate more travel. Because tourism promotes exchange 
of ideas and views and facilities interaction of people and 
their cultures, it can be a potent instrument for achieving 
national interaction better international understanding and 
ultimately peaceful co-existence for the people of the world. 
Despite its world wide operations, tourism can function 
in the smallest of settings as effectively and efficiently as 
in wide-ranging, multinational operations. It has thus the 
flexibility of adjustments to situations which few industries 
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possess. Tourism can thus be an individual endeavour or it 
can employ thousands in single operation. It can be small 
enterprise or a multi-mi 11ion project. Tourism is thus both 
a labour intensive and capital-intensive activity. In 
economic terms, tourism is a major source of foreign exchange 
earnings for many countries. It can help in correcting 
adverse trace balances and regional imbalances, create' 
employment opportunities and give a direct stimulus to the? 
socioeconomic development of backward areas in the country. 
The history of tourism, its origin, growth and 
development in India, is linked with our ancient 
civilization. In the first chapter of this dissertation 
entitled. "Growth and development of Tourism in India" tht? 
scholar has made an in depth study of travel on the 
historical significance of tourism. It may be recalled that 
India has been the nerve centre of world civilization and it 
is not because only heart land of 'ftrya varta and resporitory 
of Osian thought but the seat of mighty powers like Delhi,, 
Ogra and Jaipur. From the mighty Mauryas to Great Mughals, 
Kingdom and empire usually grew up in.the rich and populars 
(Middle India Machyadesha) with Banga and Yamuna as the 
corridor and plateau of Malva as bastions of resistance 
against the invaders. This civilization has given birth to 
some of the world most beautiful creations of mankind in the 
form of religious edifices, temples, movements and 
architectures, it is the only visible material record of 
man's intellectual evolution through the ages that impress 
14A 
and instigates the tourist to look at the country's cultural 
heritage. It has also enriched our culture and festivals 
that constitute our major tourism resources. lr> fact our 
cultural tourism began long before commercial tourism and its 
birth in European countries through the different out look. 
Various surveys and studies have confirmed that the biggest 
element in attracting international tourists to India is our 
historical and archeological monvments. So these monuments 
should be highly protected and well maintained in order to 
keep its sanctity restored and to explore the past glory. 
Tourism Development in India has passed through many 
stages. fit government level, the development of tourist 
facilities was taken up in a planned manner from 1956 
coinciding with the second five year plan. The developmental 
approach has evolved from isolated planning of single unit 
facilities in the second and third five year plans to 
integrated development in the fourth plan (Gulmarga and 
Kovalam Projects) and thereon to integrated area development 
in the fifth and sixth plans, under the seventh five year 
plan the tourism declared as ari industry which implies that 
business activities will in future be entitled to the same 
incentives and concessions as are applicable to art export 
industry. The department of tourism of the Central 
Government have been enhanced from £1 crores rupees in the 
sixth plan to ISiZi crores in the seventh plan. The eighth 
five year plan taped to initiate the development of the 
declined places which is hitherto unknown. Under this 
14? 
process T.T.F., (Tourism Task Force) which has been drawn by 
the implementing wing of Tourism ITDC (India Tourism 
Development Corporation). It was formed on May, 15, 1991 and 
its foray into tented tourism began on July, lAth, 1991. 
Such process have given a positive response in order to 
achieve its chockful enthusiasm. 
The many attractions of India hold virtually art 
ultimated potential for tourism development. The endeavour, 
therefore, will be to convert this vast potential into 
reality through well planned, well defined and fully 
integrated national programmes of tourism development. For 
instanse various festival and cultural programmes of India 
are being organised in other countries of the world in order 
to arose considerable interest in India's art and culture. 
The performance in the field of tourism forty five years 
have been quite impressive. In 1351, twenty five million 
world travellers crossed national frontiers to visit other 
countries as tourists. Of these, India received 16,829 or 
only 0.066"/.. In 1981 while the world tourist movement was at 
£90 million, India received 8.53 lakhs and 4. £7 lakhs 
arrivals from Pakistan and Bangladesh or 0.44 per cent. The 
foreign exchange earnings of India from tourism in 1951 were 
Rs. 7.7 crores. IN 1981 these wee at Rs. 702 crores. During 
1991--9c: foreign exchange earnings were Rs. 3318 crores as 
against Rs. £444 crores in 1990-91. The foreign exchange 
eai-^ ning for 199£-93 was Rs. 4000 cores. Hardly any othe?r 
sector of the economy has recorded such a consistently 
He 
notable performance. It is presumed that by £000 ft.D. the 
Corporation expects 50 lakhs tourists and the earning of 
foreign exchange is being estimated to the tune of Rs. 10,000 
crores. 
Such boosting ideas both iri terms of tourists and 
foreign exchange earnings would help correct our adverse 
trade balancers, regional imbalances, building of more hotels 
with additional rooms and staff. In fact it would 
tremendously help in creating employment opportunities 3.rid 
bring about socio economic development of backward regions. 
The direct employment from tourism at the end of 8th 
plan period is expectd to be 8.5 million. It i& earnestly 
hoped that if these schemes and programmes as projected under 
the eighth five year plan,judiciously excuted with sincerity 
and devotion, the future prospects of tourism promotion is 
bound to accelerate at a higher growth rate. The tourism 
would thus contribute a great deal in bringing down the 
poverty ratio 20 per cent by 1995 from present 30 per cent. 
India has a long tradition of social and cultural values 
and possesses a spiritual equality that has come down 
unbroke:?n from times immemorial. In the first chapter which 
is devote-d to "growth and development of tourism in India" 
the scholar has discusised the past and future assessment of 
tourism in India. It is recommended that the country's over-
all tourism policy should be based on selected targets which 
(i) are realistically attainable, and (ii) will produce 
rn a X i rni..trri cultural, sociccal and economic benefits over the 
longest per^iod of years. These benefits will give new ethos 
and value? to tourism, and new sense of purpose arid direction 
to its development. It is hoped that India being tourist 
dest i fiat iori country should enjoy political stability, so that 
her old image of peace loving country may be maintained in 
the world market. It is essential to brighten India's future 
prospects of tourism and obtain for tourism industry the 
status of an export oriented industry. 
The second chapter entitled "organisationdipattern of 
ITDC" deals its causes of emergence and expresses its 
improving and developing ari economically healthy 
infrastructure. India tourism development corporation is an 
implementing wing of the Department of Tourism. The need for 
such corporation arose, because the private sector was shy of 
undertaking construction and running of tourist facilities, 
where the profitability was in doubt. The corporation 
function under the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation in 
close coopet-ation with the Department of Tourism- The 
corporatin programme aims to achieve tagetted foreign exchange 
and boosting up tourism in fllowing shape : 
fi range of comfortable accomodation for tourists and 
5 i g \-\ t see i rig t o u r s. 
S p e c i a l t c . i u r i s t s e r v i c e s , i n c l u d i n g e n e t e r t a i n m e n t 
and d u t y f r e e / t a x f r e e s h o p s . 
P ' u b l i c i t y s e r v i c e s t o a s s i s t I n d i a p r o m o t o n o v e r s e a s 
a £j ct U L. ^ ni.ir :i. i;.t des> t :i. nat i on and to proiect the- national 
.L inpc:o"t cirice c^f t o; 11 i !i;rn at home. 
"'"C'Clav India Tour lEi-rri Desve? 1 oprnent Cor-por^at iorr is 
f unct i orii ng for keepint; the tourist facilities according to 
the dt-:-!;:. ii e cif fc.re.i, avi touri st at every place. 
India ToLtri si-m Development Corpo)-at i on is one of t hi(.,/ Few 
Public Sector Undertakings which has played a significant 
role Bince its inception. In the first decade of its 
inception in 1976 -y?, the aggregate net profit of the 
corporatiori w<aE Rs. 2.34 crores which increase to Rs. 33.35 
creyres in 199? 93. India Tourism Development Corporation has 
been making profits continuously on its all operations 
eKceptmg the transport unitsi where there are losses. To 
aVoi d thie :i. c<ssees of t ransipovt unit some measures are to be 
taken to improve the profitability. These include better 
supervision and managemtjnt, planncjd programme of preventive 
maint ef lancE:', repaiv- and maintenance facilities, specific 
training for technical staff intensive care should be taken 
on sales promotion. In ITDC, as, its name suggests, has aimed 
at settirig up a sound base for the development of tourism 
infrastructure which regulate through its organisational 
structure at corporate le;:;vel, comprises a number of Directors 
of the? Corporation. These number should not be less than two 
or more than 15. The Chairman is appointed by the President 
who works in ari honoraiy capacity and no remuneraxt icn is paid 
to him. Sirice:^  its (ITDC) Chairman is work.ing an honorary 
basis and even he is not paid honor ari uin. Bo it is obvious 
that he may not take^ • keen and perSCJrial interest in the 
f ur'I hur ance. of the causes of ITDC. Gener^ally chairman 
appoint€-'d ai- exofficio basffS, whtj Is ;iardly i r'l a position to 
unci ei-st and the nianayenient and correct its behaviour. 
Therefore, (rfia i rrnan shcJuKJ be' a\ rnari cf full fledged Managing^ 
directcir .n'ld chief's .-j 11 ^i a versatile track r-eccrd who could 
dec t ate In. is tei nis CM-id LC'uld firid thie laxity in laps iri 
di ticharg i ng ttie duties::, of peri.onnal of ITDC. Moreover he 
should be rnade a full time office B O that tt>e occupant could 
feel sence of belongingness and responsibility. 
Third chapttjr entitled "Working of ITDC in the Promotion 
of Tourism" highlights the role and functions of ITDC, which 
has played a pioneer-ing and c<atalystic role in the growth of 
tourism in India. Unique in its concept, it has more than 
met the demands as catalyst in tourism development while 
achieving and maintaining profitability. The Corporation's 
major cc>nt ri but ions have been found in the field of 
infrastructure and promotion, such as accomodation, 
restaurants and catering, travel agency, marketing division, 
consultancy services, entertainment, shopping and duty free 
shop, ta)-; free shiop etc. 
E^roadly we can say that ITDC can take the credit for 
concespt ual 1 sing the Indian Tourism product, as it stands 
today and for relentlessly breaking new ground. Its 
endet^vour to open exotic new destinations which is hitherto 
unknown on the international travel circuit and to charter 
unknowri avenues of tourisim activity, like adventure tourism 
before introducing thiem an acceptable from both to the 
c ci u ri t f y a rid t o t h e w o r 1 d. 
Besides these potential networks of the ITDC, the 
D , ' ril rif Tourism has assigned the most promotional workd 
like Tented Tourism, urider the 5pe-?cial guidance of the then 
IJi'iion Mi nisi ery for Toui'isiii and Civil Aviation, Mr- Madhav 
Rac> Sirld^ •^ ia. This rnc'St gigantic effcr-tB has been drawn 
fi'-5.>tly .^ll'l(.•Je^|•• the 'jari,'i&r- Tc'Lirisin Task Fcvrce (TTF). TouriBni 
TaE>k Force :jr< Ma>, IS, .1991 and its foray into tented tourism 
began on July, 14, 1991 at Narwar in Gwalior whose tremendous 
response has been ascertained. Thereafter, such trends, in 
various other places like BIR, JfilSOLMER, JDDHPUR and ONDOMRN 
NICOBfiR were also launched in a glorious form, whose 
successful tastes h^ tve been realised towards the promotion of 
tourism in India. Through such trends like roving nature 
t e)'it ed t our- i srn not C'r11 y cca fic i de? the declined plan rather 
creates employment opporturdties for those aspirants who 
interestesd to wov-k in the hospitality industry in various 
cadres. So the out come of the tourism prospects could be 
achieved through it, and ITDC could be reckoned as front 
leader in the country's tourism industry. So the Government 
of India particularly Department of tourism should adhere 
more and more towards its development and promotion through 
h iB all sort s of ef f ort s„ 
Towards the development, planning and promotion of 
ITDC, in the fourth chapter, the scholar has articulated 
"ITDC under planning", which express that ITDC since its 
inception (1966) has been playing key role in the development 
and e;Kpan5ion of Indict's tourism ingf rast ruct ure ivi 
accoi'dav-ice with tins govt. , policies. Functioning as a 
commercial arm of tfie Ministry of Tour is, ITDC has been 
acting as a catalyst m the development of touv^ism by opening 
'.ip riew dest 1 ciat i ciris and creating tourist infrastructure in 
the I • Brnot &• r' E?g i c-nB Whei • t? t hie p)-^  i va t e sect '-• v has been shy of 
ivvvestirig. F"or this reaBC^n, for the fiv^st time, with fourth 
plari, tfie Govev-nrrierit of Ii'idia approved an outlay of Rs. 
1;2.£6 crorcMB i. r. the b'..idgBt for its devel oprnerit and expansion 
of India's tourist infrastructure. The amount allocated, was 
fully utilised for the purpose. Mov-eover, in subsequent 
plans of ITDC i.e. second (1374-81?), third (1980-85) and 
fourth (igSS-gO) agaivist originally approved plan outlay of 
Rs. 19.07 crores, 55.04 crores and Rs. 39.90 crores 
respect i vevly, tht? actual plan expenditure was Rs. 57 crores, 
40.63 crores arid Rs. 48.87 crores respectively. This sorrow 
state of affairs was because of the seven set back in the 
country mainly due to distrubed conditions and communal 
tension in the country. Disturbances in Middle-East and USSR, 
out break of Gulf War in January, 1991, travel advisories 
issued by the tourists generating countv-ies like USfl, UK, 
France and Japan etc. On visit to Inide-*. These factors have 
resulted in sigviificant fall in foreign tourist arrivals. 
During 1990, pthe? foreign tourist arrivals registered a 
negative growth of 0.5"/.. During 1991, the position remained 
worst and there was a fall of about IE"/- upto Sept. 1991. 
Th i !:; ir. turn, has adversely affected the performance of 
'iTDC. The-re was a fall of 11% overall occupancy in ITDC 
hotel' . dui'ing 1990 91 as compared to 1989-90. Similarly, 
Viet p'-oTit after tax droppe/d to Rs. £.39 crores during 1990-
91 as against profit of Rs. 9.98 crores during 1989-90. The 
fjosjticvn during 199J, -92 is al'irio very alarrniriq. The 
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corpryr'-at i on up to HiiyiiBt 1991 is hawing a loss of Rs. 4.70 
ar'-jres as against a ncjrn:i. rial loss C'f Rs. 0.77 cov^ores during 
1991?. The corpor a t i ciri is, t fieref CTe, facing resource 
crunch. ft's a mat fc r ijf fact, the cc^ r pen-at ion presently needs 
a contingency plan to recover from the crisis situation. 
In view of adverse tourism scenario, bleak business 
prospects, re? source crunch and limited scope of other 
f 1 r"I a I'l c 1 f] g I - e s o u r- c e B , 111 e c o r p o r a t i o ri will have to heavily 
depend up on additional budgetory support to finance its 
c:-1 h e r p 1 a vi s i n f u t u r e. 
In ITDC, as its name suggests has aimed at setting up a 
sound base fafor the development of tourism infrastructure. 
It is perhaps the only undertaking of its kind in the world_, 
offering almost a complete package of tourist servicesi^ 
accomodation, transport, shoping, entertainment and 
publicity. It offers all this in a spirit of healty 
competition with private sector and in a short span of little 
more than a decade. ITDC has emerged as a pioneer in opening 
new tourist destinations, popularising Indian cusine arid 
entert ainment. 
Keeping in view the overall tourism scenario, current 
f:) 63 r f c' r in a v i c e / f i. y; a vi c j. a 1 p o s i t i o vi o f t hi e c: o r p o r- a t i o r i , g c^  v e r n m e n t 
p o l i c y and m a r k e t e n v i r o n i r i e n t . The f o l l o w i n g p c d n t s are t o 
be C'ji'ib i de , -ed w t r i l e ammending t o u r i s m p o l i c y : •-
i ' Ho! e ' i v i dus t r - y s h o u l d be i r i c l u d e d i n t h e E s s e n t i a l 
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St?r /1 ce!;:> Ma. i ribenarice Act, if onte really seriouys in 
pi-C'mot i rig t Cjv.ir.;. sm tc our country, flgain hotel 
t«! iff'L are iJefje?rident cyri the cost of operations. The 
iLitate and centiral heaovy taxes constitute a good 
part of tlie operational costs. It is therefore, 
necessary to grant fiscal incentives to*'holtels and 
restaurants on a far with export - oriented 
i/idustr ies, as as to eriable them to keep down their 
hotel tariffs. 
li) To attract tourists, promotion and publicity should 
be given priority. It is not up to the mark in India 
i:A nd Titleds t o be i nt ens i f i ed „ 
lii) Fur^ither, our- offices abroad should endeavour to 
reach the custoniers direct through TV and 
broadcastings. This is particularly necessary 
because unfortunately these powerful media offer 
publicise tlie adverse news about our country. To do 
so, the tourist development should also invite many 
rncjY-e travel wi- itev-s aYId tC'ur operators than we are 
cJ o i n g a t p r- e s e n t . 
iv) The yisas restrictions were again imposed owing to 
11 • I e H s i a o G a in e s o r i N c:i n - P1 i g ri e d Conference, f o r 
security reasons. They should definitely be 
d i s c o n t i n u e c;l t:) e L: a u s e s u c h r e s t r i. c t i o n s will affect 
tourism very adversely. Inadequate facilities at th 
aii-poi"t avid tl"ie various i min i grat i ori and custom 
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f orrnal i t i eB be? dorfe away with simple and rules, should 
be fv-afiied. Award should be given to trained agencies 
:i, n different catc^gories, that earn the highest amount 
c!^  foreigi-i exchange, similar awards should be given 
to hotels also. 
v) Many of the monuments in the country are in urgent 
need of vepatir and renovatiori and some are deeply 
needed attention to its safe guarding, particularly. 
The Taj Mahal of figra and the forts etc. Odequate 
precautions should be taken so as to preserve unique 
character, atmosphere and natural beauty of such 
monments. The provision of basic arninities of each 
important monument site should be considered to make 
the stay of tourists comfertable. The Ministry 
should take step towards it. 
Its promotion is recognised by all segments of tourism 
industry. It is known as a pioneering service industry 
consisting hote;l, transport, duty free shop and cultural 
tO'.irism which come with the close cooperated towards its 
developmefit. Government should come forward to initiate 
their effort full fledge from all sorts, beause it is fully 
concerned with the labour-intensive and capital-intensive. 
It pr'-iv:ides employmf?nt opportunities. So being a media 
physical exposurt.:',, Itjs modest effort plays in full 
d imev,:-:: ion in promotion of tourism. 0 newly initiative namely 
(TT) Tourism Task. Force towards the promotion of tourism 
throi.ig!-; ITDC has beeri taken up,, Such initiative known as 
Tented Tourism whose niain thrust iz to develop such places of 
tourist which av-e hitherto undeveloped and dilapidated 
nature. When such incentive is being held, the government 
should provide good security to the tourist where the 
creational trends could be done easily, 
India Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) is Public 
Sector Grciani sat i on where work is done under the aegis of 
Government, Tourism Department of India, It is fact that 
usually Government concerned organisation does not work 
smoothly and kind heartedly. The personnel concerned never 
feel their responsibility as a duty, they usually inherent to 
work riormally. In Fact there is. nothing inherently wrong 
with tfie corporation except that this corporation too like 
other cov-porat ions functioned as a Governmental agency rather 
than as a business proposition. 
While comparirig ITDC with other organisations like, 
Oberoi, ITC, Taj Group and Sheraton Group, it was found that 
ITDC has not been wof-king with full heartedly. 
Iti;:. turnover is five times lesser than these 
organisations. So to envisage the high targets, ITDC should 
diversify and undertake other tourist activities, 
particularly consultancy services, and not confine itself to 
hoteliering and catei'ing only. Besides, proving itself as a 
Front leader in the Tourism Development of India, ITDC should 
' e- orient itself into an autonomous body to be called 
National Tourisf;! Devfl opmcrit Corporation which should have a 
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50 p e r c e n t j o i n t vervt u r e i n t e r e s t i n a l l S t a t e T o u r i s m 
D(:•?Ve 1 oprnBi-it CC'v-por a t i ori. 
It 15 also Buggested that the integration of ITDC with 
Hotel Corporation of India (HCI) arid the setting up of 
Standing Conirnittee of Tourism Ministers of India essential to 
coordinate and smooth functioning of ITDC with other allied 
organisations. 
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